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L E G A L N 0 T I C E ----- ------

This report 1vas prepared as an account of Govern
ment sponsored 1vork. Neither the United States, nor the 
Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Com
mission: 

A. 'Hakes any warranty or representation, express 
or i mplied, with rPRpP.r.t tn thP RrrnrAt:>y, rnn•pl.eteness, or 
usefulness of the information contained in this report, or 
Llra L Llw u::H:! uf <my iufu;naa tion, appara t:US, method or proc.P.R R 

may not infringe privately ~.;ned rights; or, 

B. As sumes any liabilities with respect to the 
use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any 
information, apparatus, method or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of 
the Commiss ion" includes any employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor , to the ex tent 
that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or 
employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to any informati on pursuant to his employment 
or .;:ontract with the Commiccion, or hio employment 1vith such 
contractor. 

NOT:~: This is the thirty-seventh in a series of Research and Development 
l:'rogress .Reports . The preceding reports in this series are Nos. IDO-: 
28501, 28502, 28504, 28515, 28516, 28517, 28518, 28519, 28520, 28521, 
28523, 28524 , 28525, 28526, 28527, 28528, 28529, 28531, 28532, 28533, 
28535, 28536, 28538, 28539, 28541, 28542, 28543, 28544, 28545, 28546, 
28548, 285Lf9 , 28551, 28553, 28554, 28556, and 28557. The information 
herein is regarded as preliminary and subject to further checking, verifi
cation and analysi s . 
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.. THE ARMY GAS.-COOLED REACTOR SYSTEMS PROGRAM . 

SEMIANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. 

1 January through 30 June .1960* 

ABSTRACT 

This·report contains the significant highlights 
of the work performed during the first six. months of 
calendar year 1960 in connection with the Army Gas-Cooled 
Reactor Systems Program. The'Program includes the Gas .. 
Cooled .Reactor Experiments I and II, the ML-1 (a proto
type· mobile, gas-cooled nuclear powerplant) and the 
Gas Turbine Test Facility. Status and progress. of each 
project is reporte~, as is information concerning 
associated tests and data eva.luation, and status of 
fabrication of experimental tl:'.nd prototype components. 

The Army Gas-Cooled Reactor ~;ystems Progr~\ (AGCRSP) includes 
three principal projects being conc\ucted by Aerojet under Contract 
AT(l0-1) -880:: design, constructiot1! and operation of the GCRE-:I; 
studies directed towards the design of an advanced backup experimental 
reactor, called GCRE-II; and design!i tdev?lopn\egt. construction and 
operation of the ML-1. 

O_peration of the GCRE-I at NRTS was begun in February 1960. The 
reactor is being· operated to provicl:e developmental and lifetime data on 
heterogeneous fuel elements, and d)namic and control characteristics for 
use in the ML-1 design. 

* Published by Aerojet-General Nucleonics, San Ramon, California 
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The GCRE-II is planned ~s a g&s-cooled_graphite moderated, homo
geneous fueled reactor system. It was originally conceived as an advanced 
backup effort to the GCRE-I project. 

The ML-1 project is the main ~tream effort of the AGCRSP. Its 
objective is to produce a prototype mobile nuclear power plant suitable 
for mili·tary field use. Criticality of this prototype plant is scheduled 
for April 1961. 

Included in the ML-1 project. j_s the major. effort: to develop advanced 
fuel elements (FED). In view of thn complexity of the·FED project, a 
separate section of the report is devoted to its status. 

. ' ' 

Additional support to the Program is provided by Department of the 
Army Contracts DA-44-192-ENG-8 (design and fabrication of turbine-com
pre~snr SPtS fnr thP. MT.-1.) R.nd nA-4•+-009-ENG-3252 (operation of the G~~ 
Turbine Test Facility- GTTF). Reports on these contracts are included 
as background information. 

Organization of this report follows this order: GCRE-I, GCRE-II, 
MV-·1, FED, and GTTF. The detailed breakdown of the report is by task 
numbers. That is, work is reported under the task responsible. The 
work for each tasl< is reported in three categories: work acc.omplished 
in the .first five months of the period; work accomplished in June; and 
anticipated accomplishments for July. This task breakdown; although 
convenient, possibly is misleading in that materials development tests, 
for example, may be reported under :3everal task numbers although conducted 
in one laboratory, perhaps by one person. 

- 2 -
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I. THE GAS-COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT I 

A. SUMMARY 

.. 
' Expedient modifications to ~he tube bundle and contror rods made 

possible the attainment of initial critical of the GCRE-I reactor early 
in February. The scheduled series ,::>f low power experiments was completed 
and the facility shut down in mid-April to permit the permanent modifi
cations to the tube bundle, control rods andinstrumentation. This work 
was completed late in June and the planned program of ~scension to rated 
reactor power.was initiated. 

B. A/E SERVICES 

The A/E resident_engineer completed the activity associated with 
the construction "i"Ork, and left the site 12 February •. 

C. IDAHO OPERATIONS 

Narrative Summary: January through May: 

Thorough evaluation of the· design deficiencies of the GCRE-I 
brought to light. during pre-operation testing in ·November 1959 showed · 
the .. neccssity of certain expedien.t·mod{fications, as follows.: 

1) Tube Bundle: The aluminum tube bundle was repaired by re
moving the existing fusion seal weld between the pressure tubes and 
the tube sheet, and re-weldii'llg with a tiller rod weld. It was not 
possible to make all welds leak tight .• · For several reasons 'it was 
decided to re-install the vessel with a small leak. These reasons 
include the limited schedule for reactor operations, and the. limited 
pressures and temperatures at which the reactor was to be operated. 

' ... :-". Consideration ;oLthe· long-term ·cha1!llges. in· the struc.ture of 
alUillinuul welds and the uncertainties in .the corrosion ·rate of the 
aluminum bundle led to the decislon early· in Janl\iary to proceed . 
with fabrication ~f a replace~Emt stainless steel tube bund.le. The 
stainless steel bundle was completed in.mid-May and sh~pped to th~ 
site for installation. A report detailing 'the design·and operating 
history of the aluminum tube bundle and the design and fabrication 
history of the stainless steel tube bundle will be published 
shortly (AGN-TM-386). 

- 3 -
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2) Control Rods: Leakage through the chevron seals was the most 
persistent difficulty experienced with the GCRE;-1 fast control rods. 
Pressurizing the actuator housings made early operation possible 
with some reliability. With this modification, leakage was mani
fested by air passing out thrJugh the seals rather than by water 
penetrating into the actuator housing. 

Other significant changes included re-mounting the drive 
mechanism and micro.;sw"itches in, the actuator housing's a providing 
bronze bearings adjacent to the chevron seals, and eliminating 
galling surfaces in several locations. A detailed report will be 
written on modifications to the rod actuators. 

3) Instrumentation: Expedient modifications to the instrumentation 
conehted primarily of."de-bugging" this system and isolating 
sensitive circuits wherever possible. 

These ·modifications were completed early in February. The 
initial critical eXperiment was then performed with the reactor in the· 
flooded (most reactive) condition. Criticality was attained with a· load
ing of 36.IZ-type fuel elements (11.25kg U-235). The wet cr~tical 
experiment was followed by the drying test and the dry critical experi
ment. The reactor attained criticc..lity in the dry condition with a 
core loading of 56 IZ elements (about 17.5 kg U-235). Following these 
critical experiments, flux mapping, determination of control rod re
activity, and associated low power tests were run. These tests were. 
terminated in April to modify the E:ystem so as to make extended full 
power operation possible. 

The modifict~.t:f.nns for full power operation of the GCRE- I. reactor 
included installation of the stainless steel tube bundle, re-work of the 
fast control rods, and further stabilization of instrumentation. By the 
end of May, the stainless steel tube bundle wao about SO% insta:tle.d, the 
modified control rods were being "installed, and modificatioo.• to the 
i.nstrumentation system were complete. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Modifications-were completed, and the modified components installed 
early in .June. 

1) Shutdown Rods: The following significant improvements were 
incorporated: the magnets were"replaced by modified ball-latch 
mechanisms; larg~,, more rugged owitcheH wwLe us~n to replace all 
micro-switches, and the chevron seals were replaced with U-cup 
rubber seals. In addition, th_e pistons were plated with a 
molecular coating of molybdenum to provide a lubricated su~face. 
The dashpot housings were machined to provide optimum deceleration 
during scrams .. 

1l_ Safety Rods: The rear set of chevron seals were eliminated 
since they were not required to effect a seal. The forward 
chevron seals were replaced with U-cup rubber seals. A study of 
the damping characteristics of the safety rod showed that forces 
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of about 50 g were sustained during scramming. The dashpot 
housing was modified to provi.de a maximum of 25 g at a nitrogen 
driving pressure of 75 p_sig. The scram times following the 
modifications were 160 msec i.h water with a blade attached to the 
rod. 

3) Tube Bundle: The replaCE!ment stainless steel tube bundle was 
installed in June. This bundle is geometrically similar to· the 
aluminum bundle except for thickness of the pressure tube walls. 
The stainless steel tubes have walls 0.020-in.-thick compared to 
0.058-in.-thick for the aluminum tubes. The most significant 
changes were in the tube-to-tube sheet joint and in the provision 
of cooling for the tube sheet. The latter modification was made 
because conduction from the heated nitrogen and gamma heating 
sets up prohibitive thermal t3tresses in the 3-in.-thick stainless 
steel tube sheet if auxiliary cooling is not provided. 

4) Instrumentation:· The mo3t significant changes in· the GCRE-I 
instrumentation were made to isolate sensitive circuits and to 
ensure that regulated power leads were not tied into non-regu
lated power n These efforts 'ATere all directed toward minimizing 
spurious signals in the nuclear instrumentation. 

After the control rods were re~installed, each was cycled 20 
times before they were accepted. the reactor attained '.criticality in. 
the flooded condition on 13 ·June with a loading of 55 IZ-type elements 
(17.2 kg U-235). The full core flooded experiment; the'drying test 
and the dry critical experiment were performed after·the wet critical 
experiment with the stainless steel tube bundle. The reactor attained 
dry criticality wiih a core 16ading of 66 IZ-type elements (20.6 kg U-235). 
The core was then loaded with 71 IZ-type elements t6 provide the excess · 
reactivity required for operations. •· 

The IB-90 experiment was performed in anticipation of full power 
operation to determine'relative flux levels for a pin-type element in 
various positions in the reactor. 

Power ascension was initiated late in June with an instrumented 
plate-type element.. Performance O·f this test was impeded by instrument 
instability. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Power ascension (ANSOP 9210) will be completed during July. After 
demonstrating stable operation at full reactor power level, the reactor 
will be operated long enough to generate the gamma source for the 
photoneutron experiment. The reactor will then be shut down and flooded, 
and the photo~eutron experiment performed. This experiment is to de
termin~ the level of neutron emiss.ion that might be expected in the 
ML-1 from the photoneutron effect of gamma rays on beryllium. It is 
anticipated that this experiment ~·ill take about three days, after 
which the ~ore will be loaded with two instrumented IB fuel elements and 
one non-instrumented IB power element. After the core is dried, the 
reactor will be operated at power. 
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D. TEST PLANNING AND EVALUATION 

Narrative Summary - · January through ·May: 

The two major changes made in the GCRE-I during the period were 
the design and: installation of a stainless steel tube bundle, ··and the 
decision to replace the plate-type fuel el_ement.with the pin-type (ML-1) 
element. Th,e tube bundle design and fabrication was monitored by this 
group, and the assembly installed under the supervision of this group. 
The pin-type core (designated IB-2L) design and fabrication were ass~gn.ed 
to the Fuel Element Development (FED) group. This core ls scheduled to 
be loaded fn October 1960. 

These core changes required revision of the GCRE- I Haz.::n-ds Summary 
Report, ID0-28506. Addendum.II was published in February and Addendum III 
in May. 

Thermal and stress analyses of the tube. sheet_ for. the stainless 
steel tube bundle indicated that internal cooling would be needed to rE!
duce thermal stresses to acce~table values. A pumping system and a 
manifold was designed and installed to provide this cooling. 

The reactivity effect of the substitution of the stainless steel 
tube bundle for the aluminum tube bundle was calculated, showing a change 
in reactivity of -0.6%. The critical experiment conducted with this 
configuration determined that 66 fuel elements (20.6 kg U-23.5) con
stituted the critical loading. ··. Thi.s is an increase of seven elements 
(2.4 kg U-23.5) over a previous expE:riment using the aluminum tube bund-le 
with plate-type fuel elements. An analysis of the mathematical methods 
indicated that the codes used to e~raluate thl:! husl cuuslan-.ts did not 
calculate a neutron age consistent with reported experiments. In 
addition, questionable methods were used to determine neutron tempera
ture. The MUFT IV and SOFOCATE codes were used to recalculate the con-
stants for the core with the aluminum tube bundle,.and gave a k f ot 
1.023. Tln~: eA~JeL·iw~l.ltal value of keff wao LOl and the pr~vio1.1ily 
calculated value was 1.065. 

Fuel element handling tools ~~ere designed and fabricated for use 
with the pin-type fuel elements. i\ borescope was designed with forward 
and side viewing heads to permit in.ternal inspection of pressure tubes. 
The nitrogen filter vessels in the main loop were modified to permit 
removal of filter elemilnts from a 1cemote loc.atioTll. Dutmny pluiS to block 
off unuRed fuel element positions :ln the core were re-designed~ [l)rimarily 
by the addition of insulating material. The dummy plugs at the GCRE-I 
site were also modified in the s~me way. Additional plugs are being 
fabricated for use with the smaller IB-2L core. 

Accomplishm2nts ~ June: 

Calculations were initiated on a core composed of IB-2L elements i~ 
a stainless steel tube bundle based on expe_rimental values of cell flux 
distrib:ution available from BMI ex1;>eriments. Calculations using the t 2 
cell code failed to give results Ct)mpatible with the experimental 
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distribution. Improved results were obtai~ed by introducing pin self
shielding factors, but the mathematical methods were still considered 
unsatisfactory. A calculation is being made using the PDQ code (a two
dimension diffusion code). 

Data from the IB-90 flux measuring experiment is being reduced. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

A preliminary schedule of experiments at nominal power will be 
prepared for theGCRE-I. 

The fuel cask shielding analyoi~ will be completed and design and 
fabrication initiated. 

The IB-2L neutronic analysis l11ill be continued. 

Experimental procedures will be prepared and forwarded to the 
GCRE-I operations group cover~ng system activity, experiment 511; 
moderator activity, experiment 512; irradiation data (instrumented 
elements), experiment 520; radiation' damage (shock mount), experiment 
533; and dose distribution, experiment 534. ·, 

•. !· 
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II. THE GAS-COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT II 

A. SUMMARY 

· Work in the GCRE- II area during the report period was limited'. to 
materials development and systems studies. These studies included 
mobile and portable power systems using homogeneous graphite reactors 
as well as modifications and improvements t·o the. ML-1 system. · The . 
materials development effort :was devoted to homogeneous graphite fuel 
materials. 

B. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (Task 47-300) 

Narrative Summary - January through May: 

1. ML-1 Improvements: . 

a. ML-l Cycle Study and Weight Optimization: 
mization analySis of the ML-1 system::resulted 
clusj.ons: 

A cycle and weight opti~ 
in the following con-

Minimum plant weight arid maximum power output per uriit plant 
weight result from the use of a recuperator and pre-cooler with heat 
transfer effectiveness of 80 and 93%, respectively, and maximum system 
pressure of 375 psia. Thes.e heat exchanger effectivenesses are com
parable to those in Lhe ML-1; however, an incre.:tRP. in maximum system 
pressure to the optimized value could decrease the weight of the ML-1 
power conversion system about 1400 lb and increase plant thermal ef~ 
ficiency by about 2.0 percentage points. 

~ 

The maximum system pressure can.be increased to about 525 psia 
without exceeding the nominal design weight of the ML-1 power con
version skid. This increase in pressure, used.with the same turbine 
inlet temperature, wi 11 increase plant thermal efficiency by 3·. 9 per
centage points, reducing the thermal requirements for a given power 
output by about 25%. The increased weights of plenum and tube sheet 
(made necessary by the higher pressure) are counterbalanced by the· re
duction-in shielding weight made possible by the reduced ·core size .and 
thermal r>ower made possible by thE! increased pressure. In addition, 
the ML-1 core heat transfer characteristics can be maintained while 
reducing the total number of fuel elements from 61 to 46. 

)'-'·11. 
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The net plant electrical output can be increased by 22 kw without 
exceeding the nominal design weight of the. power conversi~n system if 
the weight saved by optimization for minimum weight is converted into 
additional plant capacity. 

The ML-1 reactor now is limited to an outlet coolant tem~erature 
0 . ,· 

of 1200 F to maintain a maximum allowable hot spot fuel element surface 
temperature of 1750°F. Calculations were made to determine the gains 
possible through advancements in high temperature materials technology. 
The results showed that a 50°F increase in turbine inlet temperature 
would increase the plant thermal efficiency 0.75 percentage points and 
would decrease the weight of the power conversion skid by about 1000 lb, 
Calculations based on advancements in turbomachinery technology showed 
that a one p~rcentage point change in ~urbine or compressor efficiency 
produces about· a, 0 0 6 percentage point change in cycle effi.c.:tency and. a 
reduction in weight of the power cot)version ski.d of 600. to 800 lb. 

b. ML-1 with Inert Gases: The feasibility of operating the cnisting 
~L-1 _nitrogen system wftfi· an inert gas was investigated. Certain model 
laws must be satisfied to operate a given machine with a gas other than 
that for which it was designed. Where compressibility effects are im
portant, .the Mach numbers. (NM) should be ·the same for both. For equal 
velocities-and temperatu;res In the turbomachinery: 

where MW is molecular weight, and 
k is spe~lflc heat ratio 

An inert gas mixture must be used to satisfy the specified conditions. 
The properties of t:wo ·-suitable· mixtures are compared . to nitrogen in the 
table below: · 

Gas (vo_l.'a 

N
2 

(100%) 

71~1 A+ 28.9 Ne 

84.7 A+. 15.3 He 

·Molecular 
Weight 

28.i01 

34,3 

34.4 

SP,ec~fic Heat 
Ratio 

1.36 

1.66 

1.664 

The inert gas mi,xtures listed above require large volume fractions of 
argon,. but argon has a relatively .high neutron activation crz,ss-section •. 
Calculations indicate that dose rates on the order·of 2 x 10 times 
toler.ance would exist only two. feet from unshielded coolant pipes after 
10,000 hr operadon. About five inches of lead would be required to 
attenuate the radiation to 300 mrad/week a·t the same .dose point. Inert 
gases containing argon therefore are not suitable for use in an un
modifi'ed MJ .. -1 reactor system. 

- 10 -
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2. An Advanced ML-1: 

a. Dual Cycle·- Helium/ Air: A dual cycle system has the advantage over· 
the single closed cycle system i'ri ihatnore conventional power conversion 
equipment can be used and fuel elem,mt lifetimes and temperatures may be: 
increased by virtue of using helium in the primary. loop. Feasibility 
studies were therefore initiated fo·r a dual cycle power plant employing 
a helium pr~mary system and an open cycle g~s turbine planL 

Preliminary investigations no·w in progress will cover the ranges 
' ' ' ' 0 

of turbine_inlet temperatures to 15.JO F and reactor outlet temperatures 
to 1950°F with the ML~l power output. Optimum compressor pressure ratios 

' ' . 
were found for-various turbine inlet temperatures using equations which 
account for the power requirements for the helium pump and auxiliaries. 
As was expected, the efficiency is 5reater in a recuperative cycle; 
however, the recuperative cycle is ~nly about 2 tb 3 percentage points 
more efficient than for the case without a recuperator because of in
creased pressure drop in the system due_ to the heat exchanger. Optimum 
compressor pressure ratios vary from 3 to 4 for the recuperative cycle, 
and from 6 to 8 for the non-recuperative cycle depending on the. turbine 
inlet temperature, 

Preliminary weight scaling relationships were developed for the 
power conversion equipment to compare the overall weights for the ML-1 
and a dual cycie system. It was found that the dual cycle system would 
produce more net electrical output at.a slightly higher system efficiency 
than with the ML-1 with the same pcwer_conversion skid_ weight, turbine 
inlet temperature, an~ maximum fuel element wall temperature. 

b. Heat Exchanger Design:-. Since _w·eight anci size are at a premium, a 
mobile dual cycle power plant employing a helium primary system and an 
open cycle gas turbine requires_ a s-pecially designed heat exchanger to 
transfer heat between loops. A pur·e counterflow heat exchanger, em
ploying U-tubes and spherical heads,·weighs less than other exchanger-s, 
and has. the further advantage in that, the exposed spherical plenums ·and 
U-tube shell· can be kept relatively cool by internal insul&tion. The : 
results of preliminary heat exchanger calculations are shoWill iii the table 
below for various turbine inlet tentperatures with various reactor· outlet 
temperatures for an unfinned heat exchanger (0.25-in ID tubes); a 
primary system pressure of .500 psis.;. a primary and secondary side b. p/p 
of 0.005 ~nd 0.02, respectively; a net.ge~erator electrical output Qf 
400 kw; and equal capacity rates 011. both sides of the heat exchanger. 

RESULTS OF HEAT EXCHANGER CALCULATIONS 
Turbine Inlet Temperature, oF 

React.or Outlet Temperature, °F 
Heat ~xchanger Tube 

(Length in Feet) 
Diameter of Heat 

Exchan~er, Inches 
Number of ·:::ubes 
Weight in Pounds 

1200 
1350 --T650 

19 7 

19 15 

1150 750 
6ooo 2300 

~ 11 -

_1400 1600 
1550 . 1850 1750 1900 

19 7 19 10 

15.5 12.5 13 11 

850 550 650 500 
4000 2000- 3500 2000 
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A _compact recuperator/heat exchanger design was compl~ted and a 
welght calculation made for use as a. normalization factor for weight 
scaling relationships in optimizing the complete dual cycle system. The 
recuperator is of the plate fin cross-flow design,· rectangular in shape, 
2.0-x 2.5-x 3.5-ft. A heat transfer effectiveness of 70% was obtained 
for a total weight of 2500 ib. 

c. Data from Vendors: Design information is being gathered from in~ 
dustrial cqncerns that manufacture· open cycle gas turbomachinery with 
capacities in the 300 to 3000 kw ran.ge. Performance data has been re
ceived 'from three vendors. The amount of experience and development 
associated with these engines, coupled with proven performance, suggests 
that open cycle turbomachinery offers a large degree of reliability at 
-minimum dollar cost at this time. 

A survey of compact heat tran!fer equipment is being conducted, 
since the output of a mobile plant is limited to a great extent by the 
·weight of the heat exchanger. Preliminary information received trom one 
vendor shows a reduction of 35% in \\'eight and 60% in volume compared to 
conventional shell and tube designs. 

3. Solid, Homogeneous Moderator Rea.ctor Systems: 

a. 3000 kw(e) Mobile System: A preliminary design and feasibility 
study was completed for a mobile nuclear power plant, of 3000 kw net 
electrical output. This weight-optimized power plant consists of a 
nitrogen-cooled reactor and a regenerative closed cycle gas turbine 
power conversion system operating at 500 psia maximum system pressure. 
A net plant efficiency of 18 0 5% is a.chieved with a turbine inlet tempera-

·o o · 
ture of _1300 . F and a sink temperatt'cre of 100 F. 

The entire system is readily transportable since there are only 
seven packages,. none of which weighu more than 15 tons. The total plant 
weight is estimated to be 100 tons, ~orrespondin~ to a specific weight 
of 67 lb/kw of net electrical output. The design is intended primarily 
to supply electrical power at remotE! locations where logistics, economics 
or the exhaust fumes make diesel fUE!l impractical. 

A preliminary estimate shows that three days ti:me and 21-man-days 
of labor are required to set up the plant for full-power operation with 
a clean core. An economic analysis of this system showed a capital 

·investment of $1038/kw(e) for an estimated power production cost of 
JS mills/kw-hr. 

Characteristics of a 3000 kw(E!) Mobile Plant 

Overall Plant Performance 

Re~ctor thermal output 
Net electrical output 
Net plant efficiency@: 100°,. 

amb1.ent temp. 
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Reactor 

Moderator 
Core length (active) 
Core equivalent diameter (act:i.ve) 
Fuel loading U-235 
Lifetime 
Core composition 

Graphite 
Metal 
Void 

C/U ratio 
Control drums 

Diameter 
Number 
Location 
Poison 

(vol 

Reflector 
Composition 
Side thickness 

%) 

Top thickness (coolant outlet) 
Bottom thickness (coolant inlet) 

Fuel Element (Semi-Homogeneous) 

Distance between hex flats 
Fue 1 ro.d diameter 
Fuel volume fraction in element 

Core,Flow and Heat Transfer 

Number of coolant holes (total) 
Diameter 
Coolant 
Mass flow rate 
Heat transfer area 

. Average heat transfer coeffi.cient 
Average film temperature drop 
Average heat flux 
Maximum nominal coolant channel 

·surface\ temperature 
Maximum hot spot coolant channel 

surface temperature 
Reactor pressure drop (or.ificed) 
Coolant inlet temperature 
Coolant exi.t tP.mperature 

Power Cycle 
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Graphite 
33-in. 
31-in. 
25 Kg 
10,000 hr 

82 
3 
15 
485 

5.0-in. 
12 

'. 

Side reflector 
Rare earth oxide 

BeO 
5.0-in. 
4.5-tn. 
6.0-in. 

1.84-in. 
0.875-in. 
23% 

2277 
0.25-in. 
Nitrogen 
475~000 lb/hr 
410 ft 2 2 0 

348 Btu/hr-ft - F 
390°F 
1.36 x 105 Btu/hr-ft2 

1595°F 

1800°F 

25 gsi 
870 F 
1300°F 

Pressure ratio 2.65 
Recuperator heat transfer effectiveness 80% 
Pre-cooler heat t.ransfer effectiveness 93% 
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b. · 3000 kw(e) Portable System: A feasibility study was completed for a 
3000 kw(e) superheated steam power plant_using a helium-cooled homogeneous 
graphite moderated reactor pdmary system"~- The plant was not fully opti
mized due to the lack of availability of current knowledge in the areas 
of costs, weights, fabrication and development times, .and the operating 
parameters for'each component over the range of interest. The principal 
characteristics and problems of heat ..ttzansfer and cycle optimization were 
explored, however. 

The proposed system provides high efficiency with moderate reactor 
gas outlet temperature. The ~ystem is portable in the sense that it can 
be packaged to _allow air transportation by C~130A aircraft to the operating 
site. The estimated installation time and manpower requirement for appli
cation in continental UnH.ed States is 32 ·days with a maximum crew of 
20 men. Fifteen men are estimated to be needed for around the clock 
operation. The overali system weighs 217 tons, incl\l,ding equipment., 
housings, is divided into 16. packages, none of which exceed the size and 
weight limits for thP. c:.., 1. 30A. An e~onomic analysis of this sy~SLI:!w li~cl!
cates that power could be produced for 31 mills/kw-hr with a capital 
investment: of $970/kw(e). · . 

The gas-cooled reactor concept'appears to be one of the more 
promising means of obtaining superheated steams and affords a relatively 
light-weight primary system. The degree of superheat demanded by most 
modern h_igh performance steam turbines ·can be me~ with relatively low 
p-rimary ·system pressures and moderate reactor outlet temperatures.· The 
low moisture levels at the turbine exit, typical of a superheated steam 
power, pla~t, contribute to high· performance and minimUm. turbin,e mainte
nance. 

The power plant uses currently available eqni.prru~nt wherever po,ssible 
and does not involve any major development work. The dual_ loop concept 
has the. advantage o'f- containing radioactive, c.ontaminants; thus ~outine 
maintenance may be performed on the secondary (steam) system. The use 
of an inert gas in the primary syste~n greatly redu'ces corrosion probl_ems 
at the high temperatures in the react~r 'fuel elements. 

The pri~ary loop includes the reactor 1 steam gener&.tor, helium 
blower, helium purification system, and the helium make-up system. The 
reactor employs a·graphite·, RP.mi;;homogljrn.eous fuel clement with a DeO 
reflector, and is shielded with water and exp~dient matetials. The 
s;emi-homogeneous fuel element has a canned fueled graphite circular 
cylinder encap.sulated in an unfueled graphi t.P. hexagon. Tb$ sraphit~ 
hexagon has coolant slots, or holes,. in its body. Coated. fuel particles 
and silicon carbide coatings on the graphite surfaces help prevent re
lease of fission products from the fueled g-raphite. The fuel can prevents 
the ~scape of fission products into 1 the coolant stream• The graphite 
provides the structural strength. 

'• 

The steam power plant uses one·steam_generator to supply steam to 
three _.1.25 mw(e) turbine generator units in parallel. Partially expanded 
steam is extracted from an intermediate point in the. turbine to heat the 
feedwater. The turbine generator sets are field assembled to the con
densers to form inte&ral units. These units r~ject the.ir heat through 
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an intermediate fluid to three air-cooled heat exchangers. An evaporative 
water system is ,provided with the steam plant to supply· make-up water at 
the site. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 3000 kw(e) PORTABLE SYSTEM 

0 Overall Plant Performance @ 100 F Ambient 

Reactor .thermal output 
Net plant heat rate 
Ne~ pla~t efficiency 
Net pla~~ electrical output 

Reactor: Graphite Moderated,BeO Reflected· 

Active size of core 

Fuel inv~~t.pry 
Coolant 
Coolant flow rate 
Inlet/outlet/max nominal wall temp 
Average heat flux 
Power dens'ity 
Coolant hole equiv diameter 

·Fuel element size across flats 
Void fraction 
Metal fraction 
Fueled graphite fraction 
Unfueled graphite fraction 

Power Plant - Superheated Steam 

Turbine inlet conditions 
Steam flow rate 
Condenser-· pr.essure 
Heat rejected 

General 

Totai plant weight 
Number of packages 
Estimated power ·cost 
Capital costs 

I 

13.3 Mw 
15,200 Btu/kw-hr 
22.~'7.. 
3,000 kw(e) 

35.4-in. high x 
28.25-in. dia 

22.6 kg 
Helium· at 900 psia 
65~go.o lb/hr 
580 F/1150°F/1650°F 2 1.73 x 105 Btu/h~-ft 

· 1.04 Mw/ft3 
0.246-in. 
2.19-in. 
10.3% 
2.9% 
42.0'7.. 
44.8% 

0 950 F, 800 psia 
40,000 lb/hr 
7.5 psia 

'·3.4 x 107 Btu/hr 

217 tons 
16 
31 mills/kw-hr 
$970/kw(e) . 

c. Neutronics: The effect on core loading of coolant volume fraction 
was investigated.for a representative reactor assembly. Calculations 
were performed for the range of 10 to 3Q vol% void in a beryllium
re:flected, · lead-.shielded, cylindrical graphite assembly. The critical 
core loadings were found to increase two-fold when 'the void fraction 
was increased from lS to _30%. 

Further calculations were per~ormed to evaluate trends ln ·critical 
mass. as a function of the· .. length:-t,o-c;tiameter GJ.tt». ratio of the reactors 
evalu.ated. The L/P ratio ·yielding the minimum .critical mass was found 
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to depend on. the core diameter~ The minimum critical mass for a core 
26- iri~ dia .was found· to occur at an L/D of 1. 8: and for a 30~ in. core 
at an L/D of 1.4. 

Europium was .. selected. as a representative resonance absorber 
material for evaluating the reactivity control afforded by such a poison 
rilatetial in reflector control dr~ms. Criticality calculations indicate 
that suffic-ient reactivity might be controlled by this method for use in 
a graphite moderated reactor. 

In .t.he majority of criticality survey calculations performed, 
representative core assemblies were surrounded by an 11-cm beryllium 
reflector and· a 24-cm lead shield. Evaluation of t.he lead shields of 
these assemblies indicated a reactivity contribution to the system on 
the order of 15%, due to the reflec don of neutrons back into the ccires .. 

Variations in the thickne~s uf Llt~ bet:ylliu~ rcflcot!or surrou.n.d:f.ng 
re'preaentative core assemblies indicated the worth to be on the order· or 
1 %/em in the region of 10- to 15-cm beryllium reflector thi.ckness.. In 
ail calculations the beryllium reflector contained 2 vol% NiCr ·to simu
late coolant tubing .and was enclosed. in a lead shield 24-cm-thick. · 

d. Fuel Element: There are several fuel element configurations that 
will satisfy the heat transfer and flow requirements of the two 3000 kw 
systems. Two c~ncepts:appeared to warrant study. These were the semi
homogeneous element (a· fueled graphite cylinder in a graphite can) and 
a homogeneous elemen't (a fueled graphite cylinder in a metallic can) 0 

The latter element would be easier to fabricate, leads to lower build-up 
of fission gas pressure, and uses lower fuel density in the graphite; 
Lltus it i.s superior to the semi-ht;~mngP.nP.ous element. Ho,.,ever, the metal 
used in the can ~ust have a coefficient of thermal expansion near that 
of graphite, must have low streitll.8th at the up~n:lting conditiono~ and mu~t 
remain ductile over the operating temperature range. Zirconium.and its 
alloys are the· only· me.tals that meet these requirements. However, 
zirconh1m <~nn ·its alloys exhil>i t poor oxidation resistance at the 
operating temperatures, and large dimensional instability when thermally 
cycled between the alpha and beta phases. For these reasons work on the 
homogeneous element has virtually ceased, and the materials group is 
car:rying out basic materials developments so that the I!H~ml-luJl(lOgeneous 
clement can be fabricated. 

e. Safety: A preliminary investigation was made· of the safety charac
teristics of the homogeneous and semi-homogeneous fuel element.· The 
homogeneous e'!ement consists of a canned, fueled graphite hexagc;m with 
coolant gaps around the periphery; the semi-homogeneous element consists 
of a homogeneous fueled graphite Circular cylinder encapsulated in an 
unfueled graphite hexagon' with coolant slots or holes in its body. 

The can materials 'considered. for the semi-homogeneous element were 
Zircal¢y 2, Hastelloy X, Monel, "A'' Nickel and platinum. Zircaloy 2 
was considered for the homogeneous element. Reference parameters from 
the 3000 kw(e) mobile system feasibility study were used in the materials 
study. 
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The transient heat transfer characteristics for the fuel elements 
were found by solving an analogous R-C electrical network. In these 
calculations fuel capacities were lumped, the prompt temperature co
efficient .was neglected and the heat removal rate was assumed to be con
stant. The neutron lifetime was taken· to be 125 M/se.c. The reference 
conditions are listed below: 

REFERENCE PARAMETERS FOR SAFETY CALCULATIONS 

Reactor thermal power 
Active core volume 
Semi-homogeneous element 

Fueled graphite fraction 
Moderator fraction 
Metal fraction 
Void 
Fuel radius 
Can thickness 
Shell thickness 
Length 
Number of elements 

Homogeneous element 
Fueled graphite fraction 
Metal fraction 
Void fraction 
Fuel rad.ius 
Can thickness 
+ength . 
Number of elements 

16,300 kw 
14.45 ft3 

29.9 vol7. 
59.1 vol% 
3 vol% 
15 vol% 
0.4375-in. 
0.025-in. 
0. 375-in. 
33-in. 
253 

78.9 vol% 
6.1 vol% 
15 vol% 
0.734-in. 
0.025-in. 
33-in. 
356 

The temperatuf.es, power, and Emergy releases for a 2% step change 
in reactivity in the semi-homogeneous and canned element, respectively 
are shown below: · 

SEMI-~OMOGENEOUS ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Excursion 

Time Nominal Average Temperatures Power Energy 

Mi.llisec FueleF 0 Can F She11°F Mw Mw-Sec 

Steady State 0 2010-2090 1820-1840 1660 16.3 

Zircaloy. 2 Melts 79 5130 3300 1790 132,000 10,400 

lla~tel:Lyy: 'Xi.·;MEHt:s 70 3175 2350 1716 50~000 3,520 

Monel Melts 71 1?85 2LI00 1721 55,000 3, 920 

"A" Nickel Melts 74 3715 2600 1742 77,000 5,680 

Platinum Melts 79 5095 3224 1808 130,000 10,400 

Graphite Sublimes 83 6600 3950 1875 204_,000 16,900 
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CANNED ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Steady S.ta te 

Zircaloy 2 Melt.s·~ 

Graphite Sub lime·s 

Time 

Millisec. 

0 

19 

90 

....... ··:' · .. ' 

Nom.inal Average _;. 
Temperatures 

Fuel°F Can°F 

1875 

3575 

6600 

1600 

3300 

6325 

Power 

Mw 

16;3 

132,000 

432,000 

A summary of the results obtained from the study are: 

Excursion 
Energy. 

Mw-Sec 

10,400 

38,800 

2) The reactivity, ~ k/k, tied up in ~he can material ot the 
Setni-homog~;mt!!uuiS element iG 0 • 15 % for Zirt:'.a l ny- 2, 5. 4 % for 
Hastelloy-X,. 5.3% for Monel, 5.8% for "A" Nickel and 7.3% fut· 
Platinum. 

3) Graphite sublimation and subsequent ~ore disassembly, which 
occur in less than 100 millisec in both elements, are the shut
down mechanisms for a 2% step increase in r~activity. The boiling 
points of the can materials are not reached before disassembly. 

4) Because of .the high core heat capacity, excursions can be 
limited short of can material meltdown with about the following 
worths of reactivity in the semi-homogeneous element: $1.14 with 
Zircal~y 2, $1.18 with Hastelloy X, $1.19 'With Muu~l, $1.22 with 
"A'.' Nickel, and $1.26 with ~latinum. $1.54 can be added with 
Zircaloy 2 in thQ homog~?!1Pnns element. These calculations assume 
a 400 msee scram dolay· time. 

5) The worths ot reactivity whlclt ui4Y be added in th& Calil"' nf 
the semi-homogeneous element to obtain a given temperature in the 
can material in a fixed time interval, lnct·~ases with increasing 
thermal conductivity of the can material. This is caused by the 
decreasing thermal r·esistancef: between the fueled and unfueled 
portions of the element. 

6) The high heat capacity of the .core provides an excellent heat 
sink in ca.s~. ~f temporary los:u of coo lant 8 or during transients. 

7) Meltdown of the can material· in the semi-homogeneous element 
should not significantly increase a~ excursion since the can 
material is. retained within the fuel element. Can meltdown w~ll, 
however, release fission products. 

8) Fission product retention during a major excursion will 
primarily depend on the integrity of the coated fuel particles. 
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9) ·rhe chemical reactions of core materials with water and air 
in case of an excursion should be in:vestigated because a considerable 
amount (1010 joules) of potential chemical energy 'is available. 

10) More advanced ceramic moderating materials warrant investi
gation since such materials may make possible softer spectrums, 
thereby giving longer neutron lifetimes, and thus tending to make 
excursions self-limiting. 

Accomplishments - June: 

1. ML-1 Improvements: Previous studies showed that optimizing the ML-1 
for minimum weight results in reducing system weight by about 1400 lb . 
compared to the reference design with a net plant output of 330 kw .. With-· 
out altering plant operating conditions, this saving in weight can be 
converted into 22 kw of increased plant electrical output. Since this is 
a. somewhat:marginal gain in net output; it is of more interest to de
termine the changes required to obtain a substantial increase in plant 
capacity. Accordingly, studies were made of the effect of turbine·in-
let temperature and turbomachinery efficiencies on net electrical out-
put, since these parameter,s significantly affect plant efficiency with
out greatly affecting the pptimized operating conditions. The results 
showed that for each orie percentage point increase in turbine efficiency 
the net plant output can be increased 11.0 kw, and for each one percentage 
point increase in compressor efficiencies, the net plant output can be 
increased 7.5 kw, without increasing the ref~e plant design weight. 
Also, for each 50°F.increase in turbine inlet temperature, the net_plant 
output can be incre~sed 2.Li0 ·ky for,tat!fixed·.,:plantl;_:,weilght:. :Therefiore, 
the ML-1 capacity can be increased from a reference value of 330 to 
500 kw if the compressor efficiency is increased from 83 to 86%, the 
turbine e·fficiency is increased from 86 to 89%, the turbine inlet 

. 0 
temperature is increased from 1200 to 1400 F, and the pressure increased 
to 375.psia. 

2. Helium Closed-Cycle Gas Turbine System: The advantages and feasibility 
of a helium cloaed.;.cycle gas turbine nuclear power plant ar.e being evalu.;. 
ated. Such a system would serve as an advanced ML-1; i.e., it would 
satisfy all requirements for the ML-1, provide longer fuel element life
times (because of the inert gas coolant), reduce the plant weight, or, 
alternately, substantially increase the plant output without increase in 
weight .. Cycle calculations were made using the ~ECAN (IBM-704) code. 

·Heat exchang~rs are being designed so that accurate weight calculat~ons 
can be used to normalize weight scaling relationships. Plant operaot:ing 
conditions will then be determined for the weight-optimized system. 
Feasibility will hinge on the state of helium turbomachinery technology. 
Accordingly, inquiries are being sent to manufacturers involved in this 
technology to establish the· degree of advancement. 

3. Dual Cycle - Helium/Air: Feasibility studies continued on a dual 
cycle power plant employing a helium primary system and an open cycle 
gas turbine piant. Generalized curves were found for the reactor to 
permit extrapolation of its overall characteristics throughout a wide 
range of independent variables.· Preliminary weight scaling relation
ships were developed for power conversion equipment, and·will be refined 
when information is received from vendors. · 
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Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

. Feasibility studies will. continue for a dual cycle power plant 
.employing a helium primary system and an open cycle.gas turbine secondary. 

Work wilL continue on the des:Lgnf,.and feasibility of the- closed cycle 
helium gas. turbine system. ·Cycle a:1d weight optimization calculations 

. will be completed, and this advanced system will be. compared with the 
reference ·ML..:l system. 

Acc.umulati;.@n ·.~of performance ·:an:t.t de.$Jgn data) f:r.gm~ ve.nd;c;n:s of .... g~s 
·turb:i;ne equJpment.::Wi.1.1 -ccmt_inue·~. 

C •. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT. ('fask. .49-300) 

. Nar-rative Summary - January through May: 

'rhe ma.'terials program during ·the period was aimed primarily at 
developing a fueled graphite material capable.of' aission product re7 
tent ion at . S\lt'face . temperatures from 1750 to 1850 F. ·Studies were 
initiated to achieve tht:;~ae objectives: .to develop a fueled.graphite 
material; to develop· a, 'canning metal for fission prdduct rete.ntion and/ 
or as a. carburization. barrier; and to develop a .corrosion-resistant 
coating· for graphite. 

·Five areas were. studied to achieve.these.objectives: . compatibility 
of material, graphite .coatings, gr~phite .joli..ning, . coated .fuel particles, 
and.mechanical and.physical properties. 

1. Compatibility Studies: .. Studies were conducted .on the solid com
patibility of graphite .with zirconiu,m,Zircaloy 2, and nick~l-based alloys; 
and on. the compatibility of. Hastelloy X ·with graphite coated with molybde
dum, niobium carbide, artd .zirconium carbide. 

·Graphite coated with ·.niql;>i,um ca-rl?id!i! anc;l with molybdenum was placed 
in contact with samples .of. Ha.stelloy X. 

0
· The Hastelloy X samples were 

examined after 1000 hr exposure at-1750 F and 300 psi contact pressure. 
·One sample of Haste.lloy X was disca·rded after discovering that the cor-
rosive atmosphere (99 .5 val% N2 + 0. 5. vo1'7o. 02) .. had .come. it1 contac~ with 

. the niobium carbide coating and the graphite encapsulated.with!the 
Hastel1oy X. ·Metallographic and ca:tbon analyses of the Hastelloy X 
encapsulated with the molybdenum coated graphite in<;licated no carbon' 
diffusion. Mechanical tests showed a decrease in strength and about 70% 
loss in ductility. Adf!.itional test samples (moiyb.denum- , niobium carbide
and zirconium carbide-coated graphite samples in contact with Hastelloy- X 
will be exposed for 3000 hr at 17501'F. -These samples .have passed _2500 hr 
exposare. 

·Test samples.of zirconium and Zircaloy 2 in contact with .graphite 
0 were exam5.ned after 1000 hr exposur1:!. at .. l750 F. Metallographic .and carbon 

analyses showed negligible carburization for zirconium .. and Zircaloy 2. 
·'rest samples of.zirconium.and Zircaloy 2 .were.examined.after1500 hr ex
posure.at 1850°F. "The.average.carburization penetration for the zirconium 
.after this exposure was·0.0015•in .. F;or.the Zircaloy 2,. the average carburi-
zation .penetration was 0-.0003-in. :(Figure 1) . 
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I 

I 

FIGURE 1. ZIRCONIUM TEST COUPON AT 600x. NOTE 
CARBURIZATION ZONE. AVERAGE PENETRATION 0.0015 in. 

FIGURE 2. SILICON-SILICON CARBIDE COATED GRAPHITE 
SAMPLES. AFTER 300-HR OXIDATION TEST AT 832°li'. 
LARGE SAMPLE MANU.l''A<.:l'UH.lill BY ::!M• ~MALL BY AJ!;KWJ!;'l'. 
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Compatibility test samples of "K" Monel, "A" Nickel and oxidized 
zirconium surface (Zr02) in contact with graphite completed 1000 of 1500 
hr exposure at 1850°F and 300 psi. 

Compatibility tests of "K" Mor.el, "A" Nickel, Inor 8, Hastelloy X, 
zirconium and Zircaloy 2 in contact with pure nitrogen were conducted for 
100 hr at 1750°F at 300 psi. Visual examination shows that "A" Nickel 
arid "K" Monel appear least affected by the nitrogen. 

Air oxidation tests of "K" 
0 1850 F for 4 hr at 1 atmosphere . 

Mor .. e 1 and "A" Nickel were conducted at 
·Metallographic examination showed an 

O. CtOl-in. for "A" Nickel and 0 . 007-in . average oxidation penetration of 
for "K" ,Monel. 

2. Craphlte Coatings : The previou~ semiannual report stated that Aerojet 
~ lllt:uu-!:dll~;uu ~;at Llc.lt! ~;ualiugti hdd dLuuL 80% iJtULdLility uf uu lt:aks. 
Since then, development has made it possible to achieve leak tight coat
ings 100% of the time as determined by a hot oil bath teat . Some oamplcG 
of these coatings survived 350 hr iu oxidation tests at 1832°F in air at 
1 atmosphere pressure, although som~ samples failed at less than 300 hr . 
Representative samples produced at .. \erojet and at 3M, tested for 300 hr 
without failure, are shown in Figure 2 . All graphite coated by Aerojet 
with the present coating technique failed in the same way : the right 
circular cylinders always fail at the bottom corner (as defined by the 
position of the sample in the coatL1.g application furnace) . Thus it 
appears that failure is not inherent in the method of coating, but occurs 
for one (or both) of the following reasons : 

1) 'PPmpPrAtnrP r:ont.rol in thP. r.nrre.nt fnrna~e. i.s inadequate, pro
ducing inadequate silicon coating on the corners. 

2) Failure is caused by large stress concentrations in Lhe coal~~ 
at the corners as the result of differential thermal expansion in ' 
the two· perpendicular directions . 

Silicon-silicon carbide coating, according to the literature, is the onl y 
coating that has had even moderate success as an oxidation barrier on 
graphite in the temperature range of interest. 

3. Graphite Joining : Graphite joints were fabricated using C-6 cementa 
and selected furfuryl alcohol cement mixes orr parts of simulated fuel 
elements and tensile specimens . A number of tensiie tests conducted at 
room temperature indicated that 0-6 cemented joints produced tensile 
s trengths ranging from 300 to 400 pai. Tensile samples fabricated from 
furfuryl alcohol mixes showed higher strengths, ranging from 1000 to 
1700 psi. 

4. Fw~l Particle Coating : Fuel particle coatings are being investigated 
as a means of achieving retention of fission products in the fuel elemen t . 
Five met~ls and their carbides were selected for experimental evaluation 
as coatings (10 to 20 microns thick) on uranium oxide (U0

2
) and uranium 

carbide (UC) particles about 100 to 150 microns diameter. The program 
includes applying the coating to U0 7 and UC, incorporating the coated 
fuel in graphite, and evaluating anj chemical reactions that occur be
tween the coatings and the fuel and/or the graphite. 
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FIGURE 3. lOOpDIA. uo2 COI\TBD WI'IB S)tlllLYBDENYM METAL AT SOx. 

Samples of UO coated with molybdenum, supplied commercially by 
NUMEC, were examine~ and found to have good uniform coatings (Figure 3). 
According to the vendor, samples tested by acid Leach tests revealed no 
leaks. A purchase order was let to the vendor to procure spherical 
uranium carbide particles coated with molybdenum, niobium and vanadium. 
Uranium c~rbide particles coated with metal carbides will be evaluated 
in the future. 

5. Mechanical and Physical Properties: 
propertiP!'l of graphite, Zircaloy 2, "A" 
veyed and compiled. 

The mechanical and physical 
Nickel and "K" Monel were sur-

6. Graph~te: Work on structural graphite consisted of literature search 
and personal inquiries to vendors and to the technical personnel of other 
concerns engaged in work with nuclear power and high temperature materials. 
Results to date indicate that the graphite best suited for use as a can
ning material should be fine grained and should be processed to 4712°F 
during manufacture. It should be re-impregnated with a carbonaceous 
material, either gas or liquid, during manufacture to reduce, or eliminate, 
gas leakage through the material. 

The results of tests performed by General Atomics and National 
Carbon Co. show that the two best materials are impregnated graphite pipe 
produced by Hawker-Sidde~ and impregnated research grades of graphite 

I 
produced by National Carbon Co. 
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The Hawker-SiddeEy material is a relatively porous graphite that was 
treated with a carbonaceous liquid (such as furfuryl alcohol) then heat 
t r eated to carbonize the iinpregnetant; producing a stronger, more oxidation
resistant graphite . Impregnated tub~s have held a vacuum of better than 
10 microns for sev~ral hours at 2732JF . This represents a reduction in 
permeability of 10 over the original material. 

National Carbon ' s approach to the problem is liquid impregnation to 
densify and form a disconnected pore structure. This material is still 
i n the developmental stage . 

7. Zircaloy 2 : Specimens 3-in . long by 1-in.-OD were thermally cycled 
100 t i mes from 850 to 1850°F to determine the effects of thermal cycling 
on Zirca 1 oy 2 tubing and to v~rify information reported earlier. Exami:-. 
nation showed that the samples grew 3.4 to 3 . 8% in length ;mrl at::q\lired n • 

wrinklrrl surfa~~ (F1gur6 4). 

Accomplishment~ - Jun~ : 

1 . Compatibility Studies : Studies of the compatibility of solid graphite 
:Nith zirconium, Zircaloy 2, nickel-based alloys, and of the compatibility 
~ f graphite coated with molybdenum, niobium carbide and zirconium carbide 
·with Hastelloy X continued . 

Compatibility tests ·of graphite coated with molbydenum, niobium 
carbide, and zirconium carbide in contact with Hastelloy X were term~nated 

0 after completing 3000 hr exposure at 1750 F at 300 psi . Visual exami~ 
nation showed that all graphite samples retained a good, adherent coat
ing . Metallographic examinations of the niobium carbide and zircon ium 
carbide coatings showed them to be s omewhat porous yet uniform in thick
- ess (Figures 5 through 8). The average th i ckness of the niobium car
bide coatings measured 0 . 005-in . and the avP.r~ge thickness of th~ :dr
c onium carbide coatings measured 0.0014-in. Metallographic examinations, 
carbon analyses , and tens i le tests ~1ere conducted on the Hastelloy X 
s amples in contact with each of the coaL~u graphites . Neither metal 
l ography nor carbon analyses ·r evea led any . diffus ion of carbon· i nto any 
o f the Ha s telloy X_' s amp l es. ,. Mechanical tes~s showed a decrease in 
strength a nd about 90% los s in e l ongation And ductility. 

Tests of the compat j hility of graphite with "A" Nickel, " K" Monel, 
zirconium and Zircaloy 2 were terminated after completing 1500 hr ex
posure at 1850°F in 300 psi. The metal samples are b~lng examined. 
Mechanical tests of the z i rconium and Zircaloy 2 samp les RhoweJ about 
20% lo t>e i n stre11g;Lh without noticeable change in elongation and 
ductility . · · 

2 . G.:-aphite Coatings : Outgassing :·and silicon-silicon carbide coating of 
graphite samples continue . The results are encouraging. Several samples 
withstood 400 hr exposure in air at 1832°F without failure during oxi
datiQn tests. 

3. Graphite Joining: Graphite joints were fabricated with furfuryl 
resin binders ~ graphite flours, C-6 and C-15 cements and tensile tested . 
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FIGURE 5. ZIRCONIUM CARBIDE-COATED GRAPHITE AT 
lOOx. AVERAGE COATING THICKNESS ABOUT 0.0014 in. 

FIGURE 6. ZIRCONIUM CARBIDE-COAT~U GRAPHITE AT 
500x. NOTE THE VOIDS INDICATING POROSITY. 
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FIGURE 7. NIOBIUM CARBIDE-COATED GRAPHITE AT lOOx. 
THE THICKNESS OF THE COATING IS FROM 0.0002 ~0 0.006 in. 

FIGURE B. NIOBUIM CARBIDE-cOATED GRAPHITE AT 
500x. THICKNESS OF COATING lS 0.0002 in. 
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A combination of furfuryl alcohol with C-6 achieved about 2000 psi, al
though tensile strengths were inconsistent . 

4. Coated Fuel Particles: A state of the art survey was completed on 
particle coatings . 

'> 

No additional coated fuel particles will be purchased until the 
quantities on hand are evaluated, and further investigation is made into 
the processes used at other laboratories . 

5. Mechanical and Physical Properties: A literature survey and experi
mental tests con tinue on graphites. Results of preliminary tests in
dicate that Grade H molded graphite (from Speer Carbon Co . ) is as strong 
as conventional graphites. 

Mechanical tests of Zi rcaloy 2 tubing after phenmal 
0 cycles from 850 to 1850 F for 100 cycles showed about 25% increase in 

strength with 99% loss in elongation and ductility. 

6. Capability and Test Equipment: An optical pyrometer (capable of 
indicating temperat~res to 7592°F) was received and used. ' 

0 A "Brew" high temperature (4532 F) furnace heater was ordered. 

Four "Hevi-Dut~" tube furnaces were ordered . These are capable 
of operation at 2200 F. 

/-

A 100 kva motor generator set was secured from USAF surplus by 
IDO and installed at Aerojet. An i nduction furnac'e fixture was designed 
and fabricated . It was demonstrated that the furnace has a temperature 
of 4352°F for a piece 4-in . -dia by 12-in-long in a vacuum or in a con
trolled atmosphere, using a graphite susceptor crucible with zirconia 
bubbles for insulation. · 

Tho induction furnace MaS us~d for ~interiug neo ~ uo2 fu~l ~~ll~Ls 

(ML-1 ) i n ?ydrogen , in helium and i n vacuum during process development 
before the Harper s intering furnace was installed. 

Graphite pieces (about 30-in .- long by 1~-in . dia) were de-gassed 
at 3632°F and les s than 1 micron pressure for use in fuel elemen t 
mechanical development tests . 

The furnace i s being used to develop 1'1 1i qui rl mF;>t~ 1 inter layer 
"self-healing" graphite fuel element. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July : 

Results from compatibility tests of samples of "A" Nickel, "K" 
Monel, zirconium and Zircaloy· 2 in contact with graphite exposed for 
1500 hr aL 1850°F at 300 psi will be reported . 

Graphite joints will be fabricated with a combination of furfuryl 
alcohol and C-15 cement, and tested . 
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Outgassing and silicon-silicon carbide coating. of high density 
graphite samples will be continued in an effort to make reproducible 
oxidation-resistant coatings on graph~te. 

The processes of coating uranium carbide with metallic carbides 
•ill be further investigated at other laboratories~ 

D. FABRICATION AND STRUCTURES DEVELOPMENT. (Task 49-400) 

The thermal cycling loop desc1.·ibed in the previous semiannual 
report (ID0-28549) was assembled and checked out. No further work was 
undertaken. 
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III. THE ML~ 1 

A. SUMMARY 

1. Major Events: 

a. January through May_:::. Activation measurements were made in the Lid 
Tank Facility in January. The results were the basis for changing the 
shield design by replacing so~e of the structural .steel with aluminum, 
and incorporating a polystyrene neutron shield. 

Re-analysis of stresses. in the tube sheet indicated high stresses 
in·certain regions. Moderator water passages were incorporated in the 
tube sheet. 

Design of mbst of the reacto~ package (including pressure yessel~ 
shield, auxiliary tank and control blades) was completed and fabrication 
.initiated. Fabrication is progressing satisfactorily. 

An alloy (80% silver /15% indi'um/5% cadmium) was selected for the 
ML-1 control blades on the basis of ductility tests, corrosion tests 
and neutronic calcuLf!.tions. · 

A critical .experiment was pE!~forined at BMI on the ML-1 configura
tion with pin-type fuel elemerits .. ~he criticality predictions were con
firmed, but the fuel flmc c!P.pression· in the in.ner seven pins was found 
to be less than calculated. Consequently the fuel loadings wer~ modi
fied to equalize surface temperat1;:tres. 

The designs were completed: on the Stratbs and Clark turb.ine-com
pressor sets, and appear to be satisfactory.. Contracts .were negot iatec. 
for fabricating the T-C sets. 

The design of the alternator·was completed .and fabrication initiated. 
The 50-hp starting motor will be attached on the end of the alternator . 

. The recuperator design selected is a four pass, shell and tube heat 
exchanger. The design was completed .and core tests were made to deter
mine heat transfer and pressure drop.ch~racteristics. A contract w•s 1'" 
negotiated .for fabricating the recuperator. 

Th~ design of the pre-cooler. was.changed to incorporate the moder
ator and oil coolers, and the number of fans was increased from six to 
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eight. ~he pre-cooler design selected is a straight.finned tube, and.the 
d.esign of. the heat exchanger was confirmed by core tests. ·A contract "'as 
negotiated for fabricating the pre-cooler. 

Construction work started on the ML-1 facility at NRTS. 

Design and fabrication continued on schedule for the ML-1 controls 
and instrumentation, and.the ML-1 auxiliaries. 

b. June: Fabrication progressed satisfactorily on the reactor package. 

Heat transfer and pressure drop core.tests were completed on the 
recuperator. ~he .pressure drop on the tube side was h~her than antici
pated, apparently because the exter~al f.innine ope.ration conctricts' the. tuhe. 

Bud~et limitRtinns m~d~ it n~gonnnry to di•co~tiuu~ ~luunlng tor 
life tests nf thP h~at QX~hangcr • 

. 2. P1:ulJlE:!m Areas: The requirement .of a 15-ton maximum package. weight 
for the reactor and power conversion skids continues to be a problem. 
The nominal reactor package weight is 29,900 lb. Weight .estimates are 
being confirmed by the actual weights of components. 

The problem of removing shutdown.heat .is under continuing investi
gation. 

3 .. Schedules: The ach~evement ot the final sc):1eduled. miles~qnes stil,l ap
j:>ear$:,.iittainaol~·: ... altflQl.i'gh some-·liiteri:nedLcite miles~o!Ys have '-slip.pe·a·: The 
P.acing items ai'e· the :i:'eactor ·t~b'e chundJe ~ ·fabrt~atlo-n· cif bingsteri· fo·r' con
tro1 blade- ·shields; .··tlie · fl.irbine-.:·coriipres·sor -set$·;· ·a.1i.d. thE:! fuel . elements. 

B. REAC'l;'OR. ENGINEERING 

1. Control Blade Actuators (Ja_~k 58-lXX) 

Summary - January_ through May: 

rabrication .of the control rod drive shaft and dashpot assembly 
was started and completed during the period. ·It was discovered clnr.ing 
assembly and testing that .the dashpot housing was difficult .. to center 
over the shaft, .and .that the dashpot housing galled on.the shaft. ·A 
c~i·1teJ. iug 1lug added eo the housing remedied this difficulty and eased 
assembly, 

The static seals were tested to find .a satisfactory seal that would 
not be subject to radiation damage. ·This investigation is continuing. 
Rubber "O" rings.are being used throughout except near the radial shield 
where radiation dosage is high. The information .available leads to the 
copclusion that silver-plated stainless steel-"0" rings best meet.the 
requirements of the ML-1 control· system. Other metallic seals are 
.too dependent on.high .surface finish and precise control of groove depth. 
A mechanical face seal (made by Sealol Corp.) was found to be preferable 
to rubber "O" rings for the dynamic seals in the system from the 
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standppint of radiation as well as sealing effic~en2y; 

The double universal joints at the ends of the control rod drive 
shaft were both tested and found to·be 5uitab le .. One is a special Oldham 
coupling-type design and the other an Apex double universal joint. 

Tests of the,prototype drive shaft housing and dashpot assembly 
revealed that the dashpot chamber pressure is no more than 20 psi. It 
was difficult to establish proper working clearances between the dashpot 
vanes and housing. The best vane material tested to date is bronze. The 
optimum clearance be.tween vanes and housing is 0.001-in. The housing is 
AISI Series 300 stainless steel. The vanes were grooved to increase 
turbulence and pressure loss bet't>leen them and the housing to obtain more 
damping. Hmvever; the ·effect of the grooves proved negligible. Pressure 
has little effect on dashpot operation but damping is directly related 
to the viscosity, and thus the temperature, of the >vater. 

No damage resulted to the system when the dashpot and control blades 
were scrammed dry. 

The design of the actuators was nearly completed during the period. 
Fabrication of the prototype actuator reached 50% completion. 

Accomplishments - June : · 

Static seal testing was continued on a silver-plated stainless 
steel "O~' ring. This seal proved less sensitive to surface finish and 
precision of groove depth than other types ·of metallic seals. A study 
of the resistance of asbestos-filled gaskets to· .. radiation _damage revealed 
that the material would be satisfactory in the actuator region, but of 
doubtful value at the flange near the inner radial shield. A Stainless 
steel asbestos-filled gasket (Spirotallic) sealed well under all test 
conditions. However, at this time the silver-plated stainless steel 
"O" ring seals seem to be the most suitable for use in the HL-1 control 
blade sysJ:em. 

Tests were continued with a dashpot using chromium-plated 17-PH 
stainless steel vanes in an effort to eliminate galling of blades against 
the dashpot housing. No improvement was noted over the performance of 
the bronze blades. Burnishing MoS2 ("Molycote'') into the dashpot housing 
and vance surfaces effected an improvement. ·Investigations in the area 
·will continue. 

A prototype shim-scram actuator was assembled and tests show that 
modifications are unnecessary. The regulating actuator is being assembled. 

The 8-in.-dia bellows that joins the dashpot to the actuator housing 
was ordered, and delivery is expected in July. A fixture was designed 
for holding and for use in handling the bellows during welding and when 
the flange is being bolted to the actuator housing. The jig 'vill .also 
serve as .a seal at the dashpot to permit leak testing the reactor moder
ator. system v1ith all control blade shaft. housing mounted on the .-reactur. 
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The 17-PH stainless steel for the Apex double universal·joint was 
procured by Aerojet and transmitted to the vendor for fabrication, 
with delivery promised in August, or earlier. The complete system will 
be tested, however, with one .of these universal joints ordered for evalu
ation tests. 

A jig was designed to permit placing the actuator on its mounting 
plate and .sliding it into place, properly indexed·to mate with the tang 
on the end of the drive shaft. 

Electrical control equipment for automatically cycling the actuators 
was received. 

A time e:tudy showed that ~- .. skilll;;!u mech•:mic can replace an actu
ator in the field in about three minutes. 

Specifications were written for shock and vibration tests of the 
control blade system. 

Drawings for the control blade system are complete. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Silver-plated stainless steel "O" rings will be received and will 
be tested on the aluminum/steel joint at the actuator housing. 

Dashpot vanes will be surface treated to eliminate galling, and 
tested. Automatic cyclic endurance tests will be performed on the proto
type shim-eoram and regulating actuator~. 

The equipment for the pressure vessel control blade test will be 
received and installed. 

The 8-in.-dia h~llQWs will bo roooivcd. 

The jig for holding and ~andling the bellows will be built. 

Fabri~ation will be completed on· the dashpot and drive shaft hous
ing assemblies. 

Fabrication oi; ~~tu~tors will reach 80~~ r.nmpletion. 

2. Reactor Shielding (Task 58-200) 

a. Mechanical 

Summary - January through May: 

The material for the outer shell of the inner radial shield was 
established during January as aluminum instead of stainless steel. In 
addition, lead was successfully bonded to stainless steel and tungsten 
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for use in the ML-1 reflectors, and fabrication was initiated on a test 
reflector can. 

Bid packages were released to obtain tungsten for the blade mount 
shield. Aerojet, Downey, was authorized to .begin fabricating the ML-1 
shield baffle. A baffle weld test program was .sufc.essfuliy completed 
at Aero jet, Downey. Stainles.s steel forgings were ·received for use in 
fabricating the baffle can. 

Detailing of the ML-1 shield compopents .was completed· during April 
.and May .. Aerojet, Downey, was authorized in April to fabricate the ML-1 
radial and.end shield assemblies. 

·.A purchase order cove.r ing tungsten for . the blade mount shield was 
let to a vendor. Bids were requested for fabricating the·ML-1 reflector 
and blade mount shields. 

An additional th~rmal stress test was initiated on the reflector 
in May to obtain test data to back up.the results of a previous test. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The radial and end shields are being fabricated. Part of.the lead 
was received, and the remaining material was ordered. 

The baffle assembly is being fabricated and is about two weeks 
ahead of schedule. 

The reflector.and blade mount shields are being fabricated .. All 
parts were ordered from one yendor. 

The tungsten.inserts for the baffle.were sent to ·Aerojet,.Downey. 
Two tungsten inserts ... for the reflectors were received and a third is in 
transit. The tungsten for the blade mount shield is being expedited 
and will be ultrasonically insp~cted. 

A test can is being fabricated for the thermal stress test on the 
reflector. 

All radial·and·end shield drawings were r~leased to Aerojet, Uowney. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Fabrication will continue on .. the radial and· end shields. 

Fabrication will continue on the baffle assembly. 

Fabrication will continue on the reflector and.blade mount shield. 

Tungsten for the inserts will be received at Aerojet, San·Ramon, 
and ~enL.~ .to the vendor. 

The thermal stress test will be. completed on .the reflector. 
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b. Nuclear 

Summary- January·through May: 

1) Lid Tank Experiment: Data from a series of experiments performed .at 
the ORNL Lid Tank Facility was used to establish .a reference shield de
sign by December 1959. (In these experiments the proposed shield was 
mocked up in slab geometry.) Stainless steel and aluminum foils were 
used in additional activation measurements at the Lid Tank Facility in 
January. These activation measurements included both gross counting and 
gamma spectral counting of foils located on the mock-ups of the radial ·· 
and end duct shields. The results of the activation analysis were re
fined to determine the thickness of lead required for the gas duct and 
end shielding. To ohicld against horizontal v~u~LraLiun in.the direction 
of the cab, 3.75-in. of lead will b·e used. The radial shield design was 
chAna~J &b a LuuulL uf daca from th~ &1d Tauk ~xp~riments to replace with 
aluminum the outer stain~ess steel canning of the inner lead shield. 
This change will reduce the contribution of the stainlf.!ss steel canning 
of the inner lead shield to the shutdown dose rate. 

·Data from these experiments also were used to refine calculations 
of the shutdown dose rate 25-ft from the reactor centerline in the .direc
tion of the cab·. Additional calculations determined the shutdown levels 
at the eack side of.the shield.as well.as in the axial directiorts above 
and below the reactor. These calculations show that the radiation levels 
established as design criteria for the case of a year of full power 
operation will be met with-the power conversion skid in place. (These 
criteria include 15 mr/hr 24 hr after shutdown 25-ft from the reactor 
centerline in the. direction of the cab; 100 times this level in the axial 
direction; and 10 times this level in all other directions.) .These 
calculations may be in error by a factor of ±2. 

The dose rate due to neutrons streaming through the gas duct during 
reactor operation was calculated for a location SOQ;ft horizontally from 
the core centerline. These c.alc.t.Jlati(ln'" w~re ba~Qd on mrtrapolation of 
data obtained in traverses of the erld duct mock-up during the Lid Tank 
Experiments. The resultant level at 500-ft is above the 5 mr/hr estab
li~ed as a design obje~tive. If this.situation is.confirmed by,ML-1 
Operational. measurements, the dose rate could be reduced by_ the use of 
expedient shielding. 

Further Lid Tank measurements are proposed to obtai.n more refined 
data on duct streaming during operations. Previous measurements were 

·limited·by the physical location of. the equipment inside .the duct. Slight 
modifications will permit measurements outside the tube, thus greatly 
reducing the extent to which.the measurements are dependent op. analytical 
techniques. Drawings of these modifications were completed. 

2) Photoneutron Experiment: An experiment was proposed to determine 
the magnitude of the photoneutron intensity from the Be("'",n) reaction 
in the ML--1 core. Five cans of BeO will be inserted in the GCR~- I core 
immediately after shutdown .and the photoneutron intensity measured with 
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a long counter placed near the radial shield. The cans were fabricated 
and filled \vith BeO, and the long counter is available. The photoneutron. 
experiment is scheduled.to be completed during July .. 

The magnitude of the photoneutron dose· date at 25-ft from the 
reactor centerline 24 hr after shutdmvn with the moderator and shield 
w·a ter drained \vas calculated \vi th the SNG code to confirm the results 
of earlier calculations. The calculations showed a dose rate of 1.7 
mrem/hr through the shield, including 20-in. of polystyrene. (Previous 
hand calculations showed a level of 1. 0 mrem/hr.) The photoneutron 
experiment will eliminate the uncertainty associated with the values for 
photoneutron source strength used in these calculations. 

3) Radiation Damage Tests: Capsules containing borated and non-borated 
samples of polystyrene were subjected in the MTR to an exposure equivaJ.ent 
of one year full power operation in the ML-1. The non-borated material 
was highly discolored but appeared to be. structurally sound .. As a result 
of this test, the polystyrene shield was re-located 3-in. further from 
the ·center of the core to ensure reduced radiation damage. 

Samples of the stainless steel gas duct, spray coated with boron 
carbide, will be irradiated in the GCRE-I reactor to evaluate the effec
tiveness of the bond between boron carbide and stainless steel. Further 
radiation damage tests of polystyrene will be performed in the GCRE-I 
reactor where the neutron flux distribution is more similar to that in 
the ML-1 than in the MTR. These tests are scheduled to ~?tart 1 August. 

4) Neutron Flux Distribution Codes: Several codes are available for 
use in calculating neutron flux, in addition to the SNG code. 

1) SNG Neutron Transport Code: Used to calculate a 16-energy 
group neutron flux distribution t·hrough the ·ML-.1 shield. 

2)· GRACE-I Code: Amulti-group, Ini:ilti-region, gamma ray attenu
ation code designed for computing gannna ray heating and dose ratE!S 
in infinite or semi-infinite slab shields. This code is being used 
to calculate the operational levels measured in the Lid Tank 
Experiment. 

3) FADE-I Code: Written and checked at Aerojet, Sa.n Ramon, this 
code is designed to calculate activities and fluxes from raw datc:t 
for any power level, radiation and decay time desired from physical 
and nuclear data for any number of foils counted any number of times. 
This code will greatly reduce the time required to analyze experi
mental data from future Lid Tank and GCRE-I shielding measurements. 

4) ELSA-I Code: Written and checked at Aerojet, San Ramon, this 
code is used to calculate dose rates.from line sources with vary-
ing shield and source distributions. The code will .be useful: in 
many calculations involving handling fuel elements, removing con
trol rod shafts' and somii:. 
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Accomplishments - June: 

1) Lid Tank Experiment: Drawings of the components needed for the Lid 
Tank Experiment were completed. Aerojet, San Ramon, is preparing to 
build the parts. The -planned measurements are sched.uled to be complet·~d 
in September. 

2) Radiation Damage Tests: Irrad.i.ations of polystyrene and spray-coated 
stainless steel in the GCRE-I are scheduled to start about 1 August. 
Preparations are being made for these tests. 

3) Foil Irradiation: Irradiation of stainless steel foils in the GCRE-I 
is scheduled to start 1 August to c-onfirm the build-up of long-lived 
i::;otopes. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

1) ·Lid Tank Experiments: Fabrication will be in process for those parts 
needed to complete modification of the end duct assembly.· 

2) Photoneutron Experiment: The photoneutron source strength measure
ments will be completed, and the results will be applied to the ML-1 
shield. 

3) Radiation Damage Tests: Preparations for the insertion of capsules 
of polystyrene and spray-coated stainless steel in the GCRE-I reactor 
will be complete. 

4) Thermal Rcoiotanoc Moa&urement: MeasurP.mentR to assess the thermal 
resistance of bonded lead-tungsten and lead-stainless steel will be in 
process. 

1. RP.actor Auxi.l.iari.e.§ (Task 58-30Q} 

Summary - January through May: 

a. Shield Tank: Conceptual design of the shield tank was completed, 
and assembly qrawings were approved for construction. The drawings 
were released to Aeroj~t ~- Downey:;. for ·:t:abrication.' ·Fabrication of 
the. shield 'tank: was :25%.' complete by the: end of the period. 

The power conversion. skid to reactur ::;k.id interface conrtectiono 
for the gas system were approved. 

b. Moderator and Shield System: Design concepts and calculations lvere 
completed for the heat transfer and pumping equipment. 

The layout assembly drawings were 50% completed for the moderator 
and shield system. Specifications and bid packages for system components 
were released for bid. 
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Vendors were selected for the shield.water heat exchanger, the main 
moderator pump, the standby punq), the shield water pump, and for the moder
ator demineralizer. Purchase orders for this equipment were either 
released o:r··.in process at the end of the period. 

A piping and instrumentation diagram was approved. 

The requirements for process and analysis·instrumentation were 
defined and approved. 

A partial m.odeL of the moderator pumping system was fabricated to 
aid in laying out drawings. 

c. Afterheat Removal: The problems of removing afterheat were studied. 
It was concluded that two afterheat removal systems are required for the 
ML-1. One system will be needed when transporting hot cores. A second 
system is planned for operations at NRTS to assess the magnitude of the 
problem of afterheat removal in case of accidental loss of coolant. These 
systems are being investigated, and will be reported on soon. 

d. Special Tests: A test was conducted to define operational problems 
associated with the 10% boric acid solution in the shield tank during 
make-up, steady state operation, and reactor shutdown. 

A flow model of the tube sheet passages was fabricated and tested 
to determine reactor flow resistances and to aid in sizing core passages. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The urgency of design work limited the effort devoted to afterheat 
removal. (Additional personnel were assigned before the end.of the period.) 
Investigation.was continued on removal of afterheat during transportation. 

Bellows section drawings were 75% completed. 

A purchase order was issued for the moderator water de.-mineralizer. 

A partial flow model of the moderator passage is being fabricated. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Shield water and moderator water system assembly drawings will be 
75% complete. I 

Investigation of afterheat removal pr.oblems will continue. 

Solenoid valves, hand valves and flanges will be ordered. 

Bid packages will be released.for the expansion joints. 

The sources and types of blanket heaters will be investigated. 
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Drawings of the interface for the ~oderator system between the 
reactor and the power conversion skids ¥ill be completed .and approved. 

Tests will be conducted with the flow model of the reactor core. 

4. Pressure Vessel (Task 58-400) 

Sununary - January through May:· 

The major components· for the pressure vessel are being fabrics ted 
at Aerojet, Downey. Vendors ~-1ill- perform helium mass spectrometer leak 
checks and strain gage :tests on the assembled pressure vessel. 

A contract was a~-1arded for fabricating the test \.mit for the?. 11pper 
flange jo:int t~;>st, ~nd the tact unit fnhr.5.e~t~d. Tho fin;L Ll!uL u.r the 
upper flange joint failed because of plastic deformation of the seal 
ring. An AISI Type 347· stainless steel seal ring was replace.d by one 
made of AISI Type 410 stainless. After the new seal ring was completed, 
testing proved the integrity of the seal design. The tests included 
helium leakj hydrostatic and elevated temperature tests. The ability 
to make, break and re-make the j.oint was demonstrated. 

Tests were performed to evaluate the 10-in. Grayloc seal (AISI 3041 
stainless steel) ~-1ith an AISI Type 4130 stainless steel assembly. The 
first test failed due to 0,019-in, ovality of the hub after the weld 
operation. The vendor subsequently achieved an ovality of 0.005-in. 
and tests were successful. Heliu~ leak tests were performed at 350 psi 
pressure and 3000 ft-lb bending moment. 

A preliminary helium leak test was successfully completed on a 10-in, 
stainless steel assembly before the vendor determined that cold rolling 
the lead-in lip edges of the seal improved performance. The seal ring 
was returned to the vendor to have the lip edges cold-'rolled. 

The tube expander, tube trimming fixture, automatic welding fix
ture, tubes and tube sheet forgings for the tuhe-to-t11hP. sheet joints. 
were available at Aerojet, Downey, in February. The more important de
sign parameters for this joint were established by tests performed at 
Aerojet, Downey. The program to develop a tube-to-tube sheet joint ant:l 
the necessary fabrication methods and techniques were carried out during 
the period. 

Re-.;malysis of stresses in the tube sheet indicated that stresses 
at the junction of the tube sheet and the plenumexceeds the yield strength 
of the material. Modifications to the design brought the stresses within 
the yield strength of the material, in some cases by eliminating or re
ducing stress :_ concentrations, and in others by· adding material to provide 
adequate strength. These modifications were kept within the dimensional 
limits of the existing rough forgings. 

Increased values for the temperature profiles in the ML-1 tube sheets 
resulted from the use of more accurate methods of calculating the 
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contributions of conductive and nuclear heating to tube sheet tempera
tures. Stress calculations based on the higher temperatures indicated 
unsafe operating stress levels. Coolant passages were then incorporated 
in the tube sheet midway between faces, thus reducing the temperatures · 
to obtain satisfactory stress levels. 

The design for mounting reflectors and control blades to the pl~num 
was revised by substituting a circumferentiaL groove for the·,multiple·., 
slot arrangement. The hooked ends of the components, in the current 
reference design, will be held in the circumferential groove by cap 
screws. Azimuthal positioning is achieved by slotting only for the six 
control blade mounts. 

The pressure vessel plenums are being fabricated. 

Detailed fabrication and assembly ·procedures, and a schedule were 
completed in preliminary form for the ML-1 reactor. These procedures 
identify all tools, fixtures, reactor detail parts and assembl;i.es, and 
provide instructions for the proper assembly sequence. The preliminary 
draft, and revisions, were used to coordinate assembly and fabrication 
fixtures with fabrication of reactor parts. 

Gas ducts, expansion joint~, seal bel~ows, and insulation designs 
were completed. Bids were let for the upper and lower moderator ~11ater · 
seals. Bellows are being fabricated for the duct- to-reactor tank ·seals. 
A contract was awarded for fabricating the lower moderator water seals 
with delivery scheduled for late J~ly. Drawings were completed for the 
boron carbide-coated gas duct, for the gas duct insulation, and for the 
tube sheet insulation, Bellows for the gas duct, the 90° elbows, the 
10-in. pipe, and the upper moderator seal were received. 

The MV-1 pll:'essure vessel was revised by providing dowels and keys 
for carrying to the primary support structure the torque loads transmitted 
to the pressure .tube bundle. Drawings were completed for the upper and 
lower cap sub-assemblies of the pressure vessel and the split support 
ring. Three major assembly drawings are in process. 

Pressure vessel instrumentation will pe limited to strain gages. 

Fabrication of the assembly cage is about to begin • 

. Accomplishments - June:' 

Strain gage locations in the tt~be bundle were determined bu·t· the 
drawing was not completed. 

Tube ·sheet insulation drawings were released for fabrication. 

A die was completed for use in dimpling the insulation sheets, and 
~..ras tested on sample configurations. Fabrication of the insulation assem
bly for the 90° elbow was started. All insulation drawings were. released. 
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The upper plenum insulation was slightly modified he"fore release to 
facilitate remote handling for the reactor cap. The effect of the 
modified insulation on the temperature of the plenum wall. was calculat,ed. 

Additional tests are being planned for the stainless steel Grayloc 
seal for the gas ducts. Drawings and specifications for the upper fla:nge 
joint were received from the vendor and are being incorporated into exist
ing drawings. A specification control drawing will be made of the seal 
ring. 

Drawings were released for those gas duct sub-assemblies to be 
coated with boron carbide. Two elbows are being coated by a vendor. 'rhe 
pipe and three remaining elbm~s will be shipped to Aerojet, Downey~ for 
assembly and coating. Five u:(awings of the gas duct aesemblias and parts 
are being held until connections are selected. Except for the final 
assembly drawing, all other gas duct drawings were ·r·elea::.ed. A detail , 
drawing of the upper gas duct support, inside the react:or t:~nk, i~ bei.ug 
drawn. However, the external end supports for the gas duct .(for use in 
transportation and fuel element change) have yel to be designed. Weld 
neck flanges for the gas ducts are to arrive at Aerojet, San Ramon~ no 
later than 12 July. Drawings of the Grayloc connections that may be used 
in the gas duct were received. Layout of the gas duct was changed in 
accordance with a request from Aerojet, Azusa. 

A revised preliminary reactor package assembly procedure was com-· 
pleted. A tooling list was completed based on the assembly procedure. 
All major assembly tooling was released for.fabrication and is about 50% 
fabricated. About 75% of the design work is completed for the minor tool
ing. The assembly drawing of the reactor core is being checked. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The drawings of the pressure vessel strain gage instrumentation 
<hi.d the .speeifi.eationo for ctrain g;;~ses ~ 1 P::triF~, r:onnections and wat~r
proofing will be completed. 

Bids will be requested for the tube sheet insulation and a contract 
awarded. Fabrication will be started. 

Plenum and gas duct insulation will be in fabrication. 

A remotely operated disconnect clamp for testing the 
for the upper gas duct will be ordered. '!'he specification 
ings of the upper flange joint seal ring will be completed 
Additional upper flange joint seal rings will be ordered. 
tests may be performed on 10-.in. Grayloc connections. 

connections 
control draw
and released. 
Additional 

The gas duct subassemblies will be completed and sent to a vendor 
for coating. The gas duct connections, for the interface between the 
reactor and power conversion skids, will be completed and released. Th.e 
external gas duct supports will be designed. Connections will be ordered. 
Possible methods of eliminating exhaust gas duct connections inside the 
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reactor tank will be explored. 

The final reactor package assembly.procedure.and schedule will be 
completed. All tooling drawings will be completed and released for fabri
cation. The assembly drawing for the reactor primary assembly will be 
completed and the assembly drawing will be started for the reactor 
package. 

5. Control Blades (Task 51-850) 

Summary - January through May: 

The design of the blade mount was finalized and contracts let for 
fabricating gears,shaft spline, investment castings for the supporting 
structure, and ball bearings of 17-4H stainless steel. .A spline was 
developed for insertion of the driven gear in the blade mount and properly 
indexed ~vithout binding. 

Physical tests were performed on alloys of silver, indium and cad
mium that seemed to have high nuclear control worth. Alloys ~vith 60 to 
75 wt% silver were found to be too brittle. The alloy selected has 80% 
silver, 15% indium and 5% cadmium: its reactivity control worth is 3 
to 5% less than the· other alloys tested, but it is ductile and has been 
previously used as a control material. This silver alloy was ordered for 
the reactor shim-scram blades. AISI Type 202 stainless steel was selected 
for the regulating blades. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The reference silver alloy blade material was received. 

The support structure castings for the blade mount were welded .. 
Shrinkage of the structure during welding was not excessive. 

Half of the ball bearings for the blade mounts were received and 
the vendor promised to deliver the rest in July. 

All of the blade mount gears and splines were delivered. The 
center to center distance for each set of gears was measured with an 
accuracy of 0.0002-in. so that bearing holes can be jig bored within this 
limit to minimize backlash. 

The jig for holding the support structure castings during welding 
~vas modified to improve the results obtained from test welds. 

A jig was fabricated to locate the attachment holes 'of the blade 
mount in relation to the bearing holes. 
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Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The blades and blade mounts will be fabricated and assembl.ed, and 
tests will be initiated. 

6. Speciai Studies (Task 51-810) 

Summary - January through May: 

A special study was. initiated for a device to locate:... a defective 
fuel element in the ML-1 core. Such a device would be used to detect 
which of the 61. elements had a defective (leaky) pin. so the element could 
be replaced to minimize contamination. (StucHes showed that a single de
fective fuel pin.in the ML-1 might leak enough fission products to con
tr~.minr~te. thP. r,owPr r.onv~~;iiO!l QQ.\I.ipmont nvr.l" o :r('riod .of ti1ue.) 

The device is a plate holding 61 disks of silver screen or acti
·vated charcoal.lt can be inserted in the top plenum of the reactor directly 
.above the fuel elements. If the reactor is. operated at low power with 
direct cy_cle air cooling and reverse flow, the fission .products (primarily 
the iodines). leaking from a defective fuel pin• .. will be caught on the 
screen or charcoal lo,:ated above the particular element. When the device 
is removed and the screens counted, high actj.vity would reveal the loca
tion of the defective element . 

. A small in-pile loop was designed and built .to demonstrate the 
feasibility of the device, The loop was.designed as a reduced scale 
model of the ML-1 core, Permission to operate the loop in the A.GN'-.201 
was granted by the p.eactor Safeguards· Committ.ee . 

. Accomplishments ~ June; 

Tests were run during June, operating_the defective pin test loop 
in the AGN~2~l reactor. Experiments showed that Hastelloy X-clad pellets 
(0.241-in. OD) absorbed sufficient neutrons so that the fi.nal.wnrt:h of 
the in-pile loop loaded with 10 pellets of dense highly enriched UOz 
(10.58 grams U-235) was negative about 0.1% ~k/k. 

Two ambient air temperature runs were made with .the in-pile loop· 
in the reactor, the latter operating at 5 w for four hours. The first 
:run. operated w~th two channels in parallel,· one .containing the leaky 
fuP.l pi.n,. the .. otht.:1· .... lJlank. Thio run showed that the silv~L sc1:een, 
l ocate.d only 3- in. downstream from the leaky .fuel pin (at 45% of the 
neutron flux at the p;i.n~, became so activated by neutron absorption .{form
ing Ag-110, T~ = 270 days). that it was impossible to show if any fission 
products indeed were caught and held by. the silver. The f'ission.products 
were caught outside the reactor on activated carbon (.Type BPL, 4 x 10 
mesh, Pittsburg Coke and Chemical Co.) held in a column made. of 11 
Polyvials, each holding about .5.7 grams of carbon. Analysis of the 

.activity held on.this carbon one hour after reactor shutdown showed that 
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thePolyvial of carbon caught .about 40% of .. the gross. fission .products 
entering the column. In comparison, the other.ten·Polyvials.caught only 
7.6% of the fission products entering each in sequence. ·Incidentally, 
about 18%. of. the gross fission products passed t~rough .the activated 
.carbon and .were vented .out the stack. 'l'his first run had 0.142. scfm 
of air flowing .in. each channel, giving velocities .of_ 11.2 ft/sec past 
the leaky fuelpin, and 46.3 ft/min into the carbon .. The carbon.tem
perature averaged 77°F, 

The second run used .three channels in.parallel, one containing 
the leak fuel pin,.a second containing iodine crystals, and the third 
a blank. Again ·.the run. showed .that the. silver. screen became too acti
vated to -show.if fission .products were held by the screen. The silver 
screen was. located.l5-in .. downstream from the leaky. fuel pin. (5.5% of 
tlil,e neutron flux at the pin) coniparalile to ML-1 conditions. 'The data 

. from the channel. containing. iodine crystals. showed .that the silver. screen. 
held 45% of the activated iodine (I-128; T~. = 25.min). ·It is concluded 
that :tnl! fission .product iodines,. !-130 through I-135, have too .low a 
yield to. be detected .this way. This run atso had activated carbon held 
in 11 mm glass tubes in. the reactor. downs.tream of the silver. screens in 
add.ition to the carbon .in Polyvials outside the reactor. The activated 
carbon caught the gross fission products with about the same efficiency 
shown .in.the first run;. but the carbon .inside the reactor showed little 
activity from c:eut:ron absorption, thus making carbon the)!andidate for 
the detec~or instead of silver. To check.the ability of the carbon to 
retain fission products when washed with water (as would be the case when 
using it in.the ML-1 where installation.and removal must' take place 
through a 12-ft deep pool of .water) every' other vial. of carbpn .in. the 
original c.olumn was arranged. into a new column and .500 m~ of'.de-mineralized 
water .was. re-circulated .through it ten. times. ·The carbon .. retained .the 
activity without loss. ·ln. the second run, the air flow in .each .channel 
was. 0, 148 scfm,Jgiving ~velocities on :~1:1 ~.7r:fttsecspast:: the. Ieaky:.: .. fuel pin, 
266 ft/min .. into the carbon .. in.the glass. tubes, and 48.3 ft/min into the 
carbon in.the vials. The average temperature of the carbon was·75°F. 

Anticipated .Accomplishments - July: 

More r.uns will be made with .the in-pile loop to. explore the effects 
of small leaks in .. the fuel pins, the. temperature function of .carbon .ab
sorption of fission products, and th'e r.etention of. fission products. when 
the carbon is p.re- and post-treated with quantities of water. 

7. Critical A~-~~.JAbJy_~~upport .(Task 51-_860) 

Summary - January through ·May: 

The experiments conducted by BMI .on the GCRE .and the ML-[-IA 
critical .assemblies in.the past were reviewed early in.the report period. 
Experimental .data required by various ML-1 design groups. were examined 
to establish desired experimental accuracies and .. the sequence for the 
experiments. An experimental program was established after .discussion 
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with the critical assembly group at BMI to provide most of the infor
mation required by the design group. As new experimental data were 
generated, the program was reviewed and revised. 

The highly enriched uo2 powder for the ML-1-IB cr~tical assembly 
was received from the vendor in January 1960,' Fabrication of fuel pel
lets began in February after development of fabrication techniques. 

Four different types of fuel pellets were fabricated (nomenclature 
and approximate compositions are tabulated below). The fuel'· in all 
cases, was contained in a Hastelloy X tube tvith Epun seals at both ends. 
Except for Type III (sintered), the pellets were used green, unsintered. 

NOMENCLATURE AND COMPOSITION OF FUEL PELLETS 

l<IATERIAL TYPE I TYPE II TYPE H 'l'VPF. TT.I TYPE IV 
PELLET PELLET PmiDER PELT"'ET PF.T.T.F.'J' 

U-2J5 (gm/pin) 58.9 20.2 l~u6 75.0 ?6.6 

Al 203 (wt%) 32.5 37.5 16.3 

p v A"/~ (wt%) 1 1. 75 1.9 

Steratex (wt%) l 0.5 1.9 

Graphite (wti'o) -- 2.5 4.0' 

Teflon (wt%) 0.6 0.7" 0.9' 

*P V A - polyvinyl alcohol 

The following materials and test equipment were procured aml :.hlppt!u 
to BMI for the test program: 

1) Copper-cadmium alloy foils to simulate burnable poisons. 

2) CQP~lt a~1ov foils to determine reactivity worth of these 
foils for ·use as_ ML-1 reactivity shimming materials. 

3) Test controJ blades to simulate the ML-1 shim-scram and regu
lating blades for evaluation in the critical assembly. 

The first fuel shipment (62 elements) reached BMI 6 April. These 
· used Type I fuel in the seven central pins and Type II fuel in the 12 

outer pino. Pwciorod fyel wai Ui4ild in the 12 n1o1ter pins of Bq of these 
elements. The other elements used pressed pellets in 19 fuel pins. 

Fuel for two sets of modified elements was fabricated to obtain 
data on pin-to-pin power ratios with different pin-to-pin fuel loadingf:. 
Each set consisted of a cluster of seven modified fuel elements. The 
first modified elemen:ts were made with Type III fuel for the seven innE!r 
pins and Type IV fuel in the 12 outer pins. The second set of modified 
elements were made with Type III fuel for the inner pins, but using 
Type II (pellet) fuel for the outer pins. 
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Split fuel pins and specimen capsules were fabricated for use as 
relative power detectors in obtaining pin- to-pin power ratio·. data to 
the desired accuracy. The fission product activity of the specimen 
capsules after irradiation was taken as a measure of the pin-to-pin 
fission rate. The required number of split pins and specimens capsules 
were fabricated and shipped to BMI during the report period. 

The core mock-up went critical on 12 April with 48 fuel elements 
and with control blades worth 1% 6. k/k inserted. 

The calculations used to predict reactivity of the 61-element 
critical assemblY, with ·a· 39 kg loading were refined early in the report 
period. Fast neutron constants weighted with ML-1 neutron spectra were 
used in these improvements. This refinement predicted criticality at lf5+ 
fuel elements, and compares favorably with the 48 elements in the 
experiment. 

Preliminary data from BMI on the intracell studies of the first 
and second modified elements were reduced. The :power ratio data .·. 
is sunnnariz'ed in Table 1 on. the folla.virig: page. The· effect of· .these 
data ·.on fuet element de~ign is discussed .under IB Analysis,· Task. 21-lXX 
in Section IV, Fuel Element Development. 

Accomplishments - June:. 

The experimental critical assembly program ~vas reviewed and the 
schedule revised. The revised schedule cancels most of the work on the 
unpoisoned core, but increases the time allowed for intracell studies. 

The intracell flux and power data taken from the "18-pin" fuel 
elements (this is the designation given to·a 19-pin element with an 
unloaded central pin) were reduced and transmitted to the reactor physics 
group for analysis. Further consideration of data on the measured activ
ity worth of the silver-cadmium test blade was deferred in order to main
tain closer liaison with the BMI critical assembly group. The high reac~ 
tivity ~vorth of this test blade indicates that the reference ML-1 control 
blades provide the requisite amount of reactivity control. 

Eight Type II powdered fuel specimen capsules were fabricated and 
shipped to BMI. 

The Haynes 25 (cobalt alloy) foils were received and shipped to BMI. 
Various thicknesses of these foils will be wrapped around each of the 
seven central fuel elements to determine reactivity worth as a function 
of foil thickness. 

A pair of reference ML-1 regulating control blades was shipped to 
BMI for testing. A pair of 70 wt% silver/30 wt% cadmium test blades 
was shipped to BMI for evaluation of the maximum worth of the shim-scrc!m 
control blades. Detailed control blade studies, however, will be made 
using the reference ML-1 shim-scram blades. These blades are made front 
a silver/indium/cadmium alloy instead of the silver/cadmium alloy used 
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·TABLE .1 

REDUCED POWER RATIO DATA 

(From BMI intracell studies on modified elements) 

Certtral:.Position (Flj: ill) . I Peripheral Position (FE 1149 
.. 

I Parameters Total Epicad Thermal Total Epicad Thermal 
I 

I Hull -/11 
p 

0.915 0.501 'lc. ,:1.066 :0.532 .1.401 3/P2 ... 
p 
~/Pl 1.067 0.545 * 1.289 0.555 1.882 

p 
2/~1 1.166 1.088 * 1.209 1.042 1.344 

It Mod il2 

p3/P 
2 o. 732 0.414 1.025 0.174 0.412 1.016 

p3/P 
1 0.867 0.441 1.358 0.958 0.448 1.388 

p2/P 
1 1.186 1.065 1.325 +.238 1.086 1.365 

III Mod /11 1 

p3/P 
2 0.948 0.528 1.376 1.086 0.543 1.470 

* An error was discovered in the experimental data which causes unduly 
lo~v thermal power .·ratios at this point. A rerun of this experiment. is· · 
.being·. considered. 

Nomenclature: 

1. PJ = outer ring power per pin 

2. p2 = middle ring power per pin 

3. pl = central pin power per pin 

4. Mod ill: 75 grams 26.6 grams 
inner ·p·in ; outer pin 

5. Mod 112: 75 II 20.2 II 

6. Mod ifl I: 18 pin model of Mod ill 
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·in the first test blades. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The experimental program will be reviewed to determine if additional 
test fuel elements should be produced. The high reactivity worth of the 
shim-scram blades may require a change in the schedule. It is possible 
that the flooded core experiments may be completed early, in view of the 
possibilities extended by the high reactivity worth control blades. 

The experimental procedure for the detailed evaiuation of the con
trol blades will be re-examined to provide more precise specification · 
of the desired information. 

The intracell flux and pat-1er data on the first core .loading and 
the various reactivity worth data will be reduced and transmitted to the 
reactor physics group for analysis. 

8. Systems Analysis {Task·51-870) 

Summary - January through May: 

Several· possible variations in the ML-1 power control system were 
considered during January and February to determine the optimum control 
technique or combinations of control techniques. The combination of 
methods selected maintains a constant amount of gas in the system"'and 
divides operations into three regions of the ambient air temperature 
range: below 0°F, from 0 to 100°F ~na.abov~: 100°F (Figure.9). 

1) Above 100°F: Turbine inlet temperature will be held constant 
at 1200°F; compressor inlet temperature will increase with increased 
ambient air temperature. 

2) 100 to 0°F: Turbine inlet temperature will be decreased with 
decreased ambient air temperature in such a manner that maximum 
power remains constant; compressor inlet temperature will decrease 
with decreased ambient air temperature. 

0 3) Below 0 F: Turbine inlet temperature and compressor inlet 
temperature will be held .:constant at the values established for 
0~. The· air flow will be reduced· by reducing the nuinber and· 
speed of the fans to. maintain. a .constant compress·or inlet tempera
ture. Maximum power will remain constant. 

For loads less than the maximum at all ambient air temperatures 
the hyRass; valve will automatically open the amount required to regulate 
frequency. The turbine inlet temperature set-point will be manually SE!t 
and automatically controlled. The compressor inlet temperature will be 
manually controlled only. 

Almost continuous effort was given to the problem of starti~gpower 
requirement. It wae: determined that the Clark Brothers t-c oet set wiU 
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start at about 850°F turbine inlet temperature at 50% of t-c setc.sha·ft 
speed. The starting requirements of the Stratos t-c set are expe_ctec:l to 
be completed soon. 

A table in influence coefficients was prepared during February, 
March and April. These coefficients are partial derivatives of depend
ent variables with respect to independent variables. As an example, the 
net pOl'ler output will decrease 0.41 kw for each 100 ft2 decrease in pre
cooler air side flow area. These coefficients are intended to aid design 
and operating personnel in evaluating the effect on performance of small 

.. changes in hardware characteristics. (Table 2 is typical of the inftu-. 
ence coefficients tables.) 

The characteristics from the Clark final design report ·t-c set 
were u,sed to re-evaluate the system state points (Table 3 shCl'ls typical 
ML-1 performance data for 100°F ambient tempera-ture). The characteristics 
from the Stratos final design report are being used to determine the state
points associated with the Stratos t-c set under all conditions pf load 
and ambient air temperature. 

The data generated at the GTTF were examined in detail to ensure 
that the ML-1 will receive maximum benefit from. these tests. A prelim
inary check of the mathematical method used for the ·ML-1 was obtained 
from an analysis of the closed cycle tests at GTTF. A scheme was devised 
for analyzing test data. As additional data is obtained, a more compre
hensive check will be made. This effort extended throughout the period 
and is expected to continue. 

Refinement of the CHOP (IBM-704) program for closed-cycle gas tur
bine power plants continued throughout the report period. 

The effect of pressure dependance of Cp on plant output, investi
gated in April, showed that the initial assumption of Cp being a function 
of temperature caused an error of 10-15 kw in the calculated net plant 
output. This small effect is being included· in: all ;cu.rrent pow.er 
calculations. 

The output expected when operating at 50 cycles was also calculated 
during April. Operating at 50 cycles will reduce the t-c set speed, the 
air side flDl'l rate for the pre-cooler, and the auxiliary power require-~ 
ments. After considering all effects, it is predicted that the maximum 
power will be about 305 kw with the Clark t-c set. Fifty cycle operations 
will also require·. more gas in the system than 60 cycle, using 315 psia 
as the limit of reactor inlet pressures~ . 

The effects of possible changes in the reactor core on system per
formance were considered during May. The results will be reported by 
Task 21-300. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Work began on an estimate of the heat loss through power plant plp• 
ing and through the shells of the heat exchangers and rotating machinery. 
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Until these calculations were begun, it was assumed that the piping was 
isothermal. Preliminary results indicate the ambient air will increase 
about 30f in temperature as it passes over the power conversion skid on 
its way to the pre-cooler. In turn, the maximum net output of the plant 
will decrease by about 7.5 kw. 

Startup of the Stratos 670 t-c set was determined to be different 
than that of the Clark t-c set, and a full speed starting motor will be 
required. The turbine inlet temperature for startup· will be higher than 
that ~equired by the Clark machine. 

Steady-state state-points are being determined for the full spec
tra of ambient air temperatures ,and load. Initial· results indicate that 
the $tratos t-c set will deliver about 70 kw less at maximum than the 
Clark machine. This effort will be continued. 

Analysis of GTTF test data continued. 

PrP-1 imi .. n.ary resulto were received ft·um the heat exchanger core.· 
tests. A cursory examination indicates a slight power decrement will 
result from the increase in pressure drol' on the recuperator tube side. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The energy balance calculations for the power plant will be 
completed. 

The calculations for the startup problem will be completed. 

The steady-state state-points for both the Clark and Stratos t-c 
sets will be re-evaluated, including consideration of the heat exchanger 
col;'e test data, 

9. .O.J?_~rati<;m.!t~ Planning (Ta~=:k 51 ... 8.80) 

Summary - January through May: 

Fur the final Hazards Sunm~ry Report, the radiological hazards were 
calculated for a postulated major excnrsinn of the ML-1 reactor. Radia
tion exposures and ground contamination were calculated as a function of 
distance from the reactor site, based on an excursion energy release of 
300 Mw-sec and an extensive operating history. The hazards considerations 
incluu~ the possible toxicity problem of BeO. 

Work on an ML-1 facility manual started on a limited basis. A lay
out was compJ:eted showing the floor plan of the auxiliary c,entrol build
ing with the placement of all facility office furnishings; and a floor 
plan of the test building, showing the initial operating location of the 
po~.:rer plant and all applicable auxiliaries. 

The NL-1 test program and test procedures-were started. A rough 
draft was completed of the schedule for the ML-i critical experiment, 
including a dr~.ft of the:·.initial criticality procedures. 
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Hethods were investigated for calibrating control blades, for calibrating 
the nuclear power and for flux mapping. By the end of May, the initial 
·draft of the test program and test schedule for operating the ML-1 at 
NRTS was about 80% complete. 

The neutron detector positions in the shield tank were established, 
based on fl~ levels predicted for the ML-1 and assuming a neutron source 
of 3 x 107 neutrons/cm2-sec., to support the instrumentation program. 

An outline of the organization needed for the proposed operations 
of the ML-1 was nearly completed. The outline includes .. fotmal.:job descrip
tions for each engineer and operator. 

The size of the start-up neutron source for the ML-1 was reviewed 
and procurement initiated. Procurement of special test fuel elements for 
power calibration and flux mapping was initiated. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The organization of the proposed ML-1 operations crev7 for NRTS was 
completed, including formal job descriptions of each engineer and opera·tor. 

An initial draft was published of the test program and test schedule 
for operation of the ML-1 at NRTS. 

Operating manuals were outlined for the ML-1 power plant. 

Work on the ML.:.l hazards report achieved 90% completion. 

A start-up neutron source and special test fuel elements are being 
procured for the ML-1. 

Procurement was initiated for counting equipment for the criticality 
.experiments. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Hork on the ML-1 hazards report will continue and an initial draft 
will. be completed. 

Hork ~vill begin on writing operating manuals for the ML-1. 

Work will begin on a detailed test program and.on the procedures. 

10. Critical Assembly Research (Task 51-890) 

Summary - January through May: 

' 
This task was essentially inactive until 6 April when the first 

shipment of f1.1el elements \vas received. The fuel elementt; we1;~ X-n~yed 
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immediately, but no· significant number of pellets showed evidence of 
damage. The copper/cadmium l..iuntable poison foils w·ere cut, weighed and 
installed to simulate the reference ML-1 burnable poisons. 

First criticality was attained 12 April with a loading of 48 fuel 
elements (31.1 kg of U-2;35) and about 1% ·wm:th=·of reactivity inserted in 
the core. The predicted loading for keff = 1.031 (2.1% to overcome the 
burnable poison) was 29 kg for a 61 element core and more for a 48 ele:- ·. 
ment core. These figures compare favorably with experimental results. 
Additional reactivity poison in the form of steel shim stock, (0.028-in.~ 
thick) was·wrapped around each of the fuel elements. Power level and 
control blade calibrations were completed in preparation for the initial 
studies of intracell flux and power distribution. 

Intracell flux and power distributions were determined for the 
firct and iiQt:onr'l mnr'lifiP.rl clusters of f\le~ elements. These fuel elements, 
aml ~utut:: a£ the experimental rooultf:, arQ tie~('rHH•c'l under Task 51-860, 
Critical Assembly Support. Flux and power detectors were placed in and 
around the central fuQl element nf a cluster. of seveu modified elemento. 
These measurements were taken with both bare and cadmium-covere·d detectors 
to separate the epicadrilium flux and power from subcadmium.values. 

The modified clusters were investigated at both the central anda 
peripheral position of the critical assembly core to evaluate the effects 
of the flux skewing across the peripheral elements. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The h1tr.<~r.P.ll. flux and power measurements were completed on the.· 
"18-pin" fuel elements (these are the 19-pin elements .. used with an un
fueled central pin). The measurements were made at two different posi~·. 
tions of the c.ritital asst::mLly core, the central and a peripher..<~J po::;ition. 

The critical assembly control blades were calibrated to prepare for 
the series of reactivity worth measurements. The temperature cuefflclt::ul 
of the moderator was determined with the moderator temperature near ~ 

ambient. 

The reactivity worth of the shim-scram blade near its maKimum worth 
position was measured. 'the measurement was made using a pair of test shim
scram blades made of a 70% Ag/30% Cd alloy. 

The reactivity worth uf i'uil:ii o:•f IV..yT.'I~~ 21} (cobal t-bal;led) alloy is 
being measured. In these measurements, various thicknesses of cobalt 
alloy foils are wrapped around each of the seven central fuel elements. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Measurements of reactivity worth will be completed on the cobalt 
alloy foils, the copper-cadmium burnable poison foils, the steel~··shim 
stock foils, the peripheral fuel elements, and the modified fuel elements. 
The reactivity ~·rorth of the reference ML-1 regulating blades (AISI Type 202 
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stainless steel) ~vill be measured near maximum worth position. 

The flux and power distributions over the whole core wil.l be deter
mined, both radially and axially. 

The distribution of intracell flux and power in the fuel elements 
for the first core loading will be determined. These intracell measure
ments will be-taken in elements containing both Type II fuel pellets and 
Type II fuel powder. 

11. ML-1 First Core Fabrication (Task 53-8XX) 

Summary - January through May: 

Procurement ~vas initiated in late Fabruary for such long lead items 
as UOz pellets, uo2 powder, and a.lloy stock for pin tubing. Bids were 
prepared in May for inert components except poison foil and shims. An 
additional 1600 lb of low-cobalt Hastelloy X ingots, ordered because of 
the long lead time required, made possible expeditious replacement of 
material ruptured by the vendor during forging. The initial delivery in 
April of U02 "pellets from a vendor was acceptable: the rejection rate 
was about 1%. (This delivery was delayed by re-processing to eliminate 
excessive fluorine before pelletizing.) 

Developmental:.fabrication of BeO-U02 fuel pellets for the IB-21 
core was successful. Uniformity of product and consistent production 
rate ate the most serious problems to be solved. 

The first nonfueled M1-l element was assembled for use in mechan-: 
ical and structural evaluation as well as a check of assembly design •. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Bids were awarded on all inert parts except poison foils and shir·lS. 
The latter items are being re-designed. A section of the spider casting 
was increased in size to improve high temperature stability. 

The fuel development facility was committed to fabricate BeO-U02 
pellets for the IB-21 core. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

About· 75% of the parts needed for pin assembly will be delivered. 
Initial lots of pin tubing will be received and inspected. 

Fuel development facilities will continue to fabricate pellets for 
the IB-21 core. 
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C. POHER CONVERSION EQUIPMENT 

1. Turbine-Compressor·Set 

Summary - January through May: 

(This task includes the procurement of axial compressor t-c set from 
the Clark Brothers Company and a centrifugal compressor t-c set from the 
Stratos Division of Fairchild Engin~& Airplane Corporation,)· 

The preliminary report on the Clark axial t-c set design was evalu
ated during January. 

A decision wac made in February to locate a lubrication oil pump on 
the gearbox portion of the t-c set hou$ing. In addition, the responsibilty 
[uz.: l'I::!"'UI::!::d!;!,ulu!;!, Lltl::! l.:!~tupt·l:!t:l::iUl uulh:l plplu!;!, wu::.; •h>::il!;!,lli;;!U lu Lln:: L-~..: uc:l 
vendors to petmit more latitude in loriating the diffusers. 

The t-c·set final specification and the preliminary speCification 
drawing were completed dur.ing March and forwarded to both t-c set vendors 
for revie~.,. The t-c set final design repor.ts · we·re received fr.·om both 
vendors and ·the evaluations of the designs were initiated .. Letter con
tracts for t-c set fabrication were given to Stratos and Clark during 
April. The letter contracts authorized limited fabrication before nego
tiating the fabrication contract. 

Technical evaluation of Stratos t-c :S.et:: final' .. des.ig.n was, completed 
and the evaluation task reports were forwarded to ERDL, Fort: Belvoir, 
Initially, the t-c design was not acceptable due to undesirable surge 
characteristics during the starting transient. This.condition was cor
rected by re-designing the second-stage compressor diffuser. The t-c 
design, therefore, is acceptable to Aerojet and appears to meet the 
requirements of Specification AGC-60015, MLS-55. A few areas pertaining 
to design and performance received the required additional documentation 
and clarification. 

Stratos completed an addendum to its design report, including 
additional technical data on lubrication system requirements and laby
rinth seal flow rate requirements during the star:t;ing transient and 
steady state operation, 

Detail drawings of the long-lead-time items were completed and 
procurement initiated. 

The t-c set fabrication contracts were negotiated with both Stratos 
and Clark during May, The Stratos and Clark t-c sets are scheduled to be 
delivered to Azusa by. 19 December 1960 and 1 January 1961 respectively. 

Stratos placed a purchase order for the t-c housing castings. The 
housing is to be fabricated and tested by 1 October. 

Stratos placed a purchase order for the gear reduction assembly. 
The gearbox is to be fabricated 1 September. 
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The technical evaluation of the final design of the Clark t-c set 
was completed. With the exception of a few design area·s (subsequently 
cleared up) the· t-c set design was acceptable to Aerojet and appears to 
meet the requirements of Specification AGC-60015, MLS-55. 

,, 
The Clark preliminary layout of the compressor d~scharge elbow was 

reviewed and approved by Aerojet. However, Clark was requested to re
view other types of expansion bellows in order to reduce the overall 
length. 

The Clark auxiliary gear-drive layout drawing was reviewed and 
suggested modifications were forwarded to Clark. 

Accomplishments - June: 

a. Stratos T-C Set: All design changes required to assure proper instal
lation of the unit on the power conversion skid were completed. 

The vendor reviewed the final Aera~et design for the t-c set lub
rication system and agreed that the system would meet the requirements. 

The detail casting drawings were completed for the t-c housing 
assembly, and the pattern equipment was fabricated.· 

The turbine nozzle ring assembly was redesigned, and Stratos is 
completing a detailed stress analysis of the new nozzle design. 

The shaft forging, and guide-vane and diffuser castings were 
received and finish machining started. 

Turbine wheel forgings and compressor wheel castings were received 
ana ~inish machining initiated. 

The thrust and journal bearings were received from the vendor. 

It is now determined to be unnecessary to calibrate separately the 
two compressor stages. Test results on the TCS-560 demonstrated that the 
compressor efficiencies are sa.tisfactory and design' revisions on the ML-1 
compressor will further improve the efficiency. 

The gearbox preliminary design report was received from Stratos 
and forwarded to ERDL Fort Belvoir, Virginia. 

~ .. The gearbox str'i.Ictural supports for the bearings and gears were 
re-designed. The new support structure weighs less and provides more 
regidity. 

b. Clark T-C Set: The compressor discharge elbow and auxiliary gear
drive layout drawings were completed. 

A purchase order was placed for fabricating the turbine and compres~c 
sor blades. The blades will be fabricated by a cold-forming process 
developed by General Motors and Kelsey-Hayes. 
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Clark is r~vie\·!Ting the final Aerojet design for the t-c set lub
rication system and gave tentative approval. 

_ About 65% of the drawings;_;required for fabrication were released. 
All of the detail drawings for long-lead-time items have been released. 
The ~-c set installation drawing is about 50% complete . 

. , The' gearbox housing was redesigned- to include the mounting struc-
ture for the auxiliary drive. Design details were completed for an assembly 
fixture to align the auxiliary drive output shaft and the lubrication 
pump shaft. 

Task reports were forwarded to ERDL, describing the Aerojet techni
cal evaluation of the t-c set. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

a.. Stratos '1'-t.: set: All detail drawings required for fabrication will 
be r~leased. 

The vendor's final design report for the gearbox will be received. 

b. Clark T-C Set: The remaining detail drawings required for fabrica
tion will be released. 

Flow tests \.;rill be completed of a full-scale model of the compressor 
discharge volute. Since the discharge volute is the most critical aero
dynamic section with respect to compressor efficiency, aerodynamic model 
tests are the most practical solution for proper design of the diffuser. 

The vendor's preliminary design report.for the gearbox will be 
received. 

2. Alternator (Task 56-18X) 

Sunumiry January. through May: 

The final alternator opecificotion was completed in February. The 
preliminary heat transfer analysis for the alternator and the prelimin
ary stress analysis of the housing were also completed. Aluminum was 
sele~ted as the al ternat.or case material on the basis of the result~;~, 

The alternator preliminary design analysis report was completed" 
and forwarded to IDO. The alternator electric& design was completed. 

The design criteria were established for the ML-1 starting motor 
in April. An analysis indicated the maximum expected starting torque 
curve would have peak torque of 30 lb.-ft. at 42% rated speed and a peak 
housepower value of 50 h.p. at 50% rated speed. The minimum expected 
starting torque curve had a peak torque value of 18 lb.-ft. at 45% rated 
speed ~:and' _a :peak -·:horsepoYle:r:. ·:vaTue: .-of~:, 30- .hp'. ',i:!_t.::.: i5:0% rated 
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speed. The requirements of the ma::ximum expected starting· torque curve 
. dictated. the .sele-cti'ori o:j: a two:.. speed starting motor design. 

A conceptual design of the starting motor was completed. The 
design was based on the assumption that all starts will be made ~vith 
60-cycle power supplied to themotor. This design indicated·that the 
starting motor would extend 5.5-in. beyond the alternator, producing 
an overall alternator starting motor assembly length of approximately 
38-in. · 

The alternator layout drawing was completed, incorporating the 
latest mounting provisions for the starting motor. 

The alternator design was re-analyzed to provide m~n~mum losses. 
·The analysis indicated that modifying the field circuit would increase 
the alternator efficiency by 1% at 25% load and 0.5% at full lo~d. In 
addition, the modification ~vould reduce by. 2.3 kw the heat rejection into 
the ·lubrication coiL ~Odifying the field circuit will make a minor 
change in the configuration of the alternator drive end housing. The 

·new configuration appears to be com:patible ~vi th the gearbox desigqs. 

The losses in the present alternator cdesign are sunnnarized belm-1. 
· The losses are for operation at 60 cycles and 0.8 power factor with a 
···standard 167°F winding temperature and a 165°F lubricating oil temperature. 

Alternator Load - Percent 

Alternator Losses 0 25 50 75 100 125 

Variable Losses (kw). 0 1. 73. 4 :'Z'ir· 7.69 12.10 17.88 

Fixed Losses (kw). 12.63 12.<163 12.63 12.163 12.63 12.63 

Total Losses '{kw) .. 12.63 14.36 16.91 20.32 24.73 30.51 

Output (kw.). 0 100 200 300 400 500 

Input (kw) 12.63 ll4.36 ·216 0 91 320.32 424.73 530.51 

Efficiency % 0 87.5 92.1 93.6 94.3 94.3 

An analysis of the effects of 50-cycle operation on the power 
conversion skid electrical equipment resulted in the following 
·recommenda.tions:. 

1) The present volts-per-cycle design criterion for the alternator 
should not be changed. 

2) "Boost" transformers should be.used where there is a require
ment for operation at 2400/4160 volts and 50 cycles. 

3) All starts should be made with 60-cycle power to minimize the 
size of the starting motor. 

4) The specifications for all accessory electrical equipment 
should specify volts-per-cycle design for. minimum weight. 
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The preliminary design of the starting motor was initiated in May. 
Design calculations were made for two configurations: an axial_ air-gap 
motor and a radial air-gap motor. 

The preliminary design of the static-exciter and voltage regulator 
was initiated. The design of the current transformers was completed. 

The stress and thermal analyses of the alternator and starting 
motor were initiated. 

The alternator detail fabrication drawings were completed except 
for the drawing of the drive end housing. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The electrical d~sign of the starting motor was completed. A 
radial air-gap design.was selected as the best configuration for the 
ML-1 starting motor requirements. The starting motor is 20-in.-diameter 
and 7-in. long overalL'.. The motor extends J- in. beyond the alternator. 
Detail drawings of the starting motor are 50% complete. 

The electrical design of the voltage regulator was completed except 
for temperature compensation. The voltage regulator detail drawings are 
50% complete. 

The fabrication of the alternator stator and rotor assemblies was 
initiated. 

The thermal analysis of the starting motor and alternator was com-· 
pleted, based on estimated air tl~..r over t:hE:! cc:t~;iug,. The resul ta a how 
that the internal hot spot temperature will be 275°F.. While this is 
higher than the 250°F design point, it.is well within the thermal limits 
0f th~ mR~hi.nP.. An analysis is bein~ made to establish that the avail
able flow of cooling air is adequate for this design. 

The alternator bearing seals were changed from a rubbing ring 
type to a standard Labyrinth to ensure a seal life commensurate with 
the requirements of the ML-1. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The de.tail drawings of the starting motor and voltage regulator 
will be completed. 

The alternator housing drawing will be completed. 

Fabr5.cation of the starting motor and voltage regulator will be 
initiated. Fabrication of the alternator parts will continue. 

The analysis of the alternator cooling air flow requirements will 
be completed. The design of the alternator shroud and fin assembly will 
be completed. 
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3. Lubrication System (Task 56-12X) 

Summary - January through May: 

The conceptual design study of·the lubrication system was con
ducted under Contract DA-44-192-ENG:-8, and the design of a prototype 
lubrication system then assigned to Contract AT(l0-1)-880. 

The main objective of the studies was the basic'design of a lubri
cation system to lubricate the t-c set, the reduction gearbox and the 
alternator. A secondary objective was to prevent the entrance of oil 
into the process gas system. 

A literature search was conducted to evaluate oil leak-tight seals 
and sealing methods:which would operate satisfactorily for 10,000 hr 
t-lithout ·maintenance. Commercial seals studied included a· ·cursory investi
gation of the lip-type"seal, a more th~rough investigation of face-type 
rubbing seals (such as "Sealol") and shaft rubbing-types ("Cartriseal", 
:Eor example) 0 • These types were rejected on the basis of service life 
and becaus,e it was quite possibl"e that many of these seals would not 
meet the leakage requirement without. selective fit and installation .. 

It was decided that only a· labyrinth-type seal without rubbing 
contact would meet the life requirements. Because this type: isnot 
leak-proof, the system was designed to. be pressurized to prevent the 
entry of oil into the working gas, but to permit the entry of working 
gas in-to the oil system. The system bleeds nitrogen (from the second 
.stage of a centrifugal compressor or from .intermediate stages· of an axial 
compressor) into the cavity between the ~o labyrinths separating the 
oil from the working gas. The nitrogen then flows two ways at high pres
sure: either into the working gas or into .the oil system. The flow into 
the oil system under~the:cpnsequ,ent-pressure .di"fferential" is sufficient 
to prevent oil from ·flowing into the worki~g gas. 

Aft~r selectipg the basic lubr.ication system a reference system 
was established. This system was then improved by rearranging, com
bining or eliminating components. The final configurations r~sulting 
from this study are shown schematically in Figure 10 (Clark T-C Set), 
.;md Figure 11 (Stratos T-c· Set) .. 

The function of the lubrication and clean-up system is to supply 
lubricating oil to the t-c set, including the gearbox and alternator; 
supply regulated nitrogen .to the t-c seal system.; and to purify the 
nitrogen bleed gas. 

Oil is supplied to the system by a 45 gpm. g·ear-type· pump_ driven 
by, the gearbox at 1800 rpm. A 45 gpm aux:Uiary pump (motor-driven) 
provides lubrication during start-and-stop operation to prevent bearing 
damage. The oil discharged from the pump :is cooled by an.air-cooled oil 
cooler (integrated within the pre-cooler) 'to reduce the temperature · 
from 180°F to l50°F. The cooler is capable of handling 290,700 Btu/h1: 
at an ambient temperature of 100°F. The heat rejection rates for the 
Clark and Stratos lubrication systems are tabulated on Table 4. 
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TABLE 4 

C:alculated Heat Rejection 
to the ML-1 

Lubrication System 

. ~. '-. ,:. "'1:--··-:- ··- .· 

He.at Rejection, HP 
-

Source 5/6 Speed Full 
::: 

Clarlt · 
~r. :: 

Otrato3 Clarlt 

Turbine-Com~re~~ 

Journal Bearing 10.0 
31.4 28.5 

' Thrust Bearing 26.0 

Oil Seal 4.5 4.5 6.0 

Case Cooling 17.8 17.8 
····~·· ...... -............. ,..,, ..... ,. ..... ···:.>-r-.-., ...... "'-'•'•''·""••····· . .-.·.-··"''"' ~ ,;;--.• .. -· •'•'•""·-· , ..... ''"·'•' .; .. 

Nitrogen Seal Leakage 0.7 3.4 0.7 
....... -~ .. . . . 

Gear Box 19.4 28.5 26.0 

Alternator 

Journal Bearings 2.0 2.0 2.7 

Fi~ld Coil 8.9 8.9 8.9 

011 Pump Loss 1.0 1.6 1.2 
.. --

Oil System Pressure Drop 4.1 6.6 4.9 

Total Heat Rejection 89.8 84.0 104.2 
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8tratoo 

5.6 

28.4 

6.0 

............ "' •'""·;-· .. -·-
3.4 

1-·~~-· 

34.0 

2.7 

8.9 

2.0 l 
8.0 

\ 

99.0 
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An oil filter provides 25 micron filtration for lubricating oil. · 
The filter element will require replacement approximately every 30 days 9 

depending on the rate of contamination. A differential pressure switch 
indicates when a filter change is required. The oil pressure to the 
t-c bearings is regulated at 30 psi above the bearing -drain cavity 
pressure. An oil shaft seal isolating the gearbox and alternator from 
the t-c maintains the gearbox and a~ternator case pressures at 20 psia. 
The oii flm~ requirements for the ·clark and Stratos lubrication systems 
are shown in Table 5. 

Oil from the gearbox and alternator is returned by gravity to a 
sump. The sump has an oil capacity of 50 gallons and a gas volume equiva
lent to 20 gallons to provide for expansion. The sump contains a 5 kw 
immersion heater to heat the oil during low temperature starting. The 
oil level is shown by a level indicator. 

The entry of .bearing lubricating oil into. the gas cycle is pre
vented by labyrinth seals adjacent to each bearing on the· t-c ·shaft. 
The seals are supplied with regulated nitrogen from the compressor 
through external connections. The differential pressure across the 
·single stage seals· in the Stratos t-c set is maintained at 20 psi during 
running conditions. The Clark t-c set has two stages. of labyrinth seals 
with a vented cavity between each stage. The· total-differential pressure 
across the seals is regulated' at 4 psi. As _the two-stage seal offers 
a more restrictive path for oil back diffusion, ·the pressure drop in the 
Clark unit is lower. 

Nitrogen .. is supplied to the labyrinth seals by a motor driven 
auxiliary compres~or during startup and shutdmm when main compressor 
gas is not available. This provides the barrier nitrog~n gas for proper 
seal operation and also the n~cessary cooling during shutdmm operation. 
The auxiliary compressor has a capacity of approx~mately.30 cfm and is 
capable of boosting .the. inlet pressure approximately 25 psi. ·The com
pressor capacity exceeds the normal seal requirement .to provide additional 
flow if seal cle~rances· increase with wear. Gas for· the auxiliary com
pressor is bleed gas from the.main compressor inlet. When the system 
compressor develops sufficient pressure, the auxiliary compressor will 
autumatlcally l:lhut uff. 

The seal flm~ rates for the Clark and Stratos seal systems are 
shmm on the respective system schematics. 

The nitrogen flow across the labyrinth seal system mixes with the 
lubricating oil in the bearing cavities. The mixed flow is then delivered 
to a "clean-up" system consisting of a mechanical separator and an absorp
tion filter. The separator mechanically separates the oil from the nitro
gen and returns the oil to the sump. The nitrogen is filtered to reduce 
the oil content to acceptable limits, before it is returned to the system. 
This filter will require servicing every 30 days. 

The 3 cfm nitrogen compressor (motor-driven) returns the nitrogen 
from the oil to the separator. This is necessary because nitrogen is 
continuously carried in solution by the oil as it is returned from the 
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TABLE 5 

ML·:.1 Turbine-Compressor Set 

Lubrica ti.on Requirements 

Location Flow R:;ato - Cal/Min 

Clark Stratos 
T-C Set T-C Set 

Turbine-Compressor 

Journal Bearings 4 2 

Thrust Bearing 19 10 

Case Cooling 5 None 
- - -·· 

Shaft s~al 1.5 l..J 

Gear Box 8 17 

Alternator 2.6 2.6 

Total Flow 40.1 33.1 
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separator to the sump. :Nitrogen is also supplied to the aiternator case 
and flows across the alternator. seals. to the sump. .·The nitrogen flow 
maintains a constant 20 psia pressure to prevent:the entrance of oil.into 
the alternator rotor. cavity. The amount.of nitrogen.transferred from 
the separator to the sump is dependent upon .the change in pressure +evel 
and the flow rate of. oil. The solubiJ..ity of nitrogen in. oil is propor
tional ~o the pressure and is determined by_ the Bunsen Solubili~y Co
efficient which was found to be approx~ately.+0.076 for lubricating 
oil at 180°F. The Bunsen Coefficient.(~) is defined as the volu~e of 
gas at 0°C ~nd 14.7 psia pressure dissolved in a unit volume or. the 
liquid with.a partial gas pressure of 14.7 psia. The solubility of a 
gas in a-liquid is expressed by. the following equation*: 

Where: 

.Volume of gas at NT P 
Volume of liquid = 

O(...p 

14.7 

N T P 0 :Normal Temperature Pressure (0 C, 14.7 psia) 

~= Bunsen Solubility Coefficient 
' 

p .- System Pressure, psia 

From the above relation, the amount .of.nitrogen released in.the sump 
after being transferred from the separator is 0.025 lb/min and 0.072 
lb/min for the Clark and Stratos. lubrication .systems, respectively. 

The lubricating oil tentatively selected is Chevron.OC "rurbine 
Oil No .. 11, a product .of. the Standard Oil Company of California. This 
oil conforms to Military Specification MIL-L-17672A and is a 100% paraf
finic base oil with very low carbon-forming tendencies. The oil ~ontains 
special inhibit or s to improve oxidation .. stability, . retard corrosion and 
reduce foaming. The lubricating oil.has.tht:! following properties: 

Viscosity, . SSU 

Viscosity. Index 

Pour Point, °F 

Flash Point, CCC, °F 

Carbon Residue, ~ 

Vapor Pressure, psia 

0 223 (at lOOcF) 
"47.5 (at~il06F) 

93 

-5 

·'.9-35 

. 0.01 

0.05 (at 435°F) 

,The oil manufacturer rates the oil life at 10 years in a mild 
radiation.environment. However, further evaluation will be required 
to determine its.suitability.for this application. -'l'he flash point is 

* R~ R. Baldwin and S. G. -Daniel, "The Solubility of Gases in .. Lubri-
cating Oil~ and Fuels", J. Petroleum Inst. , v .. 39, No .. 3.51 ( 1953) 
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higher than the maximum operating temperature, elimina t.ing fir:.e hazard 
if there is an oil leak. 

'Most of the components for the itibrication systen1 were sel~cted 
and procurement initiated. Procurement speCifications were completed 
for non-standard components except for the nitrogen fil~e·r, the seal 
compressor and the sump-equalizing compressor~ · · 

. . 
Quotations for a nitrogen/oil s·eparator were requested from about 

30 vendors. In the meantime, several sep<frators v1ere ordered for evalu
ation. Hbwever, commercial separators filter on the basis of oil-parti
cle ·size rather than on the ·amount of oil . in the gas, thus .such sepa
rators can only .be evaluate·Ci in a test program sim:ulating ML-1 operating 
conditions. ' 

Two proposals submitted by :vendor:s appear to meet the requirements 
for 2 sump-equaliBing compressor. (Not all o[ Lltt! vemlurs have replied.) 
One unit was ordered for evaluation. 

One rotary-vane compressor was ordered for evaluation as a seal 
compressor. 

The leakage rate past the shaft seal will be determined during 
evaluation of the compressor. If the leakage proves excessive, the 
compressors will be installed in a container to prevent -external leakage. 

A preliminary ·design installation drawing of the sump and associ
ated equipment ~vas completed in May. The preliminary layout of lubri
cation system components was begun, and will be continued as additional 
components are FJel.ected. 

Accomplishments -.June: 

Procurement specifications were completed for the compressor and 
ni troge.n f;i.,J, ter ·' and are being n~lea.sen, Sped. fi.cB.t:!.on~ ~rlil n0l·1 gom

plete for all non-standard components for the lubrication system. 

Several commercial nitrogen/oil separators, purchased from differ
ent manufacturers, were received. Tests to determine the relative effec
tiveness of each sepa;J;'atol: when subjected to varying rates of oil and 
nitrogen flow will be conducted as soon as the test installation is 
complete. 

One compressor, fur use as a sump-equalizing compressor, ~vas re
ceived. Development tests will be conducted when. the appropriate test 
installation is completed. It is believed that leakage past the shaft 
seal will be the major problem, making it necessary to "can" the unit. 
The canned motor-compressor units used in refriger?tion and air-condi
tion were reviewed and can be readily adapted to nitrogen service. A 
motor-compressor un'i t of this type was ordered and delivery· is, expected 
within 30 days. Tests will be conducted on this unit. 

The rotary-vane compressor will be delivered in July. Tests will 
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be conducted on this unit to determine its suitability as a seal com
pressor, and that the compressor vanes can withsta-nd' ·the high pressur·es 
anticipated during shutdown of the ML-1 sys tern.- The· survey of compress or 
manufacturers is continu:lng in view of the ·possibil'ity that this compres
sor may not be satisfactory. 

Reciprocating compressors also are being considered for use as a 
seal compressor because most 60 cycle ac rotary compressors cannot pro
vide more than 10 psi boost. (A minimum of 20 psi is required.) A sec
ond source for the seal compressor cannot be s·elected· before further 
design evaluation. However, several commercially available reciprocating 
compressors appear to meet the requirements. 

Procurement of lubrication system components continues. Purchase 
orders were initiated to procure the oil filter, oil pump, auxiliary 
pump/motor unit, oil differential regulator. 

AntiCipated Accomplishments - July: 

Separator tests ~v.i.ll be initiatera. 

Compressor tests will be initiated. 

Arrangement of components on the power conversion skid .. will .continue. 

The review of commercially available compressors will be completed. 

4. Recuperator (Task 56-100) 

Summary ~ January through May: 

The design of the recuperator was established during January·. The 
design is a four-pass, shell and tube, mixed cross-flmv and counter-flo-vi 
exchanger. This design is a hot-shell exchanger which establishes the 
inlet and outlet headers in their proper relation to the reactor and to 
the power-conversion skid, thus reducing header piping problems. 

Detailed layouts were initiated to incorpora.te the ·revisions re
quired by the c'!lange to a hot-shell design. Over-all recuperator dimen·
~ions, includin~ insulation, were frozen at 81-in. long by 49-in. OD. 

Agreement was reached during February on the location of the flanges 
for the high pressure inlet headers and low pressure inlet nozzle. Cal-
culations, based on clearance and tube length from the layout drawings, 
showed the recuperator effectiveness to be 80.35% with a totalll. p/p equal 
to 2.6% under steady state·conditi:ons.-.. ·.Materials Ior· .tube qrazing.·and. 
finning were.ordered. 

Stress analysis studies were conducted during March by both Aerojet 
and the recuperator manufacturer, the Griscom-Russell Company, to revise 
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6-point mounting support system. The re.cuperator shell was increased 
from 1/4-in. thickness to 3/8-in. and a Number 20 flange size ~o1as selected 
for the· turbine discharge ... recuperator inlet flange •. 

The vendor's preliminary design report on the recuperator was review
ed during March. 

A meeting was held with representatives of the Griscom-Russell 
Company during April. to review the requirements and status of the design, 
testing and procurement of the heat exchanger. The following problems 
were resolved during the meeting: 

1) The vendor agreed to the. selection of a four~point recuperator 
support used in t.hP. ~;~ix-pni.nt surrqrt sys tern for the t ... c set; alter
nator and recuperator. 

2) The operating and transportation shock loads specifi~d in th~ 
recuperator procurement specification were revised to meet the load 
requirements for the other power-conversion equipment. 

3) A reference flange design was selected for the recuperator. 
The reference flange consists of a "Flexitallic" gasket using 
bolted flanges, each flange specially designed for its loading 
requirement. 

A ~etter of intent was forwarded to this vendor authorizing pro
curement of materials for three recuperators and limited fabrication. 
Further fabrication will not be authorized until the final design of the 
recuperator is approved and the core tests are completed. 

The results of the tension and compression test:s on th17 r.;>c1.1per~tor. 

tube sheet weld samples were satisfactory. The results showed a tension 
yield point range of 35,800 psi to 36,300 psi and a c~pression yield 
point range of 34,800 psi to 36,600 psi. 

The recuperator specification control drawing was revised to includ~ 
the detail mounting structure arrangement. 

The recuperator fabrication contract was negotiated during May with 
the vendor. 

the recupera tor specification control drawing ~vas completed and the 
specification revised to incorporate more rigorous quality control require
ments. A meeting was held with the vendor to coordinate the revised 
recupcrotor apccification and the specification control drawing. 

The tube fin mate.rial and brazing alloy were received by Griscom·· 
Russell. Fabrication of the finned tubes will be initiated when the 
core tests are complete. 

Aerojet completed the review of all of the Griscom-Russell designed 
recuperator flanges during June. Final agreement was reached on flange 
thickness, facing details, bolt hole dimensions and stress levels. 
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A revision was issued to cla1~·ify certain ::provisions of ·the. 
recuperator specification (AGC 60021). 

The tubing for the recuperator was received by the vendor. All 
tubing shop drawings ~..rere completed. and released to the ·fabrication 
shops, and it is estimated 80% of c:ll recupera tor drawings 1:..rere completed. 

Final recuperator specification control drawing was completed and 
released. 

Fabrication of the finned tubes was not initiated in June due to 
the requirement for further testing of the core sections. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Fabrication of the re~uperator shell, structure supports, and 
flanges will be started. 

Fabrication of the finned tubes will be initated. 

5. Pre-cooler ·(Task· 56-110) 

Summary - January through May: 

A reference design for the combination pre-cooler/moderator cool·er 
was established in January. The design incorporates two passes on the 
tube side of the moderator cooler, and use~ eight fans instead of six 
to permit operating the moderator cooler independently of pre-cooler 
conditions. Using two passes on the tube side reduces the size of the 
moderator cooler. The original pre-cooler design provided three .inlet 
and·three outlet nozzles to reduce the size of the manifold and to·permit 
maximum heat exchanger. lattice size. The reference pre-cooler des·ign 
was agreed on during a' conference beu..reen the vendor and Aerojet. The 
reference design uses one inlet and one outlet nozzle. Both manifolds 
were re-designed and the vendor accepted responsibility for designing 
the piping to conn~ct the pre-cooler inlet and the recuperator. 

A straight tube ··pre-cooler was· selected as the reference design 
in February. This design allows space for the pre-cooler discharge/ 
compressor inlet line. 

It was decided in March to incorporate the lubrication cooler into 
the pre-cooler to conserve space on the skid. The size of both the pre
cooler and moderator heat exchanger was changed to provide room for the 
oil· cooler. The lubrica.tion oil cooler and moderator cooler in the 
present design are cooled by one pair of fans. 

Burst tests were conducted ·on samples of aluminum tube of the type / 
selected for the pre-cooler. The average burst pressure (2400 psig at 
ambient temperature) satisfies the operational pressure requirements. 
The tube material was changed from 38 to 100-0 aluminum to facilitate 
extrusion. 
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The vendor completed the preliminary layout draHings and the sup
port structural drawings for the pre-cooler. 

The requirements and the status of heat exchanger design, testing 
and procurement was reviewed with the vendor at a meet;Lng in April. The 
following points were decided at the meeting: 

1) The shock, operating and transportation loads specified in the 
pre-cooler procurement specifications were revised to agree with 
the load requirements for.the other power conversion equipment. 

2) Tentative locations ~..rere established for inlet and discharge 
connections for the pre-cooler, moderator cooler, and lubrication 
oil cooler. Agreement "'as reached on the method of attaching the 
pre .. cooler structure to the power conversion .sk:Ld structur9: 
The pre-cooler structure ~..rill bo bolted to T-pads on the skid 
frame at 15 point3. 'l'he support system for the pre-cooler tube 
and header assembly will be designed so that the spring constant 
of the assembly will not impose loads on the pre-cooler at oper
ating temperatures. The loads imposed by the pre-cooler on the 
recuperator are not critical in the cold condition. 

3) The pre-cooler fan support system v1as modified so that all 
loads will be introduced to the trusses at panel points on the 
skid. 

The vendor was given a "letter of intent" authorizing procurement 
of materials for three pre-coolers and limited fabrication. Authorization 
will not be given to complete fabrication until the final design of the 
pre-cooler is approved and the core tests are completed. 

The pre-cooler fabrication contract ~vas negotiated during May with 
the vendor. The pre-cooler specification control dra~·1ing was completed 
and more rigorous quality control requirements w~re included in the re
vised specification. All tube- to- tube sheet connections will be weld.cd 
to minimize external leakage, and ·the ~velds leak-checked ~vith a mass 
::;J.Jt:cLrumE:!ter. 

the vendor agreed to modify the design of the pre-cooler structure 
to include the tension tie-rods and· transversP. tnhul.Ar lower chord mem
bers that previously were part of the skid structure. The result of 
this design change is that the entire top area of the skid is unobstruc
ted when the pre-cooler is removed. 

Results from the pl;"e-cooler teotn a how that the pressure dr:·op un 
the shell side is higher than predicted. Performance calculations based 
on these results show that total pm·Ter for the fan motor must be increased 
abo~t five horsepower to obtain adequate flm..r of cooling air. Additional 
calculations were initiated to verify the need for the design air flow 
:i.n view of the fact that the measured heat transfer area per running 
foot of tube was larger than calculated. 

Performance calculations for the moderator and lubrication oil 
cooler, based on results of the core test, show that the capaci.ty of the 
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lubrication oil cooler is about 10% oversiz·e. 

Specimens of the weld connecting the ll00-0 aiumini.mi tubes to· the 
2219 aluminum tube sheets were completed. Inspection showed excessive 
porosity in the welds. Representatives of the vendor of the material 
are assisting Griscom-Russell in solving this problem. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The design of the tension tie rods, and· transverse and longitudinal 
tubular members (now incorporated in the lmver chord of the pre-cooler 
structure) v1as submitted to Aerojet in June for review. (This design 
facilitates assembly.of· the pre-cooler onto the skid frame, and provides 
better access to· the other components before the pre""cooler is assembled.) 

The design, partially based on the results of the core tests, relo
cates the mounting pads be.tween· the pre-cooler and skid frame. The 
change was made possible by relocating the tubing joining the pre-cooler, 
moderator and oil cooler, thus eliminating the need to increase the poHer 
of the fan motors. The vendor v1as advised that the original mounting 
point locations must be preserved, and is re-designing the structure. 
The new design will be submitted early next month. The specification 
control dra~ving v1ill be changed to reflect the final design. 

Review of the pre-cooler flanges designed by the vendor was com
pleted, and agreement reached on thickness of flange, facing details, 
dimensions of bolt holes, and stress levels. 

The design drawings are about 75% complete for the pre:..cooler~ 
lubrication oil cooler, and moderator water cooler. 

A 1/8 scale model of the pre-cooler ~.,as designed and fabrication :· .. 
initiated. The model will be used to determine the distribution of cool
ing air for the fans and to obtain qualitative information on the effects 
of power conversion components on the air flov1. This information ,.,ill 
provide the basis for locating and designing such components as the con
trol canters for the motor and generator. 

The rna terial· for the tubing and fins ,.,as ordered by the vendor 
(Griscom-Russell) and fabrication has begun. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The test model (1/8 scale) ,.,ill be completed. 

The specification control drawing for the pre-cooler will be 
released.· (The dra,'ling was not released .iri June because of the change 
in size of the fan plenums.) 

.,., 
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6. Haterials Evaluation (Task 51-620) 

Summary - January through May: 

Samples of the recuperator tube-to-tube sheet welds were made, 
using materials and techniques that will be used in fabrication of the 
heat exchanger. Analyses of photomicrographs and physical tests run 
at the expected maximum operating temperature (1000°F) proved the welds 
sound and more than adequate for the ML-1 system. 

Hydraulic rupture tests,. conducted on the pre-cooler tubing (Series 
1100 aluminum) to determine the effect of pre-cooler-type finning, showed 
that internal fins increase tube strength about 65%, and the combination 
of internal and external fins increase strength about 115%. (The strength 
of the fins provicle .. s an additional safety factor in the present tube design.) 

Three test turnaces ,.,ere procured ~rom AEC surplus for use in ele
vated temperature corrosion tests in reference atmosphere at system 
pressure. 

Accomplishments - June: 

A. partial shipment of the alloys to be used in the Stratos t-c set 
t·1as received. Samples are being machined and tests will begin in July. 
Corrosion coupons and physical test bars· will be exposed to three differ
ent gas atmospheres at 300 psi and 1300°F: 100% nitrogenl 99.5 val% 
nitrogen + 0.5 vol% oxygen; and air. Corrosion coupons will be examined 
at 1000, 2500, 5000, 7500 and 10,000 hr. The test coupons will be used 
to narrow the field of interest. For example, if significant corrosion 
attack occurs early in the program, some of the test bars will be exposed 
for that length of time to determine the effect of corrosion on physical 
properties. 

A section of pre-cooler tube was thermal cycled between 100 and 
500°F 340 times to determine the effect of thermal cycles on the mechani
.cally•attached external fins. Each cycle consisted of 100 sec heat up 
followed by 30 sec quench to simulate the worst conditions during ML-1 
scrams. In 50,000 hr of operation (lifetime for such tubes), less than 
340 such cycles are expected. The integrity of the external fin was not 
affected by thesP tests. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Test specimens of the turbine alloy will be prepared and gas cor
rosion compatibility tests initiated. 

The pre-cooler tube-to-tube sheet weld specimen is scheduled to be 
delivered by the vendor. When it arrives, physical tests will be run at 
the maximum expected operation temperatures. 
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7. Heat Exchanger Core Tests (Task 51-630) 

Summary - January through May: 

Specifications were completed during January for the recuperator 
and pre-cooler test cores. 

Fabrication of the test cores was autho'rized in February, and the 
test cores were completed in April. 

The pre-cooler core tests, completed in May, verified the de.sign 
parameters for both heat transfer and pressure drop on the. tube side. 
The results from the shell side tests indicated that heat transfer per,., 
formance was higher than predicted, although pressure drop also ~vas higher. 
As discussed earlier, calculations were initiated to determine if larger 
motors are required for the cooling fans. 

Unsatisfactory heat balance between heated air and condensed steam 
forced discontinuance of the recuperator core tests. Inspection showed 
the tube bundle pitch dimensions were incorrect. The test core was re
worked to the proper dimensions and the core section ducts changed to 
improve facilities for instrumentation. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Analysis of results of the pre-cooler core tests was completed. 
(This analysis is discussed 'in:'rask·56-'UO,.·Pre-cool~r.) 

The recuperator core tests were completed. Preliminary results 
indicated a reduction in heat exchanger effectiveness of 0.9%, a toler
able reduction· as far as effe.ct on the reactor is concerned. The data 
further indicated that. the pressure loss was greater than predicted on 
the high pressure (tube) side of the core section. An increase in ~ p/p 
of 0.93% was observed. The vendor said that the £inning operating reduced 
the internal tube cross-section and caused ripples on the inside of the 
tube, thus bringing about an increase in~ p/p. The vendor was requested 
to develop methods of eliminating these conditions. 

Anticipated Accomp 1 ishmen ts - July:. 

The recuperator core tests will be evaluated. 

The methods of eliminating excessive tube side pressure loss will 
be evaluated. 

8. Operational Planning (Task 51-660) 

(NOTE: Since t~is work is closely allied to work being done under Con
tract DA-44-192-ENG-8, progress on both tasks is reported.) 
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Summary - January through May: · 

The modification of "Study for GTTF-lA" (Testing ML-1 Power Conver
sion Skid No. 2) was completed during the period •. The modification 
included plans to test the skid at the GTTF facility, using a by-pass . 
control system,from the conclusion of the 500 hr demonstration until the 
facility is modified to GTTF-lA. The conceptual design of the facility 
modification was completed, and drawings· .were prepared to illustrate the 
general layout and location of major items of equipment. A detailed test 
plan for operating the ML-1 power conversion skid was completed as part 
of the study. The test plan included test objectives, description of 
general procedures, and the results expected from the start-up/check out 
tests, performance evaluation, malfunction/safety tests, and endurance 
demonstration tests. The.results of this study were published early in 
June as Report No. AN 186 • 

.Plans for testing the two ML-1. power conversion skids at Aerojet, 
Azusa, were studied. An existing test facility within the plant was 
selected as the test site. A detailed specification was prepared for a 
heater with. growth capacity and a wi.de range of operating conditions. 
Firm bids by six vendors were reviewed. Power Conversion Skid No. 1 is 
scheduled for initial tests by 1 February 1961 and for shipment to NRTS 
by 1 May 1961. Skid No. 2 is scheduled for initial tests by 31 May 1961 
and tentatively scheduled to be shipped to Fort Belvoir by 1 November 1961. 
The following tests are typical of those to be conducted at Aerojet, Azusa: 

TABLE 6: typical Power Conversion Skid Tests 

Sltid No. 1 Okid No. 2 

Static pressure checks X X 

Cold rotating test (5 hr) X X 

Low speed hot rotating test (5 hr) X X 

Rated speed checkout test (5 hr) X X 

Acceptance test (10 hr) X X 

Limited endurance demonstrations (80 hr) X 0 
--ship to NRT:S 

I 

Performance evaluation (250 hr) 0 X 

Malfunction/S~fcty tests (100 hr) 0 X 

Accomplishments June: ._ -.· 
" . -.. 

A detailed specification was completed for the nitrogen heater 
required for tests at Aerojet, Azusa, and GTTF-lA. Authorization to 
proceed with design and fabrication of the heater is scheduled for release 
by 1 July. 
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The prelii!linary requirements for instrurr.entation and mechanical 
facilities ~.,as completed. for the pov1er conversion skid .tests at.Azusa 
and is being revie\·7ed locally. · 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Fabrication of the nitrogen heater ~ill be authorized. 

Planning Hill continue on the program for testing the poHer conver
sion skid at Aerojet, Azusa. 

9. Component Dev~lopment Tests (Task 59-4XX) 

Sununary- January.thro~h Hay: 

Technical evaluation of the proposals for pre-cooler/recuperator 
tests was completed. A detailed test program was planned, based on the 
use of Allison Division (GeneraL Hotors Corp.) facility. 

A study ~.,as comple~ec1 of the facility required for development_ and. 
life tests o~ the alternator. It ~-J:as concluded that the existing Aerojet, 
Azusa, test facility will best serve the needs of the program. The fa~il
_ity includes a 550-hp de motor drive as' the prime mover. Design and pur
chase was initia.ted for the miscellaneous small test equipment needed to 
adapt the alternator to this facility. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Minor revisions were made of the· program planned for the pre-cooler/ 
recuperator tests. Ho~vever., planning for heat exchanger tests ~;as dis,... 
continued until pending· budget revision.s are completed. 

Design was continued on the test support structure and the modifi
cations to the drive for the alternator/start motor. test stand. 

Evaluation tests were ·. i~itiated to determine the effectiveness of 
several commercial oil/gas sepa'rators. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The design of the test stand for the alternator will be· completed. 
Material procurement and fabrication of the support structure. will be 
initiated. 

Evaluation tests will be continued on. the lubrication system oil/gas 
separators. 

Preparation of detailed procedures will be initiated for the 'lter
nator performance and development tests. 
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10. Static,and Dynamic 'Analyses (Tasks 56._13X'and' 56-16X) 

A preliminary study of gas lubricated bearings was submitted to 
IDO in April. Other material formerly reported here is now being reported 
under the appropriate individual tasks.· 

p. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS 

1. Electrical Equipment Design (Task 57-lXX) 

Sunnnary - January through Hay: 

The over-all electrical single line diagram, motor control center 
elementary diagram, and generator ,c;:pnt:t'ol center· elementary diagram were 
revised. The power requirement tabulation was also brought up to date 
and still indicates that a 45 kw diesel will supply sufficient power for 
startup. 

A table was compiled shm~ing size and signal level of all power 
metering and control leads to be included iri the cables between the power 
conversion skid and control cab. ·A portable cable continuity checker was 
purchased. Drawings were made of the plant grounding details and· power 
conversion skid connector panels. The equipment for the d-e to a-c static 
inverter (to be used for emergency standby power) was purchased and .. 
received. 

Specifications for the main generator circuit breaker were s~nt: out 
to bid, and the vendor's plant was visited to investigate his ability to 
provide a reliable vacuum-type circuit breaker. The protective relays 
were purchased. Westinghouse is supplying the static type differential 
relay, General Electric is p·roviding the reverse power relay and Allis 
Chalmers is supplying the static type overcurrent relays. The potential 
and current transformers for power metering and relaying were purchased 
tram Westinghouse. and \vere received. The pow"er transformer specifications 
were sent out for quotation .•. 

Specifications were ·wri.tten for the transfer ·contactor and surge 
protective system and sent out to bid. The surge protection system 
includes line and station type lighting arrestors as well as surge capaci
tors and inductors. Power branch circuit breakers were purchased to pro
tect the auxiliary equipment branch circuits. 

The electrical equipment was specified and locations selected 
.on the gas storage skid, the gas drying skid, and the cable reel skid. 
Th~ input connection boxes, magnetic starters, pushbutton switches, con~ 
duit, wire and conduit fittings were enumerated in detail and the mechani
cal oetails of the mountings shown on the drawing. 
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Accomplishments - June: 

A sunnuary of the power swi tch8ear design was ~vri tten describing 
the purpose and operation of ·each ~jor power switchgear component. Hark 
continued on the conduit layout and wire connection tables and diagrams, 
now 40% complete. 

Tests were performed on the complete inverter breadboard using a 
series of automotive .batteries connected in series to supply 150 volts 
of d-e input. These tests demonstrated the need to simplify the design 
and improve the reliability of the unit. Simplifying the driving and 
switching networks increases the weight of the filter circuit. hom ··about 30 
pounds to 130 pounds, approximately. 

The Size Zero motor starters were purchased from a vendor. The 
closing date for bids on the transfer contactor and the vacuum circuit 
breaker was extended two weeks to encourage additional bids~· 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Work will continue on the conduit layout and· wiring diagrams • 

. Work will start on the design of the static inverter package. 

Purchase orders ~'lill· be issued for the transfer contactor ·and power 
·transformers. 

The bid package for the vacuum circuit breaker will be sent to IDO 
for approval. 

2. Neutron Monitoring and Control (Task 57-2:XX). 

Summary - January through May: 

Orders were placed for the major components of the nuclear instru
ment snhsystP.m, for the annunciators, and for the controls needed for the 
neutron-absorbing control blades. The specifications for these items 
lvere based. on the preliminary design, and amended as firm information 
became available. 

All schematic and block diagrams were made and main cable conductor 
requirements established. 

The sensitivity required of the startup and power range flux monitor~ 
ing detectors and associated amplifiers was determined, based on a high 
and lnlv estimate of .. the full power neutron level at possible detector 
positions. 

The preliminary design was completed and parts ordered for the auxil
iary equipment box and cart for use in simulating the power conversion 
skid.during the initia~ critical experiments. 
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A block diagram was prepared :Eor the proposed blade control sys.tem. 
The functions ~vere described, and ehe description approved, for the manual 
and automatic blade movement controls, the protective :i.nterlock circuitry, 
the startup by-pass circuits and the safety scram system. 

The environmental conditions applying to electrical equipment on 
the pmver conversion and reactor ski.ds were reviewed. It was recommended 
to use silicone and polyethylene insulants in those applications. 

Criteria were establ·ished for the very low level pulse counting 
channels required for the critical experiments. 

Accomplishments - June: 

1~e instrumentation requirements were determined-for the initigl 
cold start of the reactor. Data sheets were prepared indicating the 
characteristics of the BF3 neutron counters, the pulse pre-amplifiers~ 
the linear amplifiers, the scalers, and the power supplies for all items. 

The effects on instrument circuits of· interference by relay switch
ing in the clutch and blade driver motor circuits were reviewed. Contact 
arc suppressors were specified and ordered. A bundle shield, to provide 
double shielding, was specified for the nuclear cable to minimize inter
ference from ex.ternal, uncontrollable sources of radiation. Other circuits 
will be provided with a bare copper conductor added to the usual shielded, 
twisted ;pair (triad construction) to provide an easily-connectable low
impedance shielding circuit. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The detailed design will be completed for the auxi.l:i.ary eq,Jipment 
box and cart that will be used to simulate the power conversion skid 
during the initial critical experiments. 

The blade control system relays will be laid~ out in drawers for 
mounting in one·of the control cab racks •. Interconnecting wiring dia
grams ~-1ill be made for these. relays and the associated console and field 
mounted equipment. 

A final drawing of the annunciator system will be received from 
the vendor, will be reviewed and approved. 

3. Heal.th Physics (Task S7-3XX) 

Summary - January through May: 

The final design of health physics instrumentation was about 50% 
completed during the period. Specifications were written for the remain
ing ~ajor p5.eces of hardware, including the componen'ts for the pre-cooler 
monitor, AES Specification No. 2929.64; the site health physics instru~ 
mentation, AGC Specification No. 60,053; and the remote area monitoring 
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system, AES Specification No.· 2929.:::1. The RANS specification \·las amended 
to standardize connectors and to define cabling requirements. 

Accomplishments·- June: 

The radioactivity detecting and sampling equipment were ordered 
for the pre-cooler monitor. This equipment 'includes the particulate 
collecting equipment (a:ir pump,- filter p~per tape mechanism, shielded 
scintillation detector assembly); the associated high voltage power supply; 
a· logarithmic counting rate meter and a recorder. ·similar components, 
except for the filter paper mechanif:m, were ordered for the gaseous activ
ity monitoring system. A car't was designed for housing the field mounted 
components, and the design sent to bid. ·Most of the site area ·monitor 
(SAM-I) drawings w·ere received from the vendor and ~vill be revie,ved after 
the detector drawing is received. 

The assembly drawing for the piping for the pre-cooler monitor is 
nearly complete. De.tail dravlings for this system are about SO%. cqmplete. 

Requisitions were written for the specified safety equipment. This 
equipment includes-the protective clothing,ultra-filters, .air-packs,. 
mili,tary specification portable Geiger-Mueller counters, alpha counters, 
sl~v neut-ron and fa:st neutron detect·ors. 

The shielding required for the pre--cooler monitor was calculated, 
based on the latest isodose curves.: The results show that about 4-ft 
of cortcrete·shielding will be needed to reduce the background at the 
detector locations so that .airborne activity can be sensed at the toler
ance level. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Final design of the pre-cooler monitor will be completed, and the 
cart for the field-mounted equipment will be ordered. 

The health physics equipment will-be ordered. 

The vendor's drawings of the remote area monitoring equipment will 
be revie\v-ed and approved. 

4. Analysis Ins-trumentation (Task 51-740) 

Sumrr.ary - January through May: 

The final design of the analysis instrumentation system was 80% 
completed during the period. The block diagram was revised and schematic 
diagrams were drawn .. Work was· begun on the wiring diagrams, the cabling 
diagrams, and the rack and panel drawings. The installation of racks in 
the test building was drawn and approved. 
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A specification ~vas written for the eigl:lt cables to. connect the 
field equipment with rea:dout instrum.entation in the an~lysis building. 
The specification was approved. · 

Major components were ordered j:or the pressure, vibration and tempera
_ture measurement subsys terns. 

Requirements were est~blished for analysis instrumentation· for the 
.t-c set lubricating oil system. A calibration system was incorporated 
in the design to remotely .check the pressure· transducers.. A_ bo~tle of 
pressurized nitrogen (regulated tq a low pressure and compared to. a pre
cision Bourdon gage) is connected to a pressure scanner switch. The 
pressure scanner switch routes the calibration. gas to any of the analyt,.:.. 
ical pressure transducers. The output of the pressure transducer is 
comparec:l with the p~ecis ion gage. The system· permits_ calibration during 
operation· and checks the validity of data taken during tests. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Design continued on the a~alysis instrumentation system. The rack 
assembly design was completed. The drawings needed for installing the . 
nine-rack assembly were sent to NRTS for the Increment I contractor. 
Location and mounting design was initiated for· the transducers and associ
ated cabling on the power conversion skid. 

The revis·ed block diagram was approved and released. All rack 
wiring diagrams were released for fabrication. The gas analysis system 
specifications were sent out for bid. The cable bid was clo.sed and the 
bid package approved by IDO. The panels are being installed in the racks. 
Drawings were completed for the pressure calibration panel and were approved. 
A second pressure scanner system was purchased for the pressure calibration 
system. Stainless steel tubing and solenoid valves were requisitioned . 
for the calibration system. 

Specifications were written for most of the thermocouple probes, 
and the probes requisitioned. Installation requirements were firmed for 
all analysis instrumentation to be located on the reactor skid. The 
specification was written for the flow computer. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Fabrication of the rack assembly will be about 25% complete. 

A layout will be drawn of the junction box to house analysis 
instrumentation equipment for the power conversion skid, and detailed 
design will be started. 

Design will be initiated for the routing of cables from the'analysis 
junction box to the transducers mounted on the reactor and po~v~r conver
sion· .skids. 
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Information on mounting temperatu're and pressure sensors will be 
collected. 

The pitot static tube will be ordered ·for the compressor inlet. 

5. -Dynamic Analysis (Task 51-750) 

Summary - January through May: 

A study was completed of the kinetics of the control system for 
the ML-1 nuclear power plant. The two servo control loops (reactor out
let. temperature an~ speed) were-established and.analyzed. 

The reference control system i.s based on the concept of maintain
ing a constant inventory of working fluid in the.system, and by-passing 
part of the flow to control the load. This is known as "by-pass control" 
or "the constant. mass system". (Fo;: equilibrium considerations of the .· 
power plant contro.l system over the ambient air temperature range,·· see 
Task 51-870, Systems Analysis.) The fast response feed and removal_valves 
required by the "variable mass syst·~m" are not needed in the cpnstant 
mass system, thus the latter. system uses fewer· valve.s and controllers. 
The constant mass principle assures greater reliability in the control 
system by .its relative simplicity, and uses a slower speed regulating 
blade actuator (about 13 sec). The variable.mass system hal? the single 
advantage of more uniform operating efficiency over the net output range 
from no load to full load, but a supplementary by ... pass ~ontrol is re- · 
quired ·:to ·achieve satisfactory response rate .of frequenty regulation •. 

In the reference control system, the temperature .. of the reactor 
outlet gas,- and therefore, the reactor power level, is. adjusted· by changing 
the position'of the regulating blade (Figure 12). The position of the 
blade is controlled by an error signal that represents the difference 
between the measured te~erature of the reactor outlet gas and the set
point on the reactor outlet gas temperature .controller. Figure 13 is a 

·~k 
Nicolvs chart showing open and closed loop gain versus response phase 
angle. 

* In a Nicol 0 s chart, two coordinate systems are.used: linear coordi
nates are used for the lagging phase· shift (in degrees) and the gain 
(in decibels) of the ppen-~pop. Superimposed on th~s coordinate system 
is a set of curvilinear coordinates showing the closed-loop gain and 
phase sh~ft. The stability criterion is that the frequency response 
curve passes to the right and below the points of -180° and 0 db. If 
the curve is too close to the intersection of these points, the system 
is underdamped and excessive ringing or overshooting can be expect~d. 
The curve shouid be approximately tangent to the +2. db ciosed-·loop gain 
ellipse. The closed loop speed of response can be estimated by noting 
the frequency value that corresponds to the point of tangency of.the 
closed-loop ellipse to the plotted response line. 
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Figure 13 shows t;hat the temperature control loop has sufficient range 
of· gain ·for stability and quick response. This servo loop is capable. 
of controlling the reactor.exit temperature (1200°F) to withini" 35°F 
for a 100% step change j_n plant power output. l'he temperature is stabi
lized within 40 ·sec. The correspond.ing reactor coolant flow rate change 
is 15% and is the result of closing or opening tlJ.e. by-pass control valve. 
The reactor.outlet temperature response to a one degree step in set point 
temperature over the range of controller gain.is shown in Figure 14. The 
curve Kc = 2.5 x lo-4 indicates sufficient .loop·sensitivity. The curve 
Kc = 0. 6 x 10-4 in,dicates a critically damped loop. 

Turbine speed is controlled .by by-passing a portion of the coolant 
.flow from the compressor discharge to the pre-cooler inlet (Figure 15). 
The turbine speed is sensed by a pulse-integrating tachometer .. The ( -~ 

desired.speed value .iR manu~lly set on the controller, making use of a 
position feedback lo'op to control speed .. A Ni.col' s plot for the speed 
~Qnt:r9l loop io ohmm i.n Figure lG; F iguu.! 1'7 ::~hows 4 plot: .ol. th~ sys
tlim .rooponoc £or s. 100% ~te1-1 l:hauge in plant output power. 

'.Dynamic analysis revealed that by-pass valve time constants up to 
1.0 sec. can be used if supplemented by a lead network. Accordingly, 
the reference speed control system incorporates such .a lead network. 
A valve with a time constant .of 0.35 sec. is being procured. The kinetics 

. study also shows that the constant mass design· with a by-pass valve ef
fectively regulates the turbine speed to design specifications. The 
polar moment of inertia of the proposed turbine shaft (1. ft-lb-sec2.) 
in combination with .an 0.35-sec valve and the lead network can adequately 
limit the steady state turbine speed to within± 0.33% of rated speed. 

Several other dynamic studies were made of the plant. Various 
temperatures ~nd pressures tn the nitroglin loop after a scram are shown 

.in Table 7,page 93. These results show it is unnecessary to run.the 
pre-cooler fans after a scram to prevent excessive temperatures in the 
pre-cooler and compressor. 

In addition,to the dynamic $tl,ldies~ the.followj_ng pr.ohlems werfi 
solved on .the anaiog computer: 

1) By-pass valve optimization problems were run with 0.1; ,;__Q,.2-, 
.and 0.3-second time constants. A by-pass valve with.a time constant 
.equal to, or less. that!,, 0.1-second is syfficiently, fast.wi.thout. ~ 
lead .netwo·rk. However, valves with time constants greater than 
0.1-second sustain oscillations in a number of syst;:em parameters 
unless a lead network is used. The frequency and.amplitude of 

. Lh~1::1::1 oocilllltions are dependt!uL un the time constants chosen. 

2) Rapid set point.changes of 100°F or more in reactor outlet 
.temperatures will cause a power level scram. . The neutron level 
\v-ill rise to about 150% above normalat full power under this 
cond it: ion. 

3) .An increasing load due to bearing failure (or other parasiiic 
losses) apparently caused no harmful effects on any system component 
in the normal range of speed or temperature control. Neutron level did 
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NICOL'S PLOT OF THE TEMPERATURE CONTROL SERVO LOOP 
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NICOL'S PLOT FOR THE SPEED CONTROL SERVO LOOP 
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Table 7. SUMMARY OF .ANALOG RUNS 
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not appear to rise within the ·accuracy· of the analog (:t 5%) for an 
increasing power demand, nor did any temperature become excessive. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Plans were written for the tests of the speed control loop at 
San Ramon and NRTS. Evaluation tests 'of calibration and frequencey 
response were defined in rough draft form. 

A start-up schedule and starting transient curves were made :for the 
ML-1 compressor inlet pressure, reactor outlet temperature, t-c set speed, 
and the relationship of KVA requirements to time during a typical start-up 
{Figures is through 22). · · .. 

Anticipated Accompiishments - July: 

Progranuning will be completed for Lh~ G'l;'TF cmalug~ and the transient: 
temperature studies will be started. 

6. Process Instrumentation {Task 57-6XX) 

Sununary - January through May: 

Process instrumentation ... will indicate and remotely control the 
reactor, power conversion and auxiliary skids. The primary gas and 
moderator water systems parameters will be displayed on a graphic panel 
in the control cab. Gas admission and gas storage valves and piping will 
be displayed on ~ small graphic panel. Other necessary, but less impor~ 
tant parameters, will be indicated by meters on a separate panel. 

Most of the specifi.cat:i.on.s for the pro~es& inf:ltrumcnta were ·written 
during the report period and are either out for bid, or are being prepared 
for bid. Details of the gL·aphlc panels were prepared and are being 
released for bid. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Five specifications were prepared and released in June. These 
included specifications for the reactor outlet temperature instrumenation, 
high pressure instrumentation~ re~ctor scram outlet.t:emper-ature high 
instrumentation, moderator and lubrication oil temperature, and oxygen 
instrumentation. 

The specification for the vacuum instrumentation was a!llended. 
'·,• 

I:he specification and .bid package for the process temperature in
strume'n'tation was'appro:ved by.IDO~ and. the· purchase requisition. issued. 

The latest information was incorporated into the graphi panel 
drawings. 
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ML-1 AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT POWER SCHEDULE 
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Preliminary wiring schematics were prepared for several of the 
process instrumentation systems. 

The conductivity bridge o~rdered·for the conductivity system was not 
received. 

The specification and bid package for the control valves are being 
prepared. 

Preliminary design work 'tvas begun on the read-out system for the 
bearing temperature instrumentation. A system schematic was drawn and 
the design will be breadboarded and tested. 

Special parts were ordered for the speed and temperature controller. 

l:$pt!cilicatioiis wete writtei'i. for the vibration. inaerumeneadon and 
for the oil pressure instrumentation for the transter compressor. 

The closing date for bids on the overspeed valve was extended from 
17 June to 1 July. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Work will continue on the wiring schematics for the process · 
.instruments . 

Development work lvill begin on the conductivity system. 

A sy!tem for reading the temperatures of bearinga will be finaliDcd, 

The graphic panel drawings will be released for bid. 

7. Po~o1er Contr0l (T<~s'k: 57-8X..X) 

Summary - January through May: 

Specifications were written during this period for all major com
ponents of the instrumentation for the control cab and power control 
except the specifications for the control cables. 

Major items purchased include. the control cab, the intercommuni~ 
cation system, th~ battery supply for the emergency pewer, the voltage 
regulator, the load bank for testing the alternator and the ML-1 system, 
and t;:he meters for the power control instrumentation. The air conditioner/ 
heater·unit is the only major item still out for bid. 

A full scale model of the control cab was built. The mq~k-up pro
vided detailed information on space available_, physical clearance prob
lems, and internal cabling and wiring problems. The information was used 
to revi:_s~ the layout of the control cab, greatly improving utilization of 
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space (Figure 23). The-control console design was completed·and all 
dra~·Tings .of the framework released for fabrication. The console is 
schedule.d to be completed in July (Figure 24). 

A·design.change made it necessary to revise· the.schematic for·povTer 
instrumention. The design change was in the connection of the potential·;; 
transformer's:,: to the main bus from an open delta to a wye configurati:on 
to enab 1~ metering single phase to ground "loads ... 

The vendor's preliminary outline drawing and schematic for the load 
bank was received and reviewed. The load bank will be used in the final 
test of the alternator and the ML-1 system (Figures 25 and 26). 

A new panel for the entt·ance of the cable into the control cab was 
designed and fabricated after a review of the rack drawings and construc
tion information. 

A special light assembly was designed and the.lighting plan com
pleted for the control cab. The lighting level with this plan is 25 foot 
candles at desk level. 

The applicable military specifications. wiTL be .utilized in speci-.. 
fying the wiring.· forinat .. to be. used .for. th~ ML:-:Lsys.tem. 

The electrical requirements for the auxiliary skids (cable pallet. 
skid, gas dryi~g skid, and waste gas storage skid) were completed .. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The specification for the shock and vibration isolation system was · 
approved and released for hid. Closing date for these bids is 15 July. 

Liaison continued with the manufacturers of the load bank. Delivery 
of the load bank is scheduled for 25 August. There is a possibility of 
delivery being made as early as 11 August, 'rhe unit will be shipped 
directly to Aerojet, Azusa, to facilitate tests of the alternator for the 
ML-1 system.· 

A block diagram was completed to show the equipment and systems in 
the control cab (Figure 27). The.diagram shows the major components in 
the cab, the anticipated completion and delivery dates, the scheduled 
installation dates, and the wiring of the over-all system. 

Liai~on with the manufacturer of the control cab was continued 
(Figure 28). Delivery of the control cab is scheduled for 28 July a.t 
Aerojet, San Ramon. 

Work continued on design and specification of control cables. The 
work should be completed in July. 

The pvwer instrUmentation schematic was reviewed and two phase 
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sequence relays were added to automatically monitor the three phase 
power. If incorrect phase sequence is supplied, these units prevent 
passage of current to equipment that would be damaged by incorrect phase 
sequence. (These relays close a contact when the applied phase sequence 
is correct, A-B-C, for example, but remain open if the phase sequence is 
.13-A-.C, et'c.) The synchroscope circuits were revised for semi-automatic 
operation by two phase sequence relays. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The air conditioner/he~terunie and the shock and vibration isolation 
system will be purchased. 

The specification for the control cable will be completed and 
released for bid. 

-Procedures will be·set tip for ~i~ing~th~ systemc~oc~6rditig ta ~~pli-
cable ~ilitary:spetifications. " 

The radio interference problems will be reviewed, requirements 
defined, and specifications and procedures set up for the final system. 
These will be checked and included in the final pes·t ·program for the HL-1. 

E. AUXILIARIES 

1. Facility Design (Task 51-510) 

~nmm;:!ry ~ January through Hey: 

The ML-1 facility design was completed and approved during the 
period. The Hayes-Henry Construction Co. (Idaho Falls, Idaho) was the 
successful bidder for the construction of the facility. A "Notice to 
Proceed" w~s issued 21 MAy, :o11lo~.,ing 185 doya to compl:et~· Uu:! cunt:ract .. 
The facility should be ready for occupancy by 1 December. 

Aerojet recommended the following changes in order to provide the 
facility with adequate equipment and accomodation so that the performance 
of the power plant can be fully evaluatP,rl: 

1) An enclosed corridor bea~een the control cab and the auxiliary 
control building. 

2) A lo~~ pressure storage system for the gas co.olant. 

3) A fission product sampling system. 

4) A transducer calibration system. 

5) Additional pole and cable installation. 

6) Emergency pressurization for the auxiliary control building. 
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VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF THE CONTROL CAB MOCK-UP 
FIGURE 23 
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Accomplishments.- June: 

Construction of the facility v1as begun. The access road was. graded 
from .the GCRE~I facility,. the ~vater stand-pipe was installed at GCRE-I, 
the leaching pits were dug, the construction sites for the auxiliary 
control building and for the test building were graded, and installation 
was begun ·on the power and signal" poles .. 

. 1ayouts .. were made to. shmv the .location of facility furnishings and 
test equipment in the auxiliary control building and the test building. 

Additional information was supplied on the proposed changes to the 
facility. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Liaison will be continued· at the construction site. 

The ".Schedule X" items will be shipped to the construction site on 
3 July. The .material originally was scheduled to be shipped 8 June, but 
it will not-be needed on-site·until 8 July. 

Engineering support of equipment changes will be continued as request
ed by IDO .. 

. . 
. The coordination and-shipment of government-furnished eq~ipment 

w:ill be continued according to "Schedule X." 

2. Shock Mounts (Task 51-520) 

Summary - January through May: 

Test data from the ML-1 railroad shock tests were analyzed and incor
porated into ID0-28555, "ML-1 TRANSPORTABILITY STUDIES." Instrumentatitm 
was designed and assembled for component testing of the shock mounts. 

Environmental tests were conducted on the present design to deter
mine dynamic response. Test conditions we~e varied to provide elastomer 
temperatures of -65, -30,.0, 75 and 150°F. 

The shock mount system was analyzed to determine composite shock 
reduction by the interaction of shock mounts and nylon tiedmvn systems. 
Data and conclusions from shock mount dynamic tests are reported in 
ID0-28555. 

• Elastomer weight and performance was ~·op.timized. A size evaluation 
test ~vas completed to determine the change in characteristics of the 
rubBer mount as the size is decreased. The outside diameter was decreased 
and the inside diameter held constant for one series. Both OD and ID 
were reducc:d proportionately in the second series. In the first series, 
a 20% decrease in OD produced a 12% increase:·.in.-deflection. In the second 
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series, a 39% proportional reduction in OD and ID also produced a 12%. 
increase in deflection. The resonant frequency of the reference elastomer 
increases only an average of 9% over the predicted shock mount operating 
range. The weight of the reference elastomer is 25% less than the experi
mental mount. 

Layout sketches of the present reference shock mount design were 
prepared (Figures 29 and 30). The reference design utilizes skid.beams. 
The design based on a testing program, optimizes the size and weight of 
the shock mount system. 

The two designs are compared in Table 8. The reference skid beam 
design represents a weight savings of approximately 220 lb in the shock 
mounts for the power conversion package. 

The effect of radiation on the reference silicone elastomer (SE-565U) 
was evaluated. Data w~re obtained from HAPO, Richland, Hash. SE-500 series 
was the best of the silicone group tested and remained flexible after a 
radiation dose of 108R (equivalent of 20· years of full power ML-1 oper
ation). Figure 31 shows that at the end of 5 yrs of full power operation, 
the hardness will have increased by approximately 10%; tensile strength 
decreased by 21%; and elongation decreased by 45%. The hardness increases 
to only 16% even if the operational radiation level was twi:ce as great 
(1000 R/hr) as predicted. The elastomer safety factor (based upon tensile 
strength) is approximately 2 at the end of 5 years of reactor operations. 
The shock isolation properties of the mounts after 5 years of ML-1 oper
ation at· full power are shown in Figure 32. The operating curve remains 
under the maximum· allowable transmitted shock throughout the entire envi-=·· 
ronrnental temperature range. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Fabrication opeaifioationc ~.,ere ~::ompleted for the shock moun.t 
assembly. Detail drat~ings were prepared and the assembly released for 
bid. 

Final desigp work continues on the skid-beam assembly. Tite draw
ings .are.·about;·65% coriJ.plete. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The skid beam assembly design will be ~01Jlplt:>te.ci, 

The fabrication contract will be let for shock mount assembly. 
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TABLE 8 TABULAR COMPARISON OF DESIGNS '· 

. ·- .. 
PROPERTY ITEi1 JNDIVIDUAL. SOLID SKID BEAMS 

ARTICULATED _, (4 ~EQUI R.ED) 
SHOCK MOUNTS .. 

SIZE Rubber Inserts 6.75 in O,D. 5.75 In 0;[), '· 
Number I Pkg 14 14 .. 
Total Required 28 28 -

·-~--·-

Bottom Plate Contact Sizetcac.tcr) lC in " 12 in -
Oottom Plate Co11t~ct Size P·C Uriit) 10 in X 17 in .. -
Bot torn P!ate Fu l I Si z~fneactor) 10. in X 15 In - . : ~ ·>· 
Botto.n Plate Full SizeP·CUnit) 10 in X 20 in 

.. -
Skid Ue.c.l .. f Con C3C t S i ze(r.eactor) - 8,5 in x 105 in 
Skid Seam Contact $ i ze(P -t: lm i t) - 8,5 in x 162 in 

.. 

Skid Bearr; Full ~ i ze {Reactor ) - 8.5 in X I 1 i in· 
Skid Beam Fu 11 Size(P·C Unit ) - 8.5 in X 168 il) 

... 

Height with IG static load 5.38 in 5.38 in .. ' 

Link Lengths 
2 in center to center 

P.eactor 5 in overa 11 ·' None 
P·C Unit 8 in center to ·center .. 

11 irioverall· 
., •. 

' 
~IE IGHT ,., Eac~) Quan. Tot~~ 7ac~) Quc;tn, Total 

l lbs ( lbs lbs Clbs) 
Rubber Inserts 5.63 28 157.4 4.16 28 116.6 
Top Cone 3.01 28 84,4 ~.01 :28 .. 84.4 
Bottom Plate Assy, Reactor 11,5 14 161,0 - - .. -

P-C Unit 32.9 111 460,0 - - -
Skid Beam 

' 
Reactor - - - 39 2 198,0 
P-C Unit - - - 156 2 312,0 

L1 nks Reactor 0,59 24 14.1 6,0 4 (1/.e rt) 24.0 
P-C Unit 1.6.1 24 38.7 6,0 .4('i<.-.rt) 24,0 

Pins 0,26 64 16,8 - - -
End Ll nkage 12,0 8 96.0 - ·.- -
Stainless Stee 1 hoops - - - 1.58 28 .. 44,2 
Nuts & bolts - 100 10,4 - 100. 10,4 

~--

Total Reactor 360 Reactor 355 
\Jei oht Pwr Converslo 682. Pwr Conve rs. ion 465 

BEARIHG Package Aircraft Aircraft Actual Dead Factor Actua 1 Dead Factor 

LOADS ON A llow.ab le ~.'eight eeari ng of Height Geadng :· of 
AlnCRAFT Eleari n'g Load Load Safety Load ' ' Safety 
FLOOR ,.,..., ·' 

,_ 

Reactor c-124 16.6 psl 9.6 psi 1.'7 10,8 psi .. 1 r: 
" 

C-130 20 psi 9.6 psi 2, I 10,8 psi 1.8 
c-133 50 psi 9.G p5i 5o2 10.8 psi ;4,6 

P·C Unit c-12tf tlO psi 7.3 psi 1. L!. 7.2 psi 1.4 . C-130 t7.5 psi 7.3 psi 1,02 7.2 psi 1,04 
C-133 50 psi 7.3 psi 6.9 .] .2 psi . 6,'3 

.. 

i: ·~!eight tabulated for shock mount assembly only. no tie·do1·ms included, 
,.,.,., A 11 bearIng loads based on 2" shoring on a i rctaft floor ~1i th a 45° Increase of bearIng area through the wood. 
t Off tread•1ay allowable bearing loads, .. 

-ns-

·\•:. 
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;3. Field Applications (Task 51-530) 

Summary - January through May: 

Dynamic drop tests were performed on .. nylon rope at various envi
ronmental temperatures, completing fhe evaluation of its use in the 
shock isolation and tiedown system. Seventy-seven tests were performed 
through a temperature range from -65 to 150°F. Analysis indicated that 
the nylon rope had adequate shock absorption over the specified range, : 
and the rope was in good physical condition after repeated low temperature 
shock runs. 

' 0 Lowering the temperature of the rope from 70 to -65 F lowered pre-
tension from 1000 to 600 lb. This shows that adequate tension will remain 
in the rope if an aircraft is loaded in a tempera t·e ··::-. climate and flown 
to the Arctic. 

:A complete discussion of nylon testing will be found in the Trans
portability Studies, ML-1 Nuclear P~ver Plant, (IDO 28555) April 1960. 
This report discusses the testing program~ undertaken to determine the 
transportability of the ML-1. The report covers trailer transport, air
craft loading tests, railroad shock testing, and component environmental 
tests. Detailed appendixes show original data, such as tapes and charts 
made by various recording instruments, illustrations, time studies for 
loading operations, and conclusions.: 

A 16 :.:rimr:.color:.:motion picture was made ·of the railroad. shock tests. 

An analysis was made of aircraft emergency landing shock with data 
obtained in the railroad and dynamic shock tests. The analysis considered 
an emergency landing speed of 100 mph and included the effects of friction. 
Accelerations were plotted as a "function of time after impact. It is 
concluded that twelve 5-ft lengths of nylon rope will reduce an emergency 
landing shock to less than 5 g at rope tempcr:aturea ._down to 0°F. Thio 
arrangement is satisfactory since the cargo compar~~-nts of all transport 
aircraft are heated. ··'~ 

A preliminary design criteria was completed fqr the environmental 
shelter. The recommended shelter aonsis.ts of lightWeight sandwich-panel 
construction supported by aluminum frames. The analysis included heat 
loss calculations, definition of heater types, and recommendations for 
winterization. 

A semin~r spnnsnre-n hy th~ TJ. :s. Ar.my f:now, Ic~, Pf!rmafrost Rcocarch 
Establishment (SIPRE) was attended in April. The purpose of this seminar 
was to acquaint ANPP prime contractors of SIP.RE activities and to brief 
SIPRE people on ANPP projects. The environmental report was revie~ved by 
SIPRE personnel. 

A personnel radiation dosage study was performed. The study covered 
the following subjects: 
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1) A review of representative-transport cycles of ML:.,;l reactor~ 

2) Estimates of c~m~laqve personq.el radiation. dosages .for each 
transport cyCle. 

3) Loading and handling procedures to insure minimum personnel 
exposure. 

4) Choice of most expedient transport scheme for certain sets of 
tactical circumstances. 

5) Number, organization and deployment of personnel involved in 
transport cycle. 

Five basic transport cycles were shown to be practical for expedient 
movement of an activated reactor. (An activated· reactor is defined as 
one 24 hr after shutdown with fuel elements and moderator water in place 
after full power operation for 10,000 hr.) Specific ·procedures for trans
port were outlined. 

· A ·rough draft of a.:fortru:i.1 evaluation of the tiedown and the horizontal 
shock isolation system w·as prepared. Detailed discussion cif the shock 
isolation properties of the tiedci,vn sys tern, its advantages, and test data 
were included in the evaluation. 

Design and stress analysis were completed for the·following hardware: 

1) A spreader bar lifting assembly for. crane..:1ifting ML-1 'packages. 

2). A nylon rope pre-tension device, two of which are to be included 
as tiedmvn hardware for each of the two main packages~ . These devices 
will .rep.lace ·· the.:26 turnbu.ckles.--per package specified earlier. The 
devices will rapidly stretch the nylon rope to 2500 pounds before 
it is inserted into the tiedown system. The:-nylon element will 
approach and then .maintain a pre- tension of 1.000 ·to 5.00 lb. The 
device. is normally operated ·by two men. It is equ.ipped wit4 a 
spring-type load indicator/safety overload feature. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Detail drawings of the loading hardware were started and are about 
25% complete. 

A rough draft was completed for a study of removing the decay heat 
from the reactor during transport. Power availability on the transport 
media,maximum non-stop flight times, aircraft pressurization and cargo 
t·emperatures were summarized, and various methods of cooling were discussed. 

A layout design was completed for a mating device to expedite cou~ · 
pl!ng the reactor. package to the pqwer conversion package. The mating 
pin will align the packc1-ges to within ·o. 06-in. each time they are coupled. 
The alignment pins also will correct for about ~-in. of package misalignment. 
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Anticipateq Accomplishments - July: 

Detail drawings will be completed for the spreader bar and the pre
tensioning device. 

A dosage study report and a tiedown :.evaluation report ~V'ill be 
published. 

Design of lightweight high-strength shackles will be initiated. 

4. Systems Integration and Liaison (Task 51-200) 

Sunnnary - January through May:. 

A_ piping and instrument (P and I) diagram was completed for the 
primary, or normally operating, process systems. This diagram illus
trates the process equipment on the reactor and power conversion skids 
and includes the primary gas.system, the lubrication system, and the. 
moderator and shield water system (Figure 33). 

A second piping and instrument diagram was prepared for all of the 
process systems on the auxiliary skids, including the gas storage skid, 
the gas make-up skid, the make-up water tr·eatment skid,· and the reactor 
drying skid (Figure 34). 

The primary system diagram shows the lubrication requirements for 
the Stratos t-c set. An overlay was prepared, showing the Clark t-c set 
requirements. 

Supplementary process design data has been prepared in conjunction 
with the P and I diagrams. This includes. operational and analysis instru
ment lists, mechanical equipment list, valve'list, pipe line list, and 
outline piping specification. These lists contain the basic process .. 
requirements for each item and refer to specification and purchase order 
numbero. 

Accomplishments - June: 

P and I diagrams were completed for the primary and the auxiliary 
systems and approved. The supplementary lists were _cor.npleted :.in a pre
liminary form. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The P and I diagram for the Clark t-c set will be completed and 
approved. The supplementary process data lists will be released for 
review in a preliminary form. 
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5. :Fluids Processing (Task 55-400) 

Summary - January through May: 

The engineering specification was prepared· for the ML-1 moderator 
water de-mineralizer, and bids·~-Tere evaluated. The component will be 
procured by Task 58~300, Reactor Auxiliaries. 

· Detail design was initiated on the gas storage system and gas make
up systems. The final design will be completed when equipment drawings 
are received from the vendors. The gas transfer, compressor and vacuum 
pump were ordered. · Engineering specifications were issued for the high 
pressure s·torage spheres, solenoid valves, and gas admission control 
valve. 

The U. S. Army Corps· of Engineers was· requested to supply drawings 
and military specification.on pumps and collapsible tanks for use in the 
make-up water system. 

Methods of boron analysis in the field were developed in the labora
tory. These techniques will be us~d to. ensure that the quantity o·f boron 
in the anhydrous boric acid will satisfy safety and shielding requirements. 

A hot air drying test was performed with a prototype fuel element 
soaked for 24 hr in water to saturate the insulation, The test element 

. 0 
was dried ·completely in two hours by a flow of 600 F air at the rate of 
16 lb/hr through the element. These condit'ions simulated the average 
temperature and flow conditions to which the ML-1 fuel elements will be 
exposed during r.eactor dryfng' .periods. 'after. flooding the' .core. 

Detail design was started on the reactor drying equipment and com
pleted except for final checking of dimensions. Procurement was initiated 
on longer lead items such as the bl6wer, the temperature controller and 
the heat elements. The equipment will be able to deliver about 1000 lb/hr 
at 600°F, and will be mounted as an integral assembly on a ~kid base. 

The detail design of the ML-1 cable storage skid was initiated and 
completed during the period, and procurement initiated. The cable storage 
skid will store four 550-ft lengths of power and control cable during 
transport. The cable reel is motor-operated. 

Accomplishments - June: 

Design of the gas make-up and storage systems continued. The .vendor 
drawing of the gas transfer compressor was reviewed and comments forwarded 
to the vendor. The bids for· solenoid valves were evalnated. A manually
po&tionedneedle valve was substituted for the remotely operated, variable 
orifice gas admission valve. 

Final checking of the dimensions of the reactor drying equipment 
design was completed and the drawings released for fabrication. Procure
ment of m~terial continued. 
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Procurement of material for the cable reel skid continued. The 
lower skid base was fabricated. 

A specification was prepared for the make-up water de-mineralizer. 
Advance quotations were requested covering the 500-gallon collapsible 
tank. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Design of the gas handling system will continue, and information 
from the vendors will be. incorporated when received. A purchase order 
will be issued for the solenoid valves. 

Major com.ponents of ·reactn:r. c.t:r.y:i.ng equipment TPT:i'.l J. he procured anrl 
fabrication completed on the skid base, heater chamber, and electrical 
panel. 

Procurement of materials for the cable reel storage skid will be 
completed. The cable reel cpoolc and cupport ascemblies will be 
fabricated. 

A purchase specification will be issued for the make-up water 
demineralizer. Development of the equipment needed for the boron test 
kit will be initiated. 

6. Environmental Testing·and Support Equipment (Task 51-550) 

A graft of environmental testing Procedures for the ML-1 was pre
pared during January and issued for comment. The draft defined the pro
cedures for shock and vibration tests, environmental tests, and thermal 
.shock tests. It also summarizes the facilities and test equipment needed 
at San Ramon for these tests. 

Work on this task was hal ted in February when . the···respoims.ibili.ty.· 
fo:r· perfo-rm-ing environmental· tests was_ given ·to -the tasks· resp.o.n~ibl:e · 
f"or ~ocuring,.the equipment. 

1. Mechanical Power Conversion Equipment ('rask 55-800) 

Summary - January through May: 

a. Ail:'angement of the Power Conversion :.;kid: '!'he feasibility of decreas
ing the width of the power conversion skid to provide better access during 
shipment on the C-130 aircraft was studied in January. The study showed 
that the narrower skid T,Jould involve a re-design of the pre-cooler and 
recu~erator which would limit performance. The re-design also would 
serious:ly delay fabrication of these components. It was decided to retain 
the original width (113-in. )'. 

The overall. length of the power conversion skid was increased from 
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162 to 168-in. The additional le.I1gth provides for optimum arrangement of 
p1p1ng between the recuperator and the reactor,· and additional space for 
the t-c set lubrication system. The combined reactor and the pot,er con
version package dimensions are still compat;lble .with the use of a "Hyster" 
.trailer.· 

The arrangement drawing of the power conversion skid was brought 
up to date in February to show the latest equipment dimensions, the 
change to an eight-fan pre-cooler and the final recuperator dimensions 
49-in. indiameter by 81-in. long .(including insulation). The changes 
in dimension were the result o_f optimization for effectiveness and pres
sure drop. A study was initiated to-determine the feasibility of com
bining the pre-cooler, moderator cooler and the oil cooler in one unit. 

A six-point support system was firmly established in April for- the 
t-c set alternator and recuperator. The recuperator is rigidly mounted 
to the skid floor structure by four legs which are synnnetrical about the 
vertical centerline of the rotating equipment. The alternator is mounted 
on sliding feet to accommodate thermal expansion •. 

Alternate methods of supporting the recuperator were reviewed in 
May in an attempt to reduce the. maximum moments at the turpine discharge/ 
recuperator .inlet flange. The most practical system uses a trunnion at 
each end of the recuperator. This system would reduce the moment at the 
turbine discharge/recuperator inlet flange by 50%, but would transfer an 
excessive load to the pre-cooler inlet flange. However, a study indicated 
that the anticipated maximum moment at the t-c set flange would be about 
40% less than previously estimated, due to the flexibility of the recuper~ 
ator shell. Consequently, the study of alternate mounting systems ~"as 
discontinued. 

The 1/8 scale model of the power conversion assembly is being used 
to establish assembly procedures for installing and assembling the power 
conversion components in the available space. 

b. Skid Structure: Aluminum was selected in January as the best material 
for the structure of the power conver~ion skid •. The main advantages of 
aluminum are high resistance to shock and corrosion, high ratio qf weight 
to strength; ready availability, and ease of fabrication. Design of the 
weld areas was based on the allowable stress for 6061-T6 aluminum. A 
study showed it.was not feasible to use the structural floor members for 
lubricating oil sumps due to the pressures and temperatures involved. 

The structure of the skid floor was analyzed to determine the maxi
mum moments imparted tQ t:qe recuperator shell. The moment, based on an 
infinitely stiff rec;:uperator shell, was calculated to be 500,000 in.-lb 
app1.ied to the turbine discharge flange or the supports opposite the 
flange. The study showed that the longitudinal forces from transportation 
shocks and operating conditions should be transferred to the skid structure 
at the reactor side of the recuperator. A relatively simple six-point 
support system (four on the recuperator and two on the alternator shell) 
wa$ selected. 
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The analysis of the basic structure of the power-conversion skid 
was essentially completed in April. Stress diagrams w·ere prepared for 
the truss in all critical conditions, and sizes were determined for the 
truss member, the floor members and the sheet thicknesses. Layout, 
assembly and detail drawings were initiated for the skid structure. 

The deflection of the skid structure under the most severe load 
conditions and the resulting deflections and loads in the t-c set, 
recuperator, and pre-cooler were studied in May. The results showed 
that the most critical transportation oondit.ions; for the· turbine discharge/ 
recuperator inlet flange occur under a combined load of 4.5 g upward and 
5 g aft. However, the flange is designed to withstand higher combined 
loads. The deflection of the p~ver conversion skid is about 0.75-in. 
from the highest to the lowest corner when the reactor and the power 
conversion skids are connected and supported at opposite corners. This 
condition: is not critical since it primsr.ily results in a change of ~tti
tude of the t-c set and the recuperator rather than the imposition of 
stress on the components. However, the minimum wall thickness of the 
3-in. tubular truss members was increased to 0.187-in. (from~o-~t25.:.in.) 
to reduce skid deflections.· 

The tie rods and tubular chords in the upper plane of the skid 
structure were incorporated into the pre-cooler structure in May. This 
design change improved accessibility and eliminated interference between 
the pre-cooler duct inlet and structural .members. 

c. Main Piping: The heat exchanger manufacturer established in January 
that at least a 14-in. pipe between the recuperator and the pre-cooler 
was required tomiilimize press.n::·e drop. The increase in size made it neces
sary to eliminate. the expansion joint in the line and to mount the pre
cooler on springs. It was decided·.that 'the mmufacture.r of the heat exchanger 
would supply the interconnecting pipe, and that the piping between the 
compressor and the recupera.tor would be included as part of the t-c set. 

A proposed layout ·of the piping between the pre-cooler and the 
recuperator, and between the pre-cooler and the compressor was received 
from the vendor in March. The layout was reviewed and alternate routings 
were suggested to the vendor. 

The design of insulation for the turbine inlet and compressor dis
charge ducts was influenced by the requirement for reflective multi-layer 
internal insulation in the piping for the reactor. The insulation origin
ally selected was predicted on the need to flood the reactor with water 
during fuel element changes, Preliminary informati.nn shetved that a 
metal-encased blanket-type insulation was superior to the :reflective type, 
particularly since a period of operation might reduce the reflective 
properties. 

The designs of the pressure-balanced expansion joints were rcviey;red. 
These e~tpansion joints will be used in the main piping to minimize the 
loads on the piping and other components. TWo types were considered, an 
elbow joint and an expansion joint. Calculations were initiated to deterM 
mine the amount the bellows would move as the result of thermal expansion. 
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The routing and design of the recuperator to pre-cooler p~p~ng was 
established in April. The pipe will incorporate a-10 van~d, mitered 
elbmv-s. 

The routing of p~p~ng between the pre-cooler and the compressor 
was simplified by incorporating a compact expansion joint assembly. 

Specification control drawings were initiated in May. for the expan
sion joint. Evaluation of the internal insulation materials for the 
turbine ··inlet and reactor inlet lin~ continued·.· 

d. Pipe Joints, Flanges and Gaskets: A reference flange design was 
selected in April as a result of testing a number of designs. This· 
reference· 'design uses Flexitalli:c: g~sket and bolted flanges. Each flange 
was specially designed to use minimum diameter and weight to .meet the 
operating conditions: These. flange joints a.re bul~ier 'than the previous 
design without any increase in ~ieight. As a result, adequate assembly 
space will be provided for either design. · 

A Joint made up of stan,dard 300-lb flanges with a Flexitall.i:c 
gasket (0.125-by 0.75-in.) passed leak tests while being subjected to 
combinations ofpressure and bending momerit. 

A standard flat- face flange Joint was adopted as the reference 
design during May in place of the.tongue and groove type previously 
specified for the recuperator discharge/reactor inlet and the recupe'i·ator 
discharge/pre-cooler inlet connections. The new reference flange has 
o~e face ·recessed to contain ~he:; gasket ·seal. The de_sign facilit~tes 
the removal of the recuperator by eliminating the need to remove the main 
piping. ~vherever possible the dimensions of the flange gasket groove. 
were standardized. . · 

e. By-pass System: The preliminary p~p~ng layout was drawn for the con
trol by-pass piping and related equipment~ This layout is being modified 
as firm dimensions of components are received. 

Preliminary proposals were received in April for the relief valve, 
,.,ere revie~v-ec'l) and the preparation o{~a revised procurement specification 
was initiated. 

f. Instrumentation: 

A study of the requirements of the proposed instrumentation was 
initiated in March. The study included the preparation· of an instal~:. 
lation skid. 

A preliminRry dP.sign was. prepared of the connections for the thermo
couple and pressure transducers .. These connections will pe brazeq to the 
component housings of the main. piping, .and will provide a leak-proof 
seal that· can be r·eplaced without affecting either. the piping or the 
componenets. 

lh Skid Mod~l: A new 1/8 scale wooden model of the power conversion 
skid ~.,-as completed. lt incorporates all of the latest changes • 
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The full-scale model of· the po~-1er conversion skid ~vas revised and 
is being kept current with the latest decisions. 

Accomplishments - June: 

a, Skid Structure and Mounting of Main Components: The skid structure 
layout was revised to incorpora·te the new shock isolation syst.em and 
provide attachment points for the linkage needed to transfer longitudinal 
loads from the skid to the elastomer beam. 

b. Main Piping: The maximum differential expansion of any joint was 
found to be less than 0.30-in. in calculating the expansion joint move
ments due to thermal expansion. Calculations are heine made to deter
mine the'movement of joints d~ring transportation due to the flexibility 
of the assembly. Specification control drawi.nes -Rre being prepared for 
the e'!;P~msion joints. 

The design of the turbine inlet screen is being otudied. This 
screen will prevent entry of any large corrosion product particles into 
the turbine. Such a screen is being considered for temporary use at the 
compressor inlet to collect debris after assembly or overhaul. 

Evaluation of piping insulation continues because complete infor
mation on alternatives was not available. 

c. Pipe Joints, Flanges and Gaskets: A 10-in. Marman Conoseal joint 
(with gaskets 0.060-in. thick) met all leakage requirements during tests 
wherein it was subjected to the complete series of comhinec:l pressure and 
bending moments during temperature cycling from ambient to .900'7. 

The Flexitallic gasket joint (with standard 300-lb flanges) pA.sse.d 
four thermal- cycling tests. Six more tests ~.;rill be made. 

Gaskets were .. ordered and fabrication initiated on a L~ghtweight 
Flexi~allic gasket joint such as will be used at the compressor inlet 
connection. The completed joint will be tested, 

d. By-pass System: Work continued on the layout drawing of the components 
and the piping of the by-pass system. 

The procurement specification for the relief valve is being revised 
due to ehal'l.ges .i.u Llu.o! gas make-up sys tern. 

The particulate filter ~..rill be eliminated from the by-pass system 
because an equivalent filter is provided in the t-c seal gas system. 

e. Instrumentation: The study of the instrumentation requirements and 
the installation drawing were broadene~ to include the turbine discharge 
temperature and pressure probes. Special probes and bosses are being 
designed because of t~e configuration of the connection between the 
turbine exhaust and the recuperator. 
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Hark was begun on a layout of the process instrumentation. 

f. Component Arrangement: Hork continued on the, study to establish 
assembly procedures for the pov1er .c~nversion compC?nents. 

g. Scale Model: Faprication continued on the fu~l scale model. Models 
are complete for the Clark t-c set, alternator, recuperator., pre-cooler, 
compressor inlet and. outlet ducts, recuperator/pre-cooler duc·t, and lub
rication oil sump. The pre-cooler .str;ucture mock-up is being made. 

h. Materials and Lubricants: Materials for; use in the expected radiation 
field were studied. The materials include construction materials, elas
tomers and lubricants. 

Anticipated Accomplishmei.ltS - July: 

The skid frame assembly drru~ings will be completed and released for 
fabrication. 

Work vlill continue on the main piping drawings. 

Proposal requests •~ill be· sent t:o manufacturers of expansion joints. 

The procurement specification for the by-pass relief valve will be 
completed and quotations will be requested. 

Work will continue on the study of the turbine inlet screen. 

Work will be initiated on a study of a temporary screen for the 
compressor inlet . 

. The full-scale models of the main .loop components and piping will 
be completed and work will st8rt on the models of the by-pass and lub
rication system. 

Evaluation will be c~pleted on the p1.p1.ng insulation. The :type 
o[ iusulation will be selected, Rno work initiated on the layout of the 
design. 

Thermal-cycling tests will ~ontinue on the Flexitallic gasket joint. 

Testing will. start on the. lightweight Flexitalli:c gask~t joint. 

F. THE ML-lA 

Summary - January through May: 

The ML-lA program lva.s planned in this period as it will be executed 
during fiscal years 1961 and 1962. The goal of this program is to pro
duce a set of drawings, specifications and operating and maintenance 
instructions for use· in a bid package. These items are to be completed 
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by 31 May 1962. 

Searches were made of applicable government specifications and 
regulations for .. each of· the three parts of. the program:· drawings, speci
fications and manuals. Proposed work scop:es were drafted .as a basis 
for orientation meetings with specialists in the U. $. Army Corps. of 
Engineers. 

Detailed lists were prepared to show the items to be delivered to 
the customer, including assemblies and sub-assemblies. for which.there 
will be both drawings and specifications;. and chapter.and sections head
ings for the manuals and the hazards summary report. 

Accomplishments - June: 

'rhe scope of work for the ML-lA projec.t was establichcd as follows: 

·1) . Prepare operating .and maintenance manual drafts in the form of 
. an ML-1 ·"ma.iult!uauc~ pacRage 11 -!'lccording to AR 7 50-6. ''!'he euu 
.product of this effort will be a preliminary draft of operators' 
and organizational.maintenance manuals in accordance with the 
format set forth for·Department of Army -10 and -20 Technical 
Manuals. Insofar as possible, . the procedures set for.th .in the 
maintenance ::package will be "job tested" at the ML-1 operat.ing site . 

. 2') Pr~pare the ML-lA summary hazards report in accordance with 
Army. standards governing hazards reports for military field reactor 
plants. 

3) • Prepare the ML.-lA specificat;ions p including general and detailed 
specifications for the commodities and processes necessary to pro
d.uce the.ML-lA power plant. Specifications will also include com~ 

· plete materials lists, parts,. suQ-assembly.~and assembly lists,. and 
a detailing of services and fabrication methods involved.. Speci-

. fications will be prepared in accordance with ~tiuidaJ;"d.ization 
.l>lauual M-.205, Military Outline of Forms and Instructions. for Prepara
tion.of Specifications . 

. 4) :Prior to drawing pub)!.ti:cation, the ML-1 design will be reviewed 
.in.the light .. of.operating experience with .the ML-1. Similarly, the 
materials used in the ML.:.l system, . the assembly tooling employed. 
during fabrication, and.thetolerance and surface finish require
ments will be reviewed in .. the light of operating experience and 
fabrication hiotory. 

The final .draft of the plan recommended for the ML-lA program 
was. completed. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July~ 

The ML-lA program plan will be published. 

Implementation of the ML-lA work scope will be begun. 
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IV. FUEL ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT 

A •. SUMMARY 

1. Major Events: 

a. January through May:· Drawings for the IB-2i were released ~n Jan-· 
uary and core fabrication initiated. The loading of this element was 
revised in Mayas a result of the eritical experiment to equalize sur
face temperatures by increasing the loading in the outer pins and 
eli~inating the fuel in thecentral pin. 

A preliminary design study indicated that the seven-pin fuel 
element does not significa:~tly improve'performance over that obtain
able with the 19-pin design. A modification of the IB-2L 19-pin sys- · 
tern ·ha~ greater promise. · · 

' . 

A corrosion test specimen of Hastelloy X exposed for 5000 hr in 
air at· 1750°F showed 0.0016-in. penetration. This ~ompares with 
O.OOi5-in. penetration in reference gas (99.5 vol(o N2 + 0.5 vol% o2).,. 

Beo-uo2 capsule irradiation was completed with about 2 atom:.% 
U-235 burn-up at maximum surface temperature of-l740°F. No signifi
cant changes in density, dimensions or appearance were noted.· 

The IB-2T-2 irradiation test was completed in May after about 
800 hr of operation, including 1147 thermal cycles between 1000 and 
1600°F without any evidence of malfunction. 

b. June: The irradiation of the GCRE-1 plate-type element (I-3P) 
was completed on 27 June after 429 hr of oper~tion. 

The IB-2T-1 test was initiated in May and has' operated 809 hr . 
(as of the end of June) without evidence of malfunction. . . . . . . 

Hot cell examination of the IB-2T-2 element reveale·d no s~gnifi
cant change in the element. 

2. Problem Areas: Preliminary experiments show that U02 and:Be0-U02 pellets oxidize readily at 1750°F "t-Then exposed to gas with trace 
quantitie~ (2 to 3 ppm) of oxygen. · 
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3. Schedules: Fuel element development is about on schedule at the 
end of the report period. ·· 

- ' 

B. I-3P FABRICATION AND IN-PILE TESTS (Task 23-950) 

Sunnnary - January through MaY: FaUures of blower bearings and belts 
delayed the insertion of this test element. The blowers were returned 

. to BMI for re-work ·and testing. ' When a bearing or a belt failed,· a 
standby blower was put in·operation for the remainder of the cycle. 
If a belt failed, ·it was replaced cl.uring the between-cycle shutdown. 
If a bearing failed, it w~s replaced with a spare unit during shutdown. .. ' . ·. . 

The I-3P element was inse~tecl. into the loop during the ETR sht_tt
down that started 23 May. · 

' . 

Ac'comPl ishments -- 'June: Irradiation of this element began 5 ·June and· 
terminated on 27 June af~er 429 hr of successful operation. With the 
ETR at 175. mw, the

0
element ~perated between 61 A.nrl F.7 ~w at an inlet 

temperature of 670 F and ·an outlet temperature of 1150 F. The pressure 
drop was 5.2 psi at ·1630 lb/hr flo"to.~. The· static pressure ·was 195 psig-. 
The element was shipped to the- GCRE--I site and stored after it was re
moved. 

When in:adiation began on,. the. I.:.3P, it was apparent that two 
parameters of the element would be different from those predicted~ 
Thermal measurements showed that theelement was operating at higher 
than predicted power, and the pressure drop across the element was low
er than predicted. ·These parameters did no.t vary consistently from 
their predicted values and it was obvipus that at·lea$t one parameter . 
was in· error. The !·.iack of available parameters· to perform the necessary 
heat balance made it impossible to determine the source of the error. 

Anticipated Accomplishments .- July: No further work will be performed 
on this task. 

C. · FUEL ELEMENT IB 

.... L · · IB>< .Ailaly'sis (Task 21-}~) 

a. Fuel Analysis 

Summary - January through· May,: 

1) Pin 'to Pin Power Ratios for the ML-1: HECTIC calculations were · 
made to determine the most desirable, power distribution in the ML-1 
fuei element. A typical calculation for ·a range of power ratios for 
a system using 19 pins is· shown in Figure 35. A minimum temperature 
is predicted in a region where the outer row of pins has about 35% more 
power. per pin than the intermediate ring of pins. A temperature of 
1420°F is predicted for this ratio. 
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Measurements in the ML-1 IB. critical. experiment showed that pin to 
pin power ratios were as low as P3/P2 = 0.8 (power per oute~ ·pin .to power 

·per .. intermediate pin) producing a p:redicted .temperature of 1600°F, 180°F 
above a possible m1,n~mum. Uranium ,.,as added to the outer row of pins and 
the central pin was left unfueled to avoid· this high temperature. · The pre
dicted temperature for a bundle with an unfueled central pin is shown in 
'Figure 36. The new configuration has a predicted typical P3/Pz· = 1.1, 
and .a predicted nominal temperature of 1460°F. Average heat.flux ratios 
are, of course,· increased. 

2) Pressure Drop £or the ML-1: It is desirable,- in achieving a minimum 
pressure drop in a core, to flatten radial .power as much as possible. Pre
liminary calculations and experiments on the power distribution .from cell 
to cell indicated a radial peak to average ratio of 1.1. Using measured 
data on pressure drop, and this rat.io,. a pressure drop. of 11.6 psi through 
the element was calculated for the fuel element.at reference conditions. 
The 15 psi quoted in Appendix B ~llows a safety factor. 

3) After Heat in the ML-1: Calculations were made for th1;:-ee cases in 
\'lhich the reactor is cooled without full coolant flow: for normal scram; 
for loss of coolant; and for shipping with the moderator drained. In the 
case of a normal scram, the.turbine ~ools the core as it coasts to a stop. 
It was found that the maximum pin t~mp.erature in a fuel element drops from 
a hot spot temgerature of 17 50°I· to ll60°F. in 40 seconds, then rises to 
a peak .of 1630 F after 550 seconds. 

In the case of a scram and .loss of coolant occurring at the same 
time, the temperature rises from 1750°F to a peak of. 2210°F in.l45 
seconds after scram. 

It was found that the moderator water.should,not_be completely 
drained if.the reactor is to be shipped 24 hr after running one year. 
The multiple shields insulate the fuel elements from ambient air to an 
.undesirable extent when.the moderator is drained .. Natural. convection 
of .moderator water, however, is sufficient to adequately cool the reac-
·tor .. It was j.mpossible to evaluate.the effect of air circuiation within 
the .core region, but this effect was considered unimportant. For the 
above reasons, the reactor with a .radioactive core w;i.ll be. shipped only 
with moderator water in the system. · 

lj.) Fission Product Release in the ML-1: An analysis was made of the possi
·bility of oxidation of fuel..increasing the release of fission products. 
The analysis was based on.the following assumptions: 

. ...:. .. ~ 

· 1) .A small leak is defined as one in which fission gases escape but 
the fuel is.not oxidized. The minimum release from such .a leak is 
based on a drop. of.· 50°F in temperature across the· gas ·gap between 
the ·U02 ·and the cladding. The maximum release from a small leak 
is based on a 0.0015-in •. gas gap filled with: nitrogen coolant. 

2) .. A large leak is defined .as.one in.whi~.h .fission gas release is 
accompanied by oxipatio~_of uo2., a defec_t more .than .0~001- to .0,005-

- "iti. ,.equivalent .. diamet:'er:.L ... The minimum release from a large leak is 
based on a temperature drop of 50°F across the gas gap between th: 
uo2 and the cl.::ulding, plus 1/10 of the volatile fissj_on .products. in 

.the oxidized fuel. The maximum release from a large leak is. based 
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on a 0.0015-in. gas gap filled with nitrogen coolant, plus 2/3 of 
.the volatile fission products in the oxidized fuel . 

. 3) Fission product gases escape from unoxidized fuel by diffusion. 

4) .The diffusion: cpefficient for fission ga~ release is that· given 
in•WAPD-173 and TID~7546. 

5) T~e uo2 pellets are assumed to remain intact and centered in the 
claddi~g. 

6) The reacto'r has been operated with a large leak for sufficient 
time to oxidize one inch of uo2 , about 400 hr in referenc~ gaso 
Oxidat;ion occurs at. the inlet (c?ld) end of. ~he fuel pin.· 

7) Dose rates assu1;ite that all iodine activity will be cqncentrated 
as ·a ·paint source {n the pre-coo~er. All other radioactive iso
topes·. (primarily xenon) are assumed to be contained in the gas~-·· 
st6r~ge.spher~s. · · ·• 

8) . A~i:enuation fscbased on 0 .. ~5~~*· of steet:.sur:rm.mding the 
soun:·e, and air elocwhere. 

The release from one faulty pin w~s calculat~d, based on the above 
assumptions., .The results are shown. in the table be~ow: 

RELEASE FROM ONE OXIDIZED FAULTY PIN 

Total activity. in system, curies 
Total activity after 24 hr, curies 
Iodine activity after 24 hr, curiQS 
Radiation level 25 ft from pre-coole~, 

24 hr, mr/hr 

Small Leak 
5.5 15.2 
3.3 9ol 
L38 J.O 

3.5 9.5 

Radiation. level,._ 10 ft from gas··.:~.~orag~·:: -s;s 
S}!luo!L'(;!!:lr 24.:·hr, Dlr /hr" 

- 15.2 

Large Leak 
10 - 50 
6 - 30 
2.5 1:.! . .) 

6.3 31.0 

10.0 30.3 

*Distancenoted is about the distan~P. tn thli cab of the truck·. 

5) General Heat Transfer: The ML-1 fuel pins are constructed with an 
average radial clearance of 0.002-irt. between the pin and the pellet. 
This gap is initially filled with hE:lium gas. Obviously the pellets will 
not· be truly centered, thus giving x·ise to a temperature gradient around 
the pin just as a gradient occurs due to non-uniform power generation 
and radial variation of the heat transfer coefficient. A code (PIT) was 
•.n-itten to study the f~ctors contributing to temperature increases of this 
lcind. Thh ·code can be used to calculate the temperatures in a pin with 
an offset fuel pellet, with several internal power distributions, when 
there are radial variations in .. the heat transfer coefficient' and in. th~ 
local bulk gas temperature. 

Calculations were made to evaluate the relationship between tube t9 
pellet clearance, gas conductivity and wall temperature (Figure 37). 
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The curve is for Beo-uo2 ~. the lower conductivity of uo2 fuel would 
produce a different curve. In this case, the offset causes a tempera-
ture increaSe Of 30°F;. .~. 

The chan5e in pin wall temperature for a normal scram was calcu
lated to be 40 F/sec decrease. 

The predicted hot spot and nominal axial temperature distribu
tion for· the ML-1 .core with burnable poison is compared to the nbm:i.n~il 
distribution withou·t burnable poison in Figure 38. 

The selection of pin to pin power ratios for the core i~ based, 
I . • . in part,· on the amount of, interm,ixing of coolant assumed to occur in 

the gas as.it passes through the element. Dye studies showed only a 
small amount. of mixing occurred. It was found that the mixing para
meter chang~d the predicted wall temperature by only 40°F (nominal) 
when the parar(letet: varied through all.reasonable values. It also was 
found that reducing the thickness of the wall from the reference 
dimension (0 !930-~11·~, to 0.015-in •... iP~Fe·~sed the temperature of .a 
nominal pin by 25 F,· thus indicating the importance of conduction 
through the pin wall in equalizing temperatures. 

The HECTIC code, for predicting temperatures in the ML-1 core, 
uses detailed power input· and normal heat transfer correlations, ex
cept that constants can be corrected as they are determined from out
of~pile tests. The code~ checked against the IB-lO(T in-pile element, 
was found to be correct within 46°F. There was clear indication in 
the I~-2T expe.riment that analyUcally optimum power distribution ~e
sults in what the c9de predicts .to be a minimum temperature, but there 
seemed to be a consistent trend towards experimentally measured temp
eratures about 100°F higher'than those predicted. The amount of 
power the IB-2T-l element sees is not certain, however •. It thus is 
difficult to evaluate eithe·r the accuracy of the code or the suitability 
of the constants used. The experiinental results will be studied in a 
later section under Task 24-2XX. 

The IB~9R and the IB-lOR ~~ements, both to be.run in the GCRE-I, 
also .will be predicted by HECTIC and analyzed as heat transfer ex
periments. 

The opinion has been held for some time that a seven pin fuel 
element might have advantages.over a 19-pin element, particularly in 
regards to cost. A detailed de~ign study was mpde of the suitability 
of a seven-pin design for th~·ML-1, and 'the design compared to are
design of the 19-pin system. · The conclusion was that improving the 
19-pin system was the best choice ·since the seven-pin design would 
save only about 10% and there is a reasonable probability that per
formance would be inferior. Iri the seven-pin' design, it would be 
necessary to use finned tubing to provide enough heat transfer to in
crease the hA product 50%. There was doubt that adequate heat trans
fer could be readily achieved. 
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Analysis showed that the 19¢pin system could be improved sub
stantially by increasing the inner diameter of the liner from 1.426-
to 1.552-in,~ and increasing the pin diameter from 0.241- to 0.275-in. 

. 0 . 
This would.~educe nominal temperatures by 40 F and hot spot tempera-
tures by 70 F. The re=designed 19-pin fuel element would have the 
same pressure drop as the current design. There is room for 40% mor.e 
fuel in the new design, thus providing for a wider range of diluent. 
The new design does not require finned surfaces for heat transfer. 
An element of this type is being considered for the second core of 
the ML~L 

Accomplishments ~ June: 

1) Heat Transfer: HECTIC inputs were written and problems were run 
to determine the influence of non~uniform power distribution across a 
fuel element near a control rod or ne~r the ed~e of thP. corP., The res 
sults will be used in selecting orifices for IB-2J, and ML·l wherein 
it is desired to provide fuel e.lement temperatures resulting in a 
minimum highest temperature in the core. 

HECTIC inputs were written for a new fuel element configuration 
using pins 0.27S~in, in diameter with walls 0.030-in. thick. 

Sample problems run with the PIT code demonstrated that the code 
is operational. 

Additional evaluation was completed for heat transfer in the 
IB-2T-l fuel element. Mqre can be learned from the relationship be
tween heat transfer predictions and the temperatures actually encount
ered in this element, (Final results will be reported by Task 24-2XX,) 

inputs were prepared from the HTR code to evaluate accidental 
loss of coolant, consideri:r'lg9-·.non-power generating central pin, increased 
conductivity in the insulation,~ and increased total power per pin. 
(This is closely connected with the experimental study of the predic
tions for accidental loss ·of coolant: 1n the ML-1.) 

2) IB-3L and ML-1 Second Core: The basic fuel for the second core 
will be Be0-U02, and perhaps U02 . The larger fuel pins for this de
sign permit greater choic.e of potential fuel. It appears that 40% 
diluent could be used in the inner seven pins. More diluent can be 
used if thinner walls are used for the pins, 

In addit:inn 3 the temperatures of the out:lPt ga.'!l wer~ .n~'"'el:ltimatcd 

for the GCRE-1 elements, allowing for the actual size of the orifice 
as installed and the shift to a 71 element core from a 61 element core. 

Anticipated Accomplishments ·- July: 

Data will be evaluated from the GCRE-1 outlet gas and from the 
IB-9R and IB-lOR thermocouples. 
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A test plan will be outli11ed for accidental loss of coolant in 
the GpRE-I reactor. ~his work will be performed with .the ·GCRE Operations 
.Test ·Planning and Evaluation group. 

Design .work will.continue for the second core. 
associated with.shimming and burnable poison .will be 
from the standpoint of heat.transfer. 

The problems 
investigated 

·Further consideration will be given .to orifices for the IB-2L 
and ML-l.based .on .information from the critical assembly experiment. 

b. Reactor Physicsr 

Summary - January through.May: 

1) Intracell Problems: The prediction of intracell.flux and power 
.distributions is a major problem. in.ML-1 core design. The usual cal
culational procedure of homogenizing the fuel pins into annular rings 

.and then solving the problem in one-dimensional cylindrical.geometry 
has been shown to be inadequate. This ·method fails to account. for 
neutron streaming between the fuel pins and leads to a grossly exag
gerated flux and power dip through the fuel element . 

. The source-modified 12 calculational method was. developed as a 
means of compensating for. neutron streaming between the fuel pins. 
Iz is a one-dimensional code .for .. the IBM-704 using the P3 approxi
mation.to transport theory in .cylindrical geometry. The problem is 
set up in. the usual homogenized fashion. and then sources and sinks :::..::. _, 
are inserted in the regions between the rings of.pins. These sources 

. and sinks may then be adjusted .so that .the calculation .agrees with 
experiment. The same source-sink arrangement may be used for the cal
culation of fuel elements which do not differ greatly from the one 
to which the calculation was normalized. 

The source-modified 12 method has been shown to give quite 
accurate results for small ranges of fuel loading. .It does, how
ever,.show considerable error when used to calculate situations that 
deviate widely from the normalizing point. ·Several assumptions and 

· inadequacies included in the method prevent accurate calculation · 
over a wide range . 

. ~he method., of necessity, assumes a cqnstant neutxr.G>n tempera
ture throughout the fuel cell. This assumption is. recognized to 
be fallacious. The flux depression through.the fuel pins cannot be 
properly treated when homogenized into annular regions. Geomettical 
effects cannotbe treated explicitly. 'l;he normalized sources and 

,sinks compensate for all of.these effects and since the individual 
effects cannot be separated from the total, the method cannot be 
expected to give accurate results for conditions which deviate widely 
from. the no;malizing point. 
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Since the source-modified·I-2 mE!thod must be normalized to experi
ment, it cannot be used to predict new and unusual fuel element designs. 
It should be emphasized, however, that the method provides a ·powerful 
tool for predicting intracell flux and power distr'ibutions when experi
mental data is available .for similar conditions. 

Other one~dimensional-and! two-dimensional approaches to the 
intracell problem have been investigated with ·little success; Since 
the fuel element is two-dimensional and extremely heterogeneous, this 
is not surprising. Although it may be'possible to separate the geometric 
and neutronic effects ·in.a one~dimensional calculation, the best hope 
for an analytical solution to t~e intracell problem lies in the use of 
two~dimensional machine code cafculations. 

The extreme heterogeneity of· the fuel element seems to dictate 
tha ulie of tranoport theory to ·obtaii1 accurate results. Unfortunately, 
no two.,dimenaional transport theuty machine codes are available at 
this. time. One' such code (!PC) is expected to be available in four· to 
Bix· months, and p_erhaps :·'will· alleviate much of the uncet"tainty 
associated·with pin-type fuel elements. _,1\n.alternative appruach is 
to use a two-dimensional diffus;on theory code (PDQ). The nuclear con
stants used would be mod'ified to give the same results as transport: 
theory for a single pin in one dimension. This method is under in
vestigation but no definitive results have been obtained. The use of 
Monte Carlo techniques has-been. investigated but found to be unsatis
factory for analysis of the ML..:l fuel element. 

2) Experimental Determination of Pin-to-Pin Power Ratios: Since an 
analytical solution of ·the intracell problem is. very difficult, several 
detailed experiments were performed· to gain information about this 
problem. The intracell power r-atios from these experiments are given 
in Table 9. 

To establish: a point of r~ference for interpretation of the 
table: an "optimumi• power rat~o~ P3/P2. of outer rine pi_n pn~;<Tt:'!' to mid 
ring pin power, is about 1.35 for a 19 pin element and about 1.15 if 
the center pin has no fueL . (lt was pr.eviously felt that -a power ratio 
of 1.0 was an "optimum", 'but subsequent an~lysis and experiment have 
indicated the values given above.) · 

The first intracell exper·iments were done in the ML-1-IA critical 
experiment and used uranium foils in Inconel tubes to simulate the 
fuel pins. It should be ·noted.that.the effective "pellet" diameter 
wa~ 0.162- in.:· Shortly thereatter, tlu:: · IB..,20'l' element was irradiated 
in the BRR. This was the first test element to utilize UO and to 
have £u'el pellets with the reference diameter.Pf 0.177-in/ Tbis'l.~:-... 
element. exhibited 3: greater flu~ and power dip .than the previous 
elements. This was as expected ·due to the. higher fuel loading and 
larger pin diamet;er. The. fuel loading for the IB-21 core for GCRE 
was selected on the basis of a-theoretical extrapolation from this 
point. 
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A series of intracell flux and power measurements were made on 
May 1 in the ML-1-lB critical experiment. The test elements were of 
reference size and had fuel loadings in the range predicted for ML-1-I. 
As may be seen from the table, these elements.showed power ratios in 
the.range indicated by the earlier power ratio experiments and much 
low~r ,than the power ratios seen in the IB-2fbT experiment. In retro
spect, this apparent anomaly can be easily explained on a qualitative 
basis. 

The initial power ratio experiments were done in the ML-1-IA 
critical experiment (loaded with about 20 kg of U-235). The IB-2¢T 
element had a heavier fuel loading and was run in the BRR which has a 
very soft thermal neutron spectrum, .hence the· power ratio was much 
higher~ The elements tested in the ML-1-IB critical experiment had a 
heavier fuel loading than any of the previous elements, but the. thermal 
spectrum to which they wer.e exposed was also much harder since the 
core contained about 35 ltg of u ... z35, Due to thie difference in thermal 
neutron spectrum, the fuel pins were not as ''black" as those in the 
IB-2¢)T element and the resulting po~o1er ratio was lower. The problems 
associated with the prediction of thermal spectra are being investigated. 

3) Fuel Loading Selections - IB-21 and ML-1-I: The fuel loading was 
selected for IB-21 and tentatively selected for ML-1-I after analysis 
of data from the IB-2¢>T element. Fully enriched U02 (75 gm U-235 pin) 
was chosen for the inner .seven ·fuel pins while the outer·l2 pins were 
to contain 23 gm of U-235 as fu~ly enriched uo2· in a BeO matrix. This 
selection was aimed at obtaining near optimum. pin surface temperatures 
while providing sufficient excess reactivity to assure criticality 
with less than 61 fuel e~ements. Inconel-700 and Haynes-25 poison shim 
1 iners were designed to be wrap.ped around the. fuel elements and thereby 
permit operation of the ML-1 with the desired'· excess reactivity and 
exactly 61 fuel elements~ 

When the data was received ·from the ML-1-IB critical experiment, 
it became obvious that this .fuel loading selection would result in 
excessive surface temperatures in the fuel pins. This.problem would 
be alleviated either by decreasing the loading of the.center seven 
pins or by increasing the loading of the outer .tweive pins. The fuel 
for the center pins had been or.dered, however, so any change in campo.: 
sition was deemed impossible .. A sufficient increase in the loading of 
.the outer pins to provide:: a ·desirable temperature distribution would 
.increase the reactivity of the system so that the shim liners in ML-1 
would be inadequate to permit operation with bl elements. 

A ~ompromise fuel loading was re-selected for both cores. The 
center pin will contain no fuel·, the six mid-ring pins will each con
tain 75 gm .. of U-235 and each of the outer twelve pins will contain 30 
gm of U-235. This will. provide a near optimum power distribution with
out.causing an excessive . .increase in reactivity. 

4) Burnable Poison Selection·- IB-21 and ML-1-I: The reactivity 
effects of the burnable poison for IB-21 and ML-1-I were studied with , 
two;..:.group perturbati.on theory. The reactiv.ity worth of the IB-21 cad
mium distribution was established as 2. 2% to give an operating lifetime 
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of 10,000 hours at full power. The shape of the burnable poison distri
bution was selected to 1mprove the axial power distribution. The 
poison foil is made of copper~cadmium alloy containing 0.40 gm of cad
mium per fuel element. In ML-1-I the poison is lee a ted nearer the ., . 0 
outlet end of the fuel element and results in about a 30 F reduction 
in the maximum surface te~perat~re of the fuel pins (excluding_hot 
spot factors) . 

·A more detailed analysis of the burnable poison will be done 
using two-group, two-dimensional perturbation theory. PAMPER (an IBM-
704 computer code) was written to convert two-di~ensional diffusion 
theory results (PDQ) into weight;ing functions used in perturbation theory. 
A burn-up code will be written, using these perturbation theory weight.
ing functions. This will permit calculation of burnup effects in two 
dimensions with minimum expepditure of computer time. 

5) ML-1-I Neutron Source; ·:. The neutron source for M;L-i must have a 
lifetime of 50,000 hours,: be capable of star.ting a new core loading 
10,000 hours after shutdown and···have sufficient strength to be det,ect
able at the shield7water tank. A radium-beryllium source with a 
strength of 3 x 10 neutrons/ sec will meet these requiremen:ts; It 
will be mounted .in a vertical tube in the moderator water near the 
periphery o·f the core. 

Accomplishments - June: 

1) Development- of Technique:· ·Two analytical methods of representing 
the reactivity worth of ML-1 control blades were developed. ·A two
group, two-dimensionar" perturbation theory technique appears .to have 
considerable promise and wUl be compared with experimental data·· from 
the critical experiment. · This ~ethod utilizes perturbation theory 
weighting functions derived from PDQ c·alcuiations by use of the PAMPER 
code. 

A purely analytic representation of control rods iri a cylindrical 
reflected core was developed. This procedure will require use of a 
computer to solve the flux.equations. It is not felt that this tech_. 
nique.' will be as good as per·turbation theory for ML-1 but could have 
considerable use for other.reactor. systems. 

The PAMPER code for·computing two-group, two-dimensional pertur
bation theory weighting func tion·s was checked out and is ready for use. 
A short FORTRAN code was writte~ to punch input data cards for PAMPER 
directly from the PDQ output tape. This eliminates many hours of key
punching time and greatly reduces the possibility of errors. 

Work has been initiated on problems associated with burn-up; fuel 
depletion; and fission product poisons . 

... ; 
2) ML-1-lB Critical Experiment-: Power ratio and intracell flux data 
was analyzed and I 2 mac~ine code calculations were normalized to the 
experimental data. This normalization will permit calculations to be 
made on ML-1 .. with mo:t·e confidence. 
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3) ML-1-I Design Calculations: The UO loading pf the BeO-uo2 outer 
fuel pins was set a.t 70.5 wt% (30 .0 gm 6-235 per pin). The inner six 
fuel. pins will contain fully·enriched.uo

2 
(75.3 gm U-235 per pin) and 

the center· pin will contain no fuel. Th1s selection gives.the best 
pin-to-pin power ratio within the limits· of criticality considerations. 

The burnable poison was selected for ML-1. It will be a copper
cadmium alloy containing 0.4 gm of cadmium per element. The poison 
foil will be located near the o\ltlet end of. the fuel element to im
prove the axial power distribution. 

Reactor physics. constants .for ML-1 are being re-evaluated with 
information from the critical experiment. This will permit a more 
accurate evaluation of criticality and burn-up calculations. 

Blueprints of the Ml,=l core were stt.ldi~t;l ii\nr.l nearly all of· the 
components reduced to the form of volume fractions for neutronic 
calculations. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: Control blade calculational methods 
will be checked out and compared with experimental results .. 

Two-dimensional, tw~-group perturbation theory will be studied 
as a means of determining 1;ong~~erm burn-up effects. 

Data will be· analyzed as it. is received from the MI...;. l-IB Critical 
Experiment. 

Criticality studies will .be continued. Consideration will be. 
given to the time dependent .:ef~ec·ts of reactot;." operation. 

2. lB. Fabricati6'p. O'evelpPm.en( .(Ta~>k 21-2XX) 

This task was qroken into two parte and io reported under Tasks 
21-6XX and 21-7XX. 

· 3. IB Loop Tests,. 0\.lt.;..of~PH~ . .(Task 2l-3XX) 

Summary - January through May: 

a. Fluid Flow Tests: The first fluid flow tests were run on the IB 
fuel element configuration·in November 1958. No attempt was made to 
find the opt:imUtn d~sign at that time since the IB element wa~ then 
considered only a back-up desigi.1. Wltl::!n the IB element becatn~ the 
reference design for the ML~l, a more thorough program was planned to 
determine the best possible configuration. Two geometric parameters 
were considered because of their influence on pressure drop: the 
diameter of the pin, .and the configuration of the pin spacer. Tests 
were made of five spacer shapes and three pin diameters (0.240-, 0.245-, 
and 0.250-in.). (The IB element uses 19 cylindrical pins arranged 
symmetrically inside a cylindrical tube.) 
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Results of fluid flow tests on the pins.show that there is negli
gible change in friction factor for the diameters tested although .pres
sure drop changes significantly because of the change in .flow area. (The 
effect of pin diameter on friction factor is shown in Figure 39.) 

Tests :o£1 airfoil spacers and full-length. spiral wire spacers (a 
smooth tube was' also tested as a control) showed less pressure drop for 
the spital wire configuration. (The results are plotted in Figure 40.) 
After.the full-length spiral wire spacer was chosen as the reference de
sign, tests were run to determine the effect of changing the number.of 
spirals (Figure 41). The results of the tests showed that there is little 
difference in .friction factor, but that the friction factor increases 
slightly as the number of spirals increases. Information for future de
signs was gathered by testing one seven-pin model with longitudinal fins 
and peg-type spacers (Figure 42). This configuration showed poor distri
bution of flow which would lead to large differences in temperatures · 
around the pins. 

The above tests were performed in a water loop. One of the models 
tested in the water loop was re-tested in the gas loop to demonstrate 
that the accuracy of the results was not affected by the use of water in
stead of gas as the working fluid. The results showed that the working~ 
fluid has no significant influenre~m the correlation (Figure 43). The 5% 
apparent difference is caused by the experimental error (± 3% for the 
water loop data and ±5% for the gas loop data) and by the difficulty in 
accounting for the effects of the inlet geometry in the two specimens. 
The water loop not only has lower experimental uncertainty. but is easier 
to operate. It was used for all other fluid flow tests. 

~he bearing spacer design was selected to back-up the full-length 
spiral wire spacer design. The first longitudinal cross-section chosen 
for. the bearings was 30° ramp nose section and 70 ramp. tail section·. A 
streamlined c~oss-section (B-2) was designed to improve the pressure drop, 
and tested (Figure 44). The drag coefficient for the original shape 
(1.30) was improved to 1.00 for the new shape. 

A fluid flow model was built with an arbitrary gap between the pin 
and the full-length spiral wire. (Thermal cycling tests showed that the 
wires elongate, forming a gap of varying magnitude.) This flow model was 
used to provide information on which to base an estimate of the effect of 
such a gap on pressure drop. A gap of 0.32-in. was found to !increase the 
friction factor. by 7%. (Figure 45). 

b. Heat Transfer Tests: The fluid flow tests mentioned agove eliminated 
all except two configurations. Heat transfer tests were run on these two 
configurations, using the thermal capacitance discharge method. This 
form of test only yields information on the average, or apparent, heat 
transfer coefficient for the whole element. It does not yield informa
tion on the variation of coefficient around the circumference of the -.. .. 
pins, on the local effect at the spacers, oi on the variation in 

.the entrance region of the element. The results of tests on the 
model with 48 bearing spacers show that the heat transfer coefficient 
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for this configuration is 35% above'that predicted by the Colburn equa
tion (Figure_46). Models were also tested with 16 and 32 spacers to 

"find correlation for·t~e IB configuration without spacers. There
sults indicate that the correl-ation for the reference configuration 
without spacers is 14% above that predicted by the Colburn equation for 
a smooth round ·tube _:(Figure 47). 

The reference design (full-length spiral wire spacers) also was 
tested using the thermal capacitance method. The results show that the 
heat transfer coefficient for a model with 16 wire spacers is 17% 
above, and a model with 18 wire spacers is 23% above that predicted by 
the Colburn equation for a roun~-· tube (Figures 48 and 49). 

The results of the tests. reported above are valid only for,_ cases 
with small differences in wall to gas temperatures. For large differ
ences in tempe·rature, the heat transfe-r correlation must be corrected. 
to account for the effect of large variations ·in temperature-dependent· 
properties in the gas film next: to the wall. In the.abse~ce of data, 

"this ef6e575can be e2;1mated by applying a correction, such as 
(Tw/T ) ' to StPr recorranended by Kays and London in "Compact Heat 
Exchaftgers". For the ML-1, the maximum predicted wall to gas tempera
ture· ratio is ·1.36, the correction calculated from the above reduces 
the heat transfer coefficient by _19%. Thermal discharge tests, run to· 
confirm the accuracy o0 ~~e assurrie·d. correction, showed that the proper 
correction was (T /T ) • (Jtigures ··50 and 51). The final heat trans-
fer correlation f~r-the IB fuel element geometry with 18 full-length 

·spiral wire spacers is: 

St Pr213 (T,/T ) 0 ' 25 = 0.027 Re- 0 · 2 
w. g 

The· correction for temperature-dependent properties with this correla
_tion results in reducing the iso"thermal heat transfer coefficient by 
only 8% for a temperature ratio ot 1.36. 

c. Thermal Shock Tests: Thermal shock tests were run to demonstrate 
, that the IB-2T fuel.,element would operate safely during the first in
pile test. The model used for the thermal shock test was the IB-lOM', 
a mock-up of an element for the.IB-lL core. For the purpOS(:!S of this 
test, there are no· significant differences between the lB-lOM' and 
the IB-2T. The model was thermally shocked 40 times between 1000 and 
120°F (it is estimated that during the lifetime of the element, the 
IB;:;2T will be sub iected to_ 40 cycles from 1700 to. 800°F at a rate of 
10 F/ sec). The average ra.te of temperature change of the metal surface 
for the first 20 "sec of each shock ~vas 22°F/sec. Nu mechanical tlamag~ 
to the model was apparent after the test. 

d. Drying T~st: A test was run to measure the efficiency and speed of 
the drying procedure planned for ·.use with the ML-1 reactor after the 
core has been flooded with water dui·ing the fuel change. The Thermo
flex insulation in each fuel element will absorb and hold some of the 
water after the reactor is drained. The reactor will be dtied by forc
ing air at 600QF through the,systerri at the rate of 1000 lb/hr. There
sults of the test showed·that the insulation for each fuel element will 
absorb 247.4 grams of water, ·and that this water will be evaporated after 
passing 16.4 lb/hr of 600°F air through the element for two hours. 
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P.LoT OF DATA FROM THERMAL CAPACiTANCE DISCHARGE TESTS 
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FIGURE 50 

DETERMINJ\TION OF THE EXPONENT, n, FOR THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT PROPERTIES CORRECTION 
TO THE ISOTHERMAL HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATION (REYNOLDS' ANALYSIS) RE = 30 1 000 
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~ccomplishments - June: 

The frictiori factor was measun~d in the Reynolds number range from 
900 to 50,000 on a model of the IB-911 in-.pile fuel element. Eight flow 
control orifice sizes were calibrated. 

A pitot-static probe was installed in th~,model of the IB-9R and 
calibrated for the nominal cold posit.ion, for the estimated hot position, 
and for several other positions made possible by fabrication tolerances. 
!he Pitot constant proved to be insensitive to position with the IB-9R 

.·fuel element.· 

The fr.iction factor for the prototype model of the ML-1 was measured 
f.n the Reynolds number range from 900 to 50,000. This friction. factor 
agreed well with the friction factor measured six months ago on, the .first 
mudel of Lhe In· cl(!lm~i.ilt. Flow cm'!ltl.·ol orific.e:.s are being calibrated with 
the prototype modei of the ML-.1 fuel element" 

Four mass transfer tests were run, the first two to develop technique. 
Improvements were made im the procedure for measuring the radius and in 
the device for measuring pressure, based on the first two tests.' 'The 
third test was successful, and the fourth was run to determine the repro
ducibility of data and to provide additional evidence. The data was re
duced and is consistent for the two runs. 

An electrically-heated test section was designed for the IB fuel 
element. 

J~ticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Data from the mass transfer tests will be evaluated further. 

the £low control. orifices will be calibrated for the ML-1 fuel 
element. 

M~ss transfer tests will be continued to determine the variation of 
the ratio of local heat transfer coefficient around the pins to the 
average heat transfer coefficient at a cross-section. 

Material will be purchased for an electrically heated test section, 
land fabrication will start. 

SumL~ary - January through May: 

a. Gas Corrosion Tests: (Note: ·The following material covers only _the 
coz:rqslcn studies .being performed under the Mi.-1 program~ Those studies· 
Jll'erformed for the GCRE-II program are report_ed in that section of the 
report. This separation ts for reporting purposes only: the work was 
carried on simultaneously in the same work area.) 
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Hastelloy X and Inconel (the r~ference and back-up alloys for clad
ding fuel pins) were exposed to the ML-1 reference coolant gas (99.5 vol% 
N

2 
+ 0.5 vol% o2) and air for periods up to 5000 hr at 1750°F, the ML-1 

hot spot temperature~: Results of metallographic examination and weight 
measurements are shown in Table 10. · 

TABLE 10. RESULTS.OF LONG TElill GAS CORROSION TESTS AT 1750°F 
(Reference - Hastelloy X - and back-up ~ Inconel - fuel cladding 
alloys at 300 psi in 99.5 vol% N2 + 0.5 vol% o2 ,~a.nd·.aiL'at 1750°F) 

HASTELLOY X INCONEL 
Time,-·. Penetration 

{hours} {inches} 

1000 0.0010 

2500 0.0012 

5000 0.0015 

1000 (air) 0.0020 

2500 (air) 0.0027 

5000 (air) 0.0016* 

Weight Change 
{gm/cm2} 

+0.00070 

+0.00ll8 

+0.00ll8 

+0.00050 

-0.00212 
*on the basis of a single specimen 

Penetration 
{inches} 

0.0017 

---

0.0009 

0.0023 

0.0020 

Weight c2ange 
. {gm/cm } 

. +0.00160 

+0.00183 

+0.0086 

-0.00054 

· Hastelloy X and Inconel demonstrated excellent corrosion resistanc·~ 
:~or periods up to_ 5000 hr. Corrosion tests are continuing to obtain in .. 
formation on the effects of the full 10,000 hr of operating life. The 
·~xtent of attack on these alloys after 5000 hr at 1750°F are illustrated 
:Ln Figures 52 through 57. Figures 52 and 53 are photomicrographs at 
:!SOx of the alloys in the as-received condition. Figures 54 and 55 shou 
the extent of corrosion in 300 psi reference gas (99.5 .vol% N2 + 0.5 vol% 
o2) and Figures 56 and 57 show the extent of corrosion in 300 psi air. 

Exposure to gas at elevated temperatures reduces the romm tempera
ture ductility of nickel alloys. This reduction is particularly notice·· 
able on Hastelloy X. Data on the strength and ductility of Hastelloy X 
at room temperature after e:l:{posure to corrosion is shown in 'l"able 11 on 
the next page. This reduction in ductility could cause poor fatigue 
Btrength and reduced notch resistance. (Improve~ ductility after ex
posure is an objective of an alloy modification task discussed later in 
this section.) 

b. Creep Tests: Long term creep tests were performed to provide design 
data at the temperatures and s~resses expected in operating the ML-1. 
The relative secondary creep rates of Hastelloy X and Inconel 702 are 
illustrated in Figure 58. These tests were begun before Inconel was 
designated the back-up alloy for cladding fuel, but the creep of Inconel 
702 is considered similar to that of Inconel. 
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TABLE 11. AVERAGE TENSILE S1~ENGTH (SHQ~T TIME, ROOM 
TEMPERATURE) OF HASTELLOY X AFTER GAS CORROSION 

Ultimate 0. 2% Offset 
Tenaile Yield % ElongaQ 

Exposure Strength, psi Strength, psi tion 

REFERENCE 114,900 66,200 43 

2500 hr, 1750°F, 300 psi Ref .Gas 107,800 50,000' 31 

5000 hr, 1750°F, 200 psi Ref. Gas 92,000 55,200 15 

5000 hr. 1750°F, 300 psi Ref. Gas 103,100 49,500 36 

:LOOO hr; 18$0°F, 300 pSi Ref. Gas 104,800 51,000 28 
: 1 il00 hr, 1850°F, 300 psi Ref. Gae ~5.600 55 .·300 4 

2500 0 hr, · 1750 F, JOO psi ·Air n.40o l~S, 200 33 

5000 hr, l750°F, 300 psi Air n,soo 54,600 23 

c. Tube Tests: Early experiedce with Hastelloy X tubing showed that 
empty tubing collapses when subjected to 300 psi external pressure at 
1600 to 1750°F. Pellets were plaeed in Hastelloy X tubing of the refer· 
~~nee size, and the space bet111een the pellets deliberately varied. These 
samples were exposed·to 300 psi external pressure at 1750°F to determine 
the effects of external p~essure on tubing containing fuel pellets. The 
results of 500 hr et 1750 F at· 300 psi external pressure are ·shown in 
ngure 59. 

The Hastelloy·x tubing bucklec; severely (creep buckling) wherever 
there we~e· 1arge gaps between fuel t·ellets. The magnitude of the buekl1ng 
•..o1as unexpected. 

·An investigation now is being made of.the collapse of Hastelloy X 
tubing (~ith ML-1 tolerances) without space between pellets. The mode 
~f collapse and the effect on corrosion will be deter$ined. This in
vestigation also will evaluate the ~fteet ot several factors on the uni .. 
formity of collapse~ These factors include the ·inner diameter of the 
tubing and the tolerances for outer diameter of the pellets. 

d. f\,lel Oxidation: A potential ptoblem in operating the ML-1 is the 
oxidation of fuel through leakage ot: coolant gas into. defective, hot fut!l 
pins. 'In the first experiments, Cl!Ld U02 pellets Were exposed to the 
reference atmosphere through a defect in the cladding. The results 
showed that oxidation eaused the cll1dding to bulge. X-ray diffraction 
analysis of the oxidation product and data on weight changes revealed that 
u3o8 was formed. 

Late~ tests demonstrated that U02 pellets readily oxidize to u3o8 in the presence of even trace amounts of oxygen. In these tests, unclad 
Beo-uo2 p~llets were exposed to air at 300 psi at l750°F, and bare uo2 
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FIGURE 52 · 
HASTELLOY X-AS-RECEIVED AT 250 X 

FI GURE 53 
.lNCONEL-AS-RECEIVED AT 250 X 
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FIGURE .54 · 
HASTELLOY X AFTER 5000 HR AT 1750°F in 300 
Psl 99.5 VOL % N2 + 0.5 VOL % o2 .250X 
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FIGURE 55 
INCONEL AFTER .5000 HR AT 1750°F IN 300 
Psi 99.5 VOL % N2 + 0.5 VOL % o2.250X 
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FIGURE 56 
HASTELLOY X AFTER 5000 HR AT 17500p IN 300 
Psi AIR .250X 

FIGURE 57 
INCONEL AFTER 5000 ijR AT 1750°F T.N 300 
Psi AIR. 250X 
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TUBES OF PELLETS AFTER BEING SUBJECTED 
TO EXTERNAL PRESSURE 

(AFTER 500 HOURS AT 1750° F, 300 PSI 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE, HASTELLOY X) 
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pellets were exposed to high purity (about 2 to 3 ppm oxygen) nitrogen 
for 1000 hr at 1750°F. Possible solutions to the oxidation problem include 
the use of alternate coolant gas (to prevent oxidation), or the use of 
particle coatings (such as Al2o3

, BeO, Ni, Cr, Ni-Cr) to prevent oxidation 
and to improve retention of f!ssion ·gas. The tests perfofmed with high
purity nitLogen gas demonstrated that even two to three parts/million of 
oxygen were sufficient to oxidize the uo

2 
to u3o8 : g·J;E;·at;;el; : than normal 

corrosion also was observed on the cladd1ng alloys in this test. 

Further tests are scheduled to assess the compatibility of a mixture 
of 99.9 vol% nitrogen ·plus 0.1 vol% carbon monoxide with uo2 and reference 
nickel alloys. 

In addition, a limited progran. was started to determine the feasi
bility of coating uo2 particles with CP.rRmi~. Details cannot be reported 
;1crc bccnuoc the woriC is classified. 

~ · Alloy Modification: The goals of thio effort are to produce an alloy 
0 •.dth improved_ creep strength at 1750 ~nd 1850 F, with good ductility after 

exposure to nitrogen at 1750 and 1850 F, and with improved resistance to 
corrosion by high temperature gases. 

Two approaches were followed to obtain an alloy with these proper
ties: Alternate contmercial alloys reputed to have good properties were 
investigated; and Hastelloy X was modified by minor changes in chemical 
composition. 

Modified Hastelloy X alloys (Table 12) were fabricated into test 
specimens and screened for creep strength and corrosion resistance. The 
results show that yttrium reduces the elevated temperature strength and 
improves the corrosion resistance. Six alloys were sP.lP.ctP.~ for Rnni
tional investigation on the basis of 1000 hr screening tests for creep .: 
strength and corrosion resistance, mechanical properties at room tempera
ture, and metallographic examinations. (TQ.e alloys sele.c.ted for further 
investigation are marked * in Table 12.) Three lines of investigation 
are being followed: Studies of X-ray diffraction Rn~ fluorPRr.PnrP to 
evaluate structural changes; vacuum fusion analysis to determine the 
increase in nitrogen content; and the statistical analysis of data on 
modified alloys to determine the effect of the modifications on corrosion 
resistance and creep strength. 

Seven alternate alloys were ccnsidered in this investigation. All 
proved inferior to Hastelloy X in at least one l:haral:Lt:!rislic . The chemi
c21 analyses of these alloys are tatulated in Table 13 . The results of 
gas corrosion tests are shown in Tatle 14. Evaluation of these alloys is 
sumrrw.rized as follows: The Martin .::.lloys were unsuitable from the stand
point of both creep strength and coi"rosion resistance. Nichrome V showed 
satisfa,~tory corrosion resistance, 1·ut the creep strength at 1750°F was 
unsatisf,,_ctory . Preliminary corrosion data on Nichrome V-Nb (columbium 
modified) was satisfactory, but the preliminary creep data showed it was 
i nferior to Hastelloy X. Preliminai"y corrosion data on Inconel 600 was 
satisfactory, but the creep data waE: inferior to Hastelloy. X. Both 
the preliminary corrosion data and the creep data for Allegheny G-175 
was unsatisfactory . 
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Table 1'2 ... CHEMicAL AIAA.LYSES OF MODIFIED HASTELLOY. X .. ALLOYS 

Modified 
Alloy No .. 

61* 

62 

63* 

64 

65* 

66 

67 

68 

69 

.7.0 

.71* 

72 

.73 

.74* 

75 

76 

.77 

.7·8*. 

79 

Ni 

45 
1.1 

.II 

•II . 

II 

II 

II. 

.II 

55 
II 

II 

II 

II 

45 
.. II 

·II 

·.11 

'II 
l .... 

Cr 

21 
II 

II 

'II 

II 

II 

·II 

II 

·II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

.. " 

25 
II 

II 

II 

II 

Mo 

10 
II 

.... 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

Fe c 

.20 0 .. 1 

19.5 0.1 

19.0 0 .. 1 

y 

0 

0 .. .5 

1.0 

20.0 ·0 .. 01 . 0 

19.5 0.01 0 . .5 

-19 .• 0 0 .·01 1. 0 

18 

1.7.5 

17.0 

10 

9 .. 5 

9 .. 0 

.10 

8 

0 .. 1 

II 

II 

'· II 

:II 

0.1 

0.01 

0 ... 1 

15 0.1 

14 .. 5 0 .. 1 

14.0 0 .. 1 

.20.0 0.01 

18 0.1 

.0 

0.5 

1.0 

0 

0.5 

1..0 

0 

0 

0 .. 5 

1.0 

*Selected .for further investigation. 

Nb 

2.0 

2 .. 0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

Note: All modified alloys containe:d L 0 wt%, maximum, of manganese and 
;>ilicon; and 0. 7. wt%, maximum, tungsten . 

. c. Evaluation of BeO- uo
2 

Capsule fc·r the BRR-GCR-2: A capsule of conven-
·: ional, double wall design (with au~.iliary heater) was used for irradiation 
l)f six specimens suspended in NaK. The specimens consisted .of 'Be0/59 wt% 
U02 pellets clad in Hastelloy X, 0. C30-in. thick. Each pellet was 0 .. 158-
.i.n. OD by 0 .. 177-in •. long and achieved 97% of theoreticaL density. The 
specimen was fueled .forl-ab9ut .. one::dnch., ,~iid·:· the0:total..-Tengt.h~-~()fofhe' CJ'.'

sp,"!cimen was less than 1~- in. The specimen was designed to .operate at 
1750°·-:: 50°F to a burn-up of about 3.0.atom% in the .Battelle Research 
Reactor ·(BRR). Irradiation of the capsule b~gan 11 January and was 
completed 12 March at a burn-up estimated to be 2.8 atom%. {Dosimeter 
evaluation later showed.about 2.0 atom% U-235.) .A typical temperature 
profile is shown in the table on the following page. 
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A-TYPICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE 

Specimen 
Number 1 2 3 top 3 center 4 

Specimen 
Surface .670* 1720 1640 0 . 
Temp., F 
*Thermocouple data considered 

1740 1730 

erroneous .. 

5 

1630 1440 

Table 13. CHEMICAL.ANAL~SIS OF ALTERNATE.ALLOYS 

Ni Cr Fe Mn Nb 

krei1r8rne v Balance 19/20 1.0 max 2.5 max 

NichrQmil V-Nh Balance 19/20 2.0 max 1.0 max 2.0 max 

Inconel 600 Balance 14/17 6/8 1.0 max 1. 75/ 
2.75 

Cr Fe Mn Nb Ti Al Zr 

Martin DB-1 5.7· Balance . 1-.25 0.5 7 .. 0.6 

Martin DB-2 5.5 Balance 

Martin DB-3 5.7 Balance 

Alleghen~ G-157* 27 max I) max LOmax 

*Balance Ni. Also contains 2.0 max Mo, 1.5 W. 

All alloys contain 0.1 carbon. 

3 0 7. 0.3 7 0.7 

0.9 7 . 0.5 

1.5 0.5 

Table 14. GAS CORROSION SCREENEiiG OF POSSIBLE .ALTERNATE .ALLOYS 

Nichrome V-.Nb 

ln.r:.onel 600 

Nichrome V 

Type 310 Stainless: Steel 

Martin Nuclear: Fe-Al-:C:r 
! •• 

Allegheny Ludlum G-157 .. · 

Maximum :orrosion· 
Penetrition, in. 

O.OJOS 

0.0006 

O.O:HO 

O.OH5 

o.on1 
O.O:l30 

· Weight Chan2e*, 
grams/em 

+ 0.00050 

+ 0.00088 

+ 0.00010 

0.00091 

+ 0.00167 

+ 0.00179 

* Wt:ight ·change in g·rams/cmZ after 1000 hr in 300 psi 99.5 vol% N2 
plus n:5 vol% 02. 

Hc.t cell evaluation started i:a mid-March and was almost complete 
by mid-April. Specimen removal was normal. Neither measurements nor 
macro-exam.!.nations revealed any obvious flaws or defects in the irradi
ated specimens. Specimens 3 and 6 (see table at top of page) were then 
punctured to draw off any fission gases. The Be0-U02 pellets in speci-
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mens 3 and 6 were removed from the cladding for macro- and micro-examir:.a-
. · ·tion. ·Macroscopic examination failed to reveal any change in the pellE:ts. 

Small changes in dimension were noticed (Tagle 15). Microscopic examirs.a
tion of both pellets and cladding failed to reveal any_ reaction. There 
was no observable change in.the microstructure of the Bep-uo2 , or in the 
size or shape of the uo2 that could be attributed to either irradiation 
.or extended periods at nigh temperature. 

Table 15. DIMENSIONAL EVALUATION OF BeO- uo2_ SPECIMENS 

• Specimen 

3 

6 

-r-
S:eecimen 

3 

6 

Length 2 
Pre Post 

.1802 .1788 

.1749 .1746 

.1753 .1738 

.1812 .1807 

.1768 .1768 

.1791 .1791 

.1764 .1761 

.1769 .1772 

Weight 2 
Pre Post 

.2887 .2855 

.2823 .2818 

.2789 0 277.2 

.2895 .2890 

.2822 .2819 

.2842 .2840 

.2817 .2820 

.2835 .2779 

in. 
Diff --

-.0014 
-.0003 

-.0015 
-.0005 

N/C 
N/C 

-.0003 
+.0003 

8 
Dif:f 

-.0032 
-.0005 

-.0017 
-.0005 

-.0003 
-.0002 
+.0003 
-.0056 

Diameter 1 in. 
Pre -Po.s.t Diff 

.1589 .1587 -:.0002 

.1587 .1587 N/C 

.1587 .1585 -.0002 

.1588 .1580 -.0008 

.1587 .1590 +.0003 

.1586 .1590 +.0004 

.1586 .1589 +.0003 

.1590 .1590 N/C 

Densit:2:z glee 
Pre Post 

5.038 5.10 
5.033 4.99 

5.035 5.02 
5.027 4.96 

5.037 4.92 
5.020 4.95 
5.010 4.95 
5.012 4.94 

The release of fission product gas detected from Specimen 3 was 
0.001% of all products predicted to be generated. The fission product 
release from Specimen 6 was l_ower than that detected ~rom Specimen 3. 

• • , I 1 ~ 

Isotopic burn-up analysis is being performed by Phillips Petroleum 
Co., Idaho Falls, Idaho, on pellets from both specimens. 

g. Other Ca:esule Irradiation: Irradiation of two other capsules is 
planned: a capsule for the Materials Testing Reactor and an additional 
one for the BRR. The MTR/GCR-2 capsule will contain six pellets, 70 
wt% Be0-U0

2
, clad with Hastelloy X 0.030-in. thick. This capsule is 

scheduled to begin irradiation on 21 August and complete 105 days 
(about seven MTR cycles) on 1 February 1961. It is scheduled.to re
ceive about 9. 2 atom% u·-235 burn-up at l750°F. This will provide 
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irr.ridia.tion of the ML-l reference fuel to the equivalent burn-up of 
10,000 hr of ML-1 operation. 

The capsule for the. BRR will contain six solid, highly-enriched 
U02 pellets clad with Hastelloy X 0.030-in. thick. Irradiation will 
start 1 August and be completed on 15 January through about n·BRR 
cycles, about 1,24 days. It is planned to achieve about 2 atom% U-235 
burn-up, at 1750°F, the equivalent of 10,000 hr of ML-1 operation. 
Specimen design and fabrication is almost complete at Aerojet, San Ramon. 

h. Thermal Fatigue Tests: A machine was designed and is being fabri
cated to thermally cycle production'Hastelloy X tubing to investig.Stte 
the effects of thermal stresses. ~~e machine will use resistance heat-

n 
ing to heat a specimen 8-in. long ·t:o 2000-F in air and then cool t:he 
specimen by forced draft to 300 to 400°F at the rate o~ at least 40°F/sec. 
Tlillilts: r:t;:mrlt.t~tPrl nn i,nc.omplete equipment show that 1620-F could be reached 
in still air and a cooling rate of 3luF/sec was obtained. Heavier leads 
are being installed to make higher temperatures possible. Automatic 
timing controls and mufflers also are being installed. 

i. Burnable and Permanent Poisons: A foil containing 0.4 grams of cad
mium is considered necessary for burnable poison for each element in 
the IB-2L and ML-1 fuel elements. The availability, ductility and 
high melting point. (1020°F) of a cadmium/copper (about 1 wt'7o· cadmium) 
alloy made it the best material for the burnable poison. Most other 
alloying elements were discarded b~:!cause of either high thermal-neutron 
cross-section, or low melting point (estima~ed hot spot temperature is 
870°F). Cadmium/ copper is commercially available and is being procured 
with the highest possible cadmium content per sh~et. Fuils receiveu 
so far have varied be tween 0. 76 and 1. 02 wt'1o cadmium. 

The alloy is difficult to melt bE>.CRttse of the narrow temperature 
range at which cadmium exist:t ai a liquirl, ThP mRt.P.ri.A.l also is diffi
cult to roll because a brittle two-phase region forms under certain 
cooling conditions. ~u4fit1r:at:1ve chemical aualy~l6 fuJ. ~.:admium proved 
difficult. 

A permanent poison will be used in the IB-2L fuel element to 
reduce the active core length to b:1at used in the ML-1 fuel elements. 
The poi.son concentrations required for the IB-2L fuel element are 
shown in the table below: 

THICKNESS OF NATURAL CO:~CENTRATION OF ISOTOPF.S 
NEEDED FOR PERMANENT POISO}~ IN THE IB-2L FUEL ELEMENT 

ELEMENT 

Boron 
Cadmium 
Europium 
Samarium 
Gadolinium 
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9.63 
11.7 
18,0 
23.6 
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An alloy of 35 wt% cadmium/silver was selected because of availability 
and relatively high melting point (1360°F solidus). The "blackness" · 
of cadmium 0.012-in. thick reduced the importance of cross-section, per
mitting the use of silver. This alloy is commercially available and has 
been used in pressurized water re.actors. 

. Cladding studies were performed on both cadmium/copper and cadmium/ 
silver alloys. Little information is available in the. literature. on the 
corrosion resistance of these alloys at ML-1 conditions. : Electroless 
nicKel plating proved to be the most·· desirable cladding procedure. Pro
duction size specimens were roll-formed without cracks in the cladding, 
and a .vendor produced a high-integrity coating. (Brazing appeared to 
be a promising method of cladding, but excessive numbers of Wrinkles 
were found on production-size· samples.) 

Two basic corrosion tests were conducted on reference permanent 
and burnable poison materia!s· Tests w8re conducted in a· flow of refer
ence atmosphere (about 5 ft /hr) at 870 F for 500 hours. Galvanic tests 
were performed at room temperature·in water with a full size element·· 

. (without fuel pins) and with samples in" contact in i.beakers of water. 
Samples of bare cadmium/copper, nickel-clad cadl!!iuni/copper, and bare: 
cadmium/silver were exposed in the high-temperature tests. The bare 
cadmium/copper oxidized and ~palled at a rate ·calculated to be about 
0.001-in/500 hr. There was no'apparent oxidation on the nickel-clad 
specimens after 892 hr. The cadmium/silver alloy exhibited a black.ad:.. 
herent oxide after 967 hr. 

j. Tubing Defects: Production Hastelloy X tubing is being inspected 
to determine the magnitude and mode of defects. These tubes were produced 
from sheet formed into tubing before welding and drawing it to the re
quired dimensions. All except the iast draw·was ·followed by.annealing 
at 2050°F for 15 minutes in an oxidizing atmosphere. The last diaw was 
followed by annealing in hydrogen. Metallographic examination of the 
tubing revealed the following:· 

l) The c~st ~=~tru~tnrP. of tlie· weld zone was not obliterate.(f 
by the drawing and heat treating operations. 

2) Carburized zones· exist in the tubing, especially in cracks 
found in w~l:ds. These cracks do not permit the escape of en-··. 
trapped drawing compounds, producing brittle, carburized re- · · 
gions. 

3) From 5 to 10% of production tubing contained small cracks 
about 0.001-in. deep on the inside surfaces of the welds.· 

4) Grain size was uniform throughout the pieces and between 
pieces, except in th~ weld zone. 

A program was outlined for the evaluation of production tubing. 
The progt;~ incorporat.es chemical, ·physical and mechanical tests of 
seamless and weld-drawn tubing. 
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k. Design and Fabrication Support: ·-.A test was performed by a vendor to 
determine the thermal conductivity (k) parallel to the in"sulating fibers 
of the insulation for. the· IB-2L fuel element. (Normal usage and r~port
ed k values are for the direction perpendicular to the fibers.) These 
results indicate that k increases 45 to 55% over the values for use of2 ' 
the fibers perpendicular to the heat flow. The value of k (Btu/in.-ft -
°F) at 800°F mean temperature is 0.85 for parallel and 0.55 for perpen
dicuiar. At 1000°F, k is 0.96. for parallel and 0.66 for perpendicular 
to ·the heat flow. 

Accomplishments -June:· 

a. Gas Corrosion Tests: Tests ·were· completed on Hastelloy X 1 Nichrot111.e y 1 

and l-Iar tin Fe/ Al/Cr alloys at "1850°1~ in 300 psi in ~he ref~rence atmos
pherii!~ 

Metallographic e~amination of Hastelloy X exposed for 1000 hr 
showed maximum penetration of 0.0013:..in. Room temperature tensile 
tests produced the" following data: ultimate. tensile strength, 104,800 
psi; 0.2i yie~d strength, 51,000 psi; and 28% elongation. 

Hastelloy X is better than Nichrome V as a fue:l element alloy due 
to superior creep strength. 

Gas corrosion· tests of the Martin alloys were terminated when 
metallographic examination showed severe oxidation. 

, Gas corrosion tests on tensilE! specimens of Hastelloy X, lnconel ~ 
and Inconel 702 were terminated-· aft(!r 5000 hr at 1750uF in 300 psi 
reference atmosghere. Tests of Nichrome V-Nb were terminated after 
2500 hr at: 1750 F in 300 psi ·reference atmosphere. Tests of Allegheny· 
Ludlum G-157 were terminated after 1.000 hr at 1750°F in 300 psi reference 
atmosphere. 

Specimens of Hastelloy X, Inconel, and Inconel 702 were aged for 
2500 hr at 1750°F in a capsule fillE!d with high purity argon. The test 
was performed to determine the effec:ts of aging without the influence 
of corrosion and nitrogen diffusion. 

b. Creep Tests: Two 1000-:-hr creep screening tests at 1750°F at 1000 psi 
stress were completed on modified Hastelloy X and alternate alloys. 
Ana'lysis of this and earlier data confirms two conclus;lons: the addition 
of yttrium to Hastelloy X decreases the creep strength of the alloy; and 
none of the alternate alloys is comi?arable in creep strength to Hastel
loy X. 

A creep rupture test at 1750°:F and stresses of 3000, 4000 and 
5000 psi was completed on commel:"cial and low-cobalt Hastelloy X speci:
mens. The commercial Hastelloy X proved slightly stronger than the 
low-cobalt Hastelloy X. 
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c. Tube Tests: Specimens were prepared for te.sting the collapse of 
Hastelloy X .tubing ~roun:d sta.:ks. of U02 fuel. In a similar test run for 
70 hr, there was sl~ght collapse of Hastelloy X tubing under ML-1 hot; 
spot conditions (1750°F and 300 psi external gas· pressure). 

d: · Fuei D_xidation Tests: . uo2 ~ellets are being expased to high ·purity 
n~trogen (20 ppm of oxygeJl, max~mum) at elevated temperatures. ·The 
test is to run for 1000 ht. The purpose of the t.est is to determine · 
the physical changes in uo2 pellets under such conditions. 

Specimens were fabricated to simulate defective fuel pins. uo2 and Beo-uo
2 

pellets are encased in Hastelloy X tubing with a· hole . 
0 .004-in. ~n diameter at one end. Two configurat:i6ns.:were prepared ·to 
simulate a leakr·at either the upper or the lower portion:· of the fuel 
pin. 

e. Alloy Modification: Fifty-pound heats were prepared of each of the 
six favored modified Hastelloy X.alloys at BMI, and rolled into strips. 
Initial .examination was begun of specimens.exposed to ML-1 reference 
gas for 1000, 2500 and 5000 hi. These examinations will provide data 
on the formation of oxide film, microstructural changes, and chemical 
changes. X-ray diffraction a~d fluoresceqce are being used in these 
studies. · ' · 

f.. Beo-uo2 Capsule: No work was performed on this task during the 
period. Data on .. isotopic burn-up is not yet.t available. 

g. Capsule Irradiation: Heat transfer calculations were completed at 
BMI for these two capsules. A nuclear mock-up of one capsule was 
oper.ate.d in the BRR to obtain data oh nuclear perturbation. Capsule 
fabrication was started. 

Specimens of Be0/70 wt% UO , clad with Hastelloy X 0.030-in. 
thick, were fabricated at AcrojcJ, San Ramon,ami.L:::;hiiJpt!u lu BMI for 
irradiation in the MTR-GCR-2. Solid uo

2 
specimens are being fabricated 

at Aerojet, San Ramon, for irradiation ~n BRR-GCR-3. 

h. Thermal Fatigue Tests: Automatic timing controls are being installed 
on the machine for thermal fatigue testing. 

i. Burnable and Permanent Poisons: Work u~der this task on burnable 
and permanent pois9ns was completed in May. Work performed in June on 
this subject is· reported under Task 21~7XX·, Fabrication Development. 

j. Tubing Evaluation: A production tube was metdlogr·aphically ex
amined to determine the frequP.ncy and extent of defects not detected by 
the Radac eduy current machine. Sixty-five per cent of 'the areas 
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examined ·in this tube con·tained defects 0 .0005-in. deep or deeper, all 
on the inside surface of .the weld. Sixty sampleS from 30 production 
tubes w:ere mou~ted, a!ld wip be e~amined for defects. 

k. Design and Fabrication Support: Measurements of thermal conductivity 
of Thermo flex· insulation (to be performed by the vendor) were, delayed 
three weeks. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

a. Gas Corrosion Tests: Tensile tests will be performed at room 
temperature ori samples uf Hastelloy X .and ~nconel after 5000 hr ex
posure to· 1750°F in the r·eference atmosghere, and on samples of ·the 
s~me alloys after aging :l.JUU ht' at: 17'0 l" lu tugllfL. Theoe opccirncns · 
will be meta11o.graphica11y examined tor corrosion penetr'ation and 
chan~es in mic~ostructure . 

. The results of tests on three Martin Fe/ Al/Cr a11oys will be 
evaluated. Ute 'eva.Iuation will conclude the work ori these alloys. 

b. Creep Tests: Creep tests will be completed to provide data on 
0 

secondary creep rate for Hastelloy X under several stresses at 1750 F. 

. . 

c. Tube Tests: ·A test to determine the mode and magnitude of collapse 
and corrosion effects will be started on reference Hastelloy X tubing 
fupy loaded With natur;al uo

2
, The 30IDplcg ''llll bQ expO~Prl tO 100 pSi 

external pressure of reference gas at 1750 F for 200 hr. 

d. Fuel Oxidation Tests: Tests will be started on simulated leaking 
fu~l ~iu~ exponed to roforencQ cool~nt eRs and air. P~ta will be ob
tained on t~e rate of_oxidatioh of the fuel stack and the resulting 
physical changes. 

e. Alloy Modification: Specimens will be fabricated from six modified. 
alloys arid long term exposure begun in the reference gas. 

Creep tests will ~begin on the six modified_ alloys, initially at 
1750°F. 

A statistical evaluation was completed on the 19 modified HastEH
loy X alloys considered originally. The information from this study 
now •vill be -correlated wi'th plahn~d corrosion experiments. 

f. BeO-UO? Capsule: Isotopic burn-up data is expected from Phillips 
Petroleum Co .. This data will 'be correlated with dosimeter data and 
heat balance calculations. 
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g. Capsule Irradiation: Fabrication of capsules will·be' completed at. 
BMI, and the solid uo2 capsule will be ready-for irradiation. The Be0-U02 
capsule will be ready for shipment to NRTS e~rly in August. 

Solid uo2 specimens will be fabricatedn for the above capsule early 
in August. 

h. Thermal Fatigue Tests~ Equipment will be installed and tests started. 

i. Burna'!)le and Permanent Poisons: Work will begin on a rough dr.aft of 
the final report .summarizing the results of these tests. 

Vendors of such materials will be evaluated.to supply materials 
for use in the future. 

j. Tubing Evaluation: Tests will continue on production tubing to obtain 
information on the size and frequency of defects. Liaison will continue 
with the inspection department to determine the accuracy and sensitivity 
of the Radac.edsJ.y .. current testing machine. 

k. Design and Fabrication Support: Data will be available-from tests of 
Thermoflex RF-600, E800, and -1200 at mean temperatures of 800 and 1000°F. 

5. Fuel Design (Task 21-6XX) 

Summary - January throughuMay: 

a. IB-2L Core: _This core for the GCRE- reactor is similar to the ML-1 
first.core except the end fittings are modified to fit the GCRE pressure 
vessel (Figure 60). The pin bundle proper in the IB-2L is :s.inrilar..:.to.,. 
that in. the ML-1 first core. The major differences ·_;:an,e, tha.t. tlfe --IB-2L 
core has welded tubing with an unfueled center pin (loaded .with a Haynes-25 
alloy rod~ .whereas the ML-1 has seamless tubing with the unfueled center 
pin.loaded with ceramic. 

Most of the drawings for this element were released before 1 Janu
ary 1960. The burnable poison was bemng analyzed and developed .during 
the period, and the drawings of this portion of the assembly were re
leased during the per.iod. At the beginning of the period, the theoretical 
study had determined the quantity and placement of the poison. The fabri
cation development study now is completed for the support of the poison 
foil and the protection of the foil from oxidation. 

The characteristics of the IB-2L components were categorized to show 
the degree of importance of each inspection step in terms of critical, 
major or minor. The guide.!will be used by inspectors. The quantities 
of burnable poison material, the assay and content of fissionable material, 
and the means of sealing the fuel pellets completely in the pin tubing 
are the most important steps to ensure the element will have a long 
lifetime. 

The stress analysis completed for the IB-2L fuel element revealed 
no m;:~jor deviations from previous. analyses. ·All components are designed 
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to withstand.el.astic or shock stress at least four times more than pre
dicted. l'he .inne~ .liner might be damaged in an accidental blowout of 
coolant gas; this weakness was .eliminated by boring four holes, each 
0.065-in. dia, in th.e liner. . . · 

Fabrication began on the IB-2L during the period. Extensive effort 
was directed toward developing fabrication techniques for the first core 
design. 

b ... IB-9R and IB-lOR: The first two pin-type elements used in.the GCRE 
before the IB-2L core ·is. used will be the IB-9R .and -lOR •. :Mo.re .. extemsive 
instrumentation .. will be used in. these elements than in the· IB-2L, includ~·L
ing thermocouples to sense temperatures at the surfaces of the pins. 
l'hese elements were detailed and the drawings rei"eased. . (Additional in
formation on these elements is reported in Task 21-:-9XX in this section.) 

c. The ML;.·l First: Core: l"~I.Jr·h.:!:!.Lluu ,hawlrtg,.!! wer~ rclcaocd for tho ML-1 
first core. (J:o'igu:t~ 61). Basically Lhe tviL·l· fuel element a.!.!embly io a 
cylindrical tube, 32-in. long by 1.720-in. OD, that weighs about 10 lb. 
The active fuel length is. 22-in. Each fuel element consi~ts of a center 
pin containiilg .... a .cet~ic., .. such as .BeO: or .MgO, •. :six intermediate fuel pins 
loaded with fully-~nriched uo2 pellets, and 12 pins in the outer ring loaded 
with Be0-U02 pellets. The pins hang from an upper spider and are free to 

.expand through a lower spider. Spital wires run the length of the pin to 
serve as spacers. l'he pins are surrounded by an inner liner, a layer of 
insulation and an outer.liner. The fuel pins are made of Hastelloy X 
tubes, 0.241-in •. OD with 0.030-in. walls. 

The fuel element.retaining p~ate prevents upward movement of the 
fuel elements.through the upper tube sheet. A seal is formed between 
the tube .!heet and the fuel clement . to prevent. t:'sr::;~pP nf r.nn bmt gas. 
The c.oolant gas flows from .the upper plenum dow past. the fuel pins. 
Thus gravity and cocilan~ pressure tEmd to place the element structure 
and fuel pins in tension .. The spider that supports the pins at the tup 
of the element is designed to reduce pressure drup. . 

Lateral.shift of .the fuel pins is prevented by wires wrapped in a 
spiral four times around the full. length of all but .the center pin. The 
wire spacers, made of 0.040-in. Hastelloy .X, are attached to the upper .. 
and lower.pin lugs. These plugs are pressed into the ends of the fuel 
tube and Heli-arc welded into place. The lower ends of the pins are 
spac.ed by the lower spider. The lower spider prevents the pins from 
dropping ;i,p.to the lo~er plenum if. the::primary support of the pins fails. 
Each lower pin plug has·a cylindrical section that slides freely through 
an aperture in the lower spider to accommodate differences in thermal 
expansion. 

The power betwee11:cpiri.s~is adjusted to egualize maximum metal tem
peratures. More uranium is placed in the .intermediate pins than in .the 
outer t2 ... to equalize wall 'tanperatures among the pins because the thermal 
neutron flux is lower in the center of·an element. The intermediate pins 
are filled with fully enriched uo2 pellets (nominally 0.177-in. dia by 
0.325-in. long). and the 12 outer pins are .filled ·.with Beo-uo2 p,ellets 
about 40: . .vol% highly':" enriched U02. The BeO-uo2 pellets are nom)inally 0.176-
in. dia by 0.2'2-in •. long. All pellets are coid.:.pressed and siritered .to about 
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96% theoretical density. 

Washers of Thermoflex insulation are stacked 'to. occupy the space 
between.the inner and outer liners. The inner liner is Hastelloy X, 
1.426-in.ID with 0.010-in. wall. The outer liner is stainless steel 
tubing (0.012-in. wall) welded to the,upper and l~wer ~losures of the fuel 
elements. 'J:'he outer. liner supports· the fuel· element bottom end closure, 
the "nose". The nose of the element· may· be or if iced to allow control of 
minor variations in power distri.bution ac.r:oss _the core .by varying the'' c:.-. 
coolant flow. All elements will run, ideally, at the same temperature. 
The burnable poison, formed .of a cadmium alloy. canned in stainless steel 
foil, i:s attached to the inside of. the out~r liner .that surrounds the 
lower nalf of.the fuel. The pois9ri is used in this.location to reduce 
the peak temperatures of the fuel p{ns during the first few thousand hours. 

The fuel pins are assembled as follows: a lower plug is pressed 
into the fuel pin and Heli-arc welded. Then 0.75.:.in. of MgO pellets is 
placed in the fuel pin, followed by 22-in. of the ~ppropriate fuel pel
lets for the ··outer or intermediate ring of pins.' A BeO p.ellet is ·added 
and a spring spacer inserted on top of the stack to prevent movement of 
the pellets into the gas expansion chamber and to minimize the gap~ be
tween the ends of the pellets. The pin is evacuated and back-filled with 
helium. 'J:'he top end plug is pressed into the pin and Heli-arc we{ded 
into place. 

The MgO pellets are used to reduce the temperature at the weld that 
J01ns the lower plug to the tube. A_BeO pellet is used at the top of the 
fuel stack to disperse ~he heat from the top fuel pellets, thus reducing 
the peak temperature gradient. at this point in the stack. The fuel is 
enclosed in Hastelloy_ X. 

The fuel tubes are inspected with a Radac:: eddy current mach.ine. The 
welds are inspected with a helium leak spectrometer and b'y X-rays. Each 
fuel pin assembly is checked with a gamma ray scintillation spectrometer 
to en,sure that uo

2 
pellets are not mixed with ·Be0-U0

2 
pellets. . 

Specifications were written .for pin and fuel ele~ent assembly. 

Stress analysis.is nearly completed for the ML-1 first core eleinent. 
Tentative conclusions are that the assembly will withstand higher elastic 
and shock. loads than the IB-2L except that severe coolant loss still could 
cause buckling of the inner liner. Thermal stresses-continue to be re
viewed without discovering ·any danger areas thus fa~: t.he_ straiLns;~x:esult
ing from thermal stresses are believe4 to relax .. th-emselves and the analysis 
is difficult. In-pile tests and capsule tests did not reveal any ill ef
fects arising from steady or cyclic thermal stresses . 

. Accomplishments - June: 

A conceptual design was. completed for the cross. section of the ML-1 
second co~e. The conceptual design incorporates 1,9 fuel.pins, each 
0.275-iri.. OD,inside an inner liner 1.55-in. ID. These dimensional changes 
will lower. fuel pin metal temperatures and provide mor·~ room for diluent. 
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~hese two factors will improve retention of fission gases, and improve 
dissipat.ion of heat .to the moderator water during shutdown or an acci
dental severe loss of coolant. 

The design of the IB-9R fuel element was.modified to incorporate 
the IB-2L fuel. loading and thermocouple positions. The;elements with 
these changes, called the IB--9R-2A and IB-9R-3A, will be used to deter
mine shifts of axial power from buin-up and from changes in control 
blade·position. Drawings of these element are being checked. 

The drawings were released for the thermocouples for the IB-9R. ele
ments. The material for the water seal locking nut was changed by in
creasing its hardness to prevent galling. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July; 

Drawings will be. released for the. iB-9R-2A and IB-9R-3A. 

Stress calculations will be completed for the ML-1 ·first core element. 

The burnable poison drawings will be released for the ML.:.l first 
core fuel .elements. This will complete the release of all drawings for 
the ML-1 first core fuel element. 

6. Fabrication-Development (Task 21-7XX) 

(Note: ~he work under this task formerly was reported as a portion of 
Task 21-200, IB Fabrication Development.) 

Summary - January through M~y: 

a. Mechanical: Spetial ~ooling was supplied for fabti~Aein~ ehe IB-2L 
and.ML-l c;ores. The tooling included welding and positioning fixtures, 
pellet inspection gages, and pellet assembly. tools·: Conceptual designs 
were made of a fixttire to use in.attaching poison foil• to the outer liner 
.at NRTS before the elements are inserted into the reactor. 

Four mechanical tests were runduring the period: liner ovality, 
de-pressurization, upper spider load,' and thermocouple calibration tests. 
These tests.confirmed the adequacy of the IB--2L and ML-1 designs. Para
meters were established for shock and vibration tests of the.ML-1 fuel 
element,.and test specifications were .written • 

. An ML-1 prototype fuel .element was constructed and used in orifice 
calibration tests. Assembly of the prototype~ also confirmed the assembly 
procedure and the assembly tools. Fabrication began on three display 
models of the IB-2L fuel element. 

·Engineering support was provided in esta~lishing an.area for clean
ing inert parts, putting pellet fabrication "on. line" in .the ceramic 
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laboratory; and installing special hoods and vents to meet.health and 
safety requirements. Special inspection tools and equipment_were pro
vided for quality control of core part~. 

b. Process Development: Fabrication development work was concluded on 
welding f~el~p~n closures .. The process uses tungsten inert gas welding 
in a semiautomatic, sequence-timed schedule. The fit-up of the weld joint 
musi: be carefully controlled to eliminate gas voids in.the. welds. Current 
data on the production of 500 fuel pins shows that the process is capable 
of producing 99.5% ·acceptable weld joints. A weld repair procedure was 
developed that permits one re-weld per joint. 

Ah .assembly procedure was developed for the wire spacers on the 
fuel pins, and tested by thermal cycling. The wires are spiral wrapped 
in .an .assembly fixture, the ends pa::>sed through holes drilled in. the. end 
plugs, and the wire spot welded into place with tungsten inert gas fusion 
welds. Several mock-up pins were thermal cycled 50 times from room tern::- ... ··· 
perature to 1750°F. Repeated cycling showed the spot welds.were completely 
sound .. 

A braze joint was developed for fuel pin thermocouples and an i:n
duction .brazing process was developed for instrumented :rB fuel pins. 
Both joints were tested. 

Sched.ules- we-re developed for semiautomatic. tungsten inert g-as weld
. ing the end suppo.rts to the inner and outer liners of the fuel element. 

The burnable and permanent poison foils must be clad or coated be
cause of possible corrosion from reactor flooding. The feasibility and 
reliability of.electroless nickel cladding was demonstrated by corrosion 
tests to be adequate. It is now the reference process for coating foils 
(see Task 21-4XX}. Attempts to braze-clad the foils with stainless steel 
were unsuccessful . 

. The procedure was established for assembling poison foils. The 
burnable and permanent :foils are assembled by enveloping the foils. in 
stainless foil,· resistance tack-welding the sub-assembly_ into position 
on an assembly mandrel (Figure 62). This sub-assembly is then positioned 
and tack-werd·ed in position in the outer liner of· the Euel element. 

The process and test. specifications and procedures were completed 
for the fabrication. of the IB-2L and ML-1 cores. 

A fabrication process was developed with the tubing vendor for the 
production of Hastelloy X inner liners. The schedule for d·rawing the 
rolled and welded tubing to the required final wall thickness (0.010-in.) 
requires seven individual cold reduction passes, each followed by process 
annealirr.g_ at 2150°F for ten minutes .. The feasibility of the process was 
demonstrated by cold drawing four trial tubes to final size .. 

Accomplishments - June: · 

~-. :cMet·hani:caT~· ·Data.''ftom the de-pressurization test showed that the eler.._u 
men.;J.f?~~·.aAequately designed to withstand pressure loss due to discharge 
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of the relief valve, but that the design is of marginal strength.in case 
there is a major rupture of. the inlet and outlet pipe. . It was recommended 
that .additional holes should be drilied .in the inner liner to equalize 
pressure. 

.for 
ture 

Test parameterswere established and a test specification written 
shock and vibration tests for the ML-1· fuel element. The test fix
is being c!-e.signed. 

A test fixture was built to adapt the ML-1-type fuel pins to the 
thermal cycle loop. A thermal ratcheting test will be run with this 
equipment. T_est parameters were established and a test spectfication 
.written for the thermal ratcheting test. A fixture was designed for 
thq upper:spider frac~ure test, and test parameters were.established. 

Preliminary invcotigation began on.the use of doublQ•walled.tubing 
for fuel pins to· increase. the rel~ability of containment;.. 

The following tools were completed and checked for uoc in .aoocmbl-
·ing IB-2L and ML-l.cores; pellet stack height fixture, pin. plug press 
fixture, drill jig for fuel pins, and a lock box in.which to store IB-4T 
fuel elements. ·A "go-gage" was designed to "insure an adequate fit of. the 
fuel element .in the reactor tube sheet and is being checked. A flow cali
bration standard was designe~, checked .and approved for use with the Radac 
.eddy. current machine, The shim wrap problem is being investigate~, and 
procedures and tooling are being developed. 

b. Process Development: .WeJ.ding development is complete for.the inner 
and@.l;l.ter liner of. the IB-2L fuel .element. A step-welding procedure is 
used, a~d the position of the electrode is adjusted to compensate for 

. the fit-up of the· joint. .M·etallographic examination .of test welds shows 
full.weld penetration without cracking. Process instruction sheets 
were completed. 

Development· wo:rk was <;:Qm,plet;ec;l fqr assembl':j,ng the IB fuel e.lement 
poison, the outer linerand the insulation. The thickness of the insu
lat~on ring was reduced to accanmodate the thickness of the p9>ison assembly. 
The IB fuel element drawings were revised to show the method of fastening 
the poison to the cladding; the dimensions of the cladding, poison .and 

insulation;.and the method.of fastening the poison: assembly to the outer 
.liner of the fuel element. · · 

,Thermocouples were successfully spliced .for the IB-10R and IB-9R-2. 
The service t-emperature is ~W0°F for these splices. ·Each therruocoupie 
was ·spliced by oxyacetylene gas fusion welding the wires, potting the 
weld in cement(made by Continental Sensing Co.) and enc.los.ing the potted. 
splice in an Iriconel can brazed to the thermocouple sheath.-

Thermocouples "for the IB-4T will be spliced by_ the above process. 
Cor~osion tests. show that, of the allot;s tested, the American ·~elding 
Soc1.ety BAg-30 corroded.least at .1350 F. Improvements. are be1.ng de
veloped in the potting cement and in the fixture for holding the therme
couple during splicing. Corrosion and heat cy~ling tests will continue 
on brazed joints, potting cements and splices. 
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FOIL ASSEMBLY ON MANDREL READY FOR INSTALLATION 

The left is the bottom of the cladding, 
next is the permanent poison envelope, 
and on the right is the burnable 
poison envelope. 

FIGURE 62 
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Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

The shock and vibration tests will begin on the ML-1 fuel P.lf'mf'nt 
during the last week of July. The test fixtures will be fabricated 
during the month so the fuel element can be adapted to the shock and 
vibration tables. 

Dry runs will be started and completed on the thermal cycle loop 
in preparation for the thermal ratcheting test. The actual test cycle 
will begin. It is expected to take from four to six weeks. 

The fixtures will be fabricated for the spider load test and the 
test runs made. 

A test program will be initiated to thermally c.yC'.l P and test thermo ... 
couples for use in the instrumented fuel elements . 

. :_The "go-gage" will be completed late in the month . A fixture will 
be designed for attaching poison fo i ls to the ML-1 elements. 

Test fabrication will begin on double-walled tubing as soon as 
quo~ations are received. 

Welding schedules will be refined and improved by following pro
duction procedures for fabricating fuel element liner welds. Procedures 
for~mblmg fuel element poison foil, cladding, outer liner and insula
tion will be followed to improve fabricability. Tests will continue on 
materials and fabrication methods for splicing IB-4T thermocouples. 

Proceco inotructions will be wr.itteu fu1 fu~l element assembly. 

Liaison will be maintained with the vendor of the fuel pin tubing 
to improve the integrity and reliability of the tubing. 

Development will hPgin on a process to weld the HL · l liner to the 
end support. 

7. IB-2L Core Production (Task 21-9XX) 

Summary - January through May : 

Procurement was initiated in January of materials for fabricating 
Lh~ IB-2L core. The init~al 440 tuel pin tubes were delivered in Febru
ary. These tubes were eddy-current .tested, cleaned and inspected before 
mach-l.n_iri.g . . The remaining 1500 tubes were delivered in April. Ten percent 
of the fuel pin~ tubes were rejected in the eddy-current test. 

An additional order was placed for AISI Type 316 stainless steel 
for use as ._ inner: Li ner.s for the ~ Hastelloy :..·X tubes because "of :~ proo1l~mS -- in 

forming .the as~ weJ..ded : tub~-s · :to -- tb.e:. -required .. gage -aRd tolerance. 

Adequate control was attained in the concentricity of the pin plug 
between the bearing surfaces of the press-fit pin plug joint and the 
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spider holes after a detailed .reVJii.eo.v of the inspect iol). methods. . . ... 

The layer of poison foil was doubled during assembly_ to compensat"e 
for incorrect cadmium content. 

Spring-type fuel spacers were substituted for the tube-type spacers. 

Haynes-25 (low cobalt)_alloy inserts were procured for the center. 
pin after the decision to leave th•:! center piri' unfueled. 

The precision of the drilling and inspecting fixtures was improved 
to correct poor location.of pin locating holes in the support spider 
casting. 

The intermediate fuel pins in _this element will use.·:fully-enriched 
uo2 pellets. These pellets were procured from ~a·: vendor. The rejection 
rate was less than 1%. Fabrication was initiated in.April on Be0-U02 
~65 wt%) pellets and 1000 green pellets were made to establish procedures 
for mixing, blending, granulating and pressing. The hydrogen sintering 
furnace was installed in May and procedures were established for s1ntering 
and for controlling shrinkage. Experimental lots demonst.fated the feasi
bility of controlling shrinkage to a diameter of 0.176- - 0.002-in., 
thus eliminating the pr6Jjecte.d_,gr..ind:i:.ng process. ·· 

Production was initiated on 15 May with.3000 pellets, but the compo
sition was revised to Be0:.70.5 wt%. Ub2 (c_f Task 21-lXX), thus requiring. 
readjustment of the procedures. Significant quantities of the 3000,.pellets 
were produced on 4 June, using a mix with 3% CD 108 and 2% castor .oil. 
The problem of inconsistent shrinkage- r:equires adjustment of green density 
followed by test firing. 

Assembl:{was planned in. three stages. . In. the first, fuel pins were 
loaded with uo2 , the ends.closed, and leak tests performed. The s~cond 
stage was loading the outer pins.with BeO-UOz. The third was assembling 
the pins, liners, insulation.and end fittings to the element. -Assembly 
started on the uo2 pins in May and was completed 15 June. .Loading was 

. initiated on Be0-U02 pins in June and is in process. Preliminary assembly 
also was started on 57. of the 70 elements planned. The center pins were 
modified to accommodate inserts of _Haynes-25 alloy in place of fuel. 

Accomplishments - June: 

The procurement of tube plugs~ lower spider castings and back-up 
AISI Type 316 stainless steel for the inner liner is compatible with the 
schedule. The most s'ignificant prob~em was the difficulty in machinj,ng _ _, 
pin plugs and lowe1· spid~rs. 

In fuel processing, 23,000 BeO-iJ02 pellets were: completed in _.June. 
This is in addition to 6000 completed by the geginning of the month. About 
32% of the pe~l:ets~ ... are:::now .. coinplete f~r this '.ccire·. The most significant 
problem was the adjustment to control shrinkage. 
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.Assembly of. 347. intermedia'te pins (U02) was completed,. and 375 pins 
we~e loaded with Beo-uo2 . Assembly started on 57. sub-assemblies of the 
inner pin spider. The most serious problem was to maintain a sufficient 
supply of.plugs, spiders.and Beo-uo2 fuel pellets to maintain.the assembly 
rate. 

Anticipated-Accomplishments - July: 

_Procurement will be completed. 

Fuel pellet production will reach .78%. (70,000) of the amount needed 
for the core.by 1 August . 

. All of the uo2 pins will be· assembled, 58% of the BeO-UOz,pins, and 
JO% (22) of Lltt: d~weuls . 

. 8. Ill-lT Faut: i~;aLluu .and In-pile Test: . (Task ·.24-lxX) 

l'he effectiveness of the fins on the IB-l~T was evaluated on the 
basis of. temperature profiles.of the smooth and finned .tubes. 

Compensation was made for variations in power .. generation, in flow 
rate and in inlet temperature by adjust{ng. the temperatures in .. the of--

. element so these factors could be compared to the~ element. Five 
steady state operating points showed 70°F variation .in peak temperatures. 
In each case the smooth pins operated at higher temperatures. It is sig
·nificant that .the apparent peak temperatures fell" at different values of 
X/L. Th'i phlinomenon ·is attributed to changes in core loadh1gs. The ex .. 
~lement reached a peak temperature at ·larger X/L than. the {3 element. 

. . 

.The results.· of this work were written in :rough. draft form and will 
be published as ''In-pile Tests 0~ GCRE- IB rest Elements, II. I:00-28552. 

The task was completed and no further report will be made. 

9. . IB-2T Fabrication and In-pile Test (Task 24-2XX) 

Summary - January through May: 

Fabrication was completed on three elements during the period~ 
Lhe·1B-2T-1, the IB-2T-2 (power.elements) and the IB-2(6 (~.nuclear mock
up). -The nuclear mock-up and the first power element, TB-2l'-2, were ir
radiated. Irradiation of the IB-2T-l was initiated. 

Initially it.was decided to. insert -an element instrumented only 
with .inlet and out~e~ gas thermocouples. The HECTIC code and flux data 
from the IB-20 were used to calculate surface temperatures .. The primary 
objective of this test was to obtain data .ori .the effects of.thermal cycles 

. on .. the structural and mechanical integrity of .. the IB ·fuel elements. Ir
radiation began 9 March and was. completed 2 May .. with a total operating 
time of. 792 hr. A total of .ll47: thermal cycles were acc~mulated during 
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the run. The cycles were controlled between 1000 ancl 1600°F, based .on 
calculated surfaCe temperatu.tes.: ··· 

Test irradi.ition was started on·the·IB-2T-1 on.9 May . 

Accomplishments·- June: 
. ; 

Macroscopic examination was coniph~ted ·on the IB~2T-2 element on 20 
June in.the BMI hot cells. A special apparatus was constructed to dis
assemble the element without damaging the inner liner: The apparatus 
used an abrasive cut-off wheel mounted on a carrigg~;riding on a mono
rail(Figure 63). 

The inlet gas thermocouples Fere examined and photographed before 
the element was disassembled; The outer liner·was·removed and the liner 
thermocouples examin~d and photographed. The inner liner then was re
i.noved. After sever.±ng the top qf the bell wlth a ·circumferential cut. 
above the· top ~pider, 'the outlet gas· thermocouple remained with the piece 
cut off. The tips.of the thermocoupl~ were examined and photographed. 

T4e pin bundle then was hung from the in-cell overhead crane. Photo
graphs were ·taken at 90° intervals, "using a \-in: grid as the background. 
(Figure 64). The bundle showed little evidence of distortion. The 
spacer wires separated from the fuel pins l/16~in in several spots. 

The fuel pins were separated and photographed. Each pins was 
photographe4 with. the wire pitch points facing th~ camera and.again 
with the pin rotated 90° clockwise.: .. Sdveral of the pins· wer"e bowed 
1/8- in. 

Irradiation .of the IB-2T-l element reached 809 hr of_ operation. 
Th~ ~aGesi set ·of data 'is as follows:· 

: G·as · enthalpy increase ·' "44;8 kw 

-Mass flow rate 828 lb/hr 

Element .inlet pressure 198 psig_ 

Test section pressure dro~. 3.98 psi, 

Gas inlet temperature 560°F 

Gas outlet temperature 1245°F (average) 

Maximum pin surface temp. 1650°F .. 

Anticipated Accomplishments Jui'y: 

Microscopic examination of the IB-2T•2 element will be completed 
at BMI. 

-Irradiation will continue on the IB-2T-l element. 

Preliminary reduction and evaluation will be completed on heat 
transfer data. 
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10. IB~3T Fabrication .. and rn.:.pile Test .(Task 24-JXX) 

~he drawbar. to fit the ·BMI;-16 in-pile. tube was fabricated .and all 
drawings completed. All effortswere stopped and the completed work 
transferred to Task 24-4xx;, IB-4T Fabrication .and .In-pile Test in febru
ary because the IB-4T ·is. closer to the ML-1 reference design, and a more 
useful test may be obtained by accelerating insertion of. the IB-4T. in 
the BMI-16 loop (~he IB-3T. and IB-4T.are similar). 

~her~ will be no further repQrt on.this. task. 

11. .· IB-4T .Fabrication and In-pile Test (Task .24-4XX) 

This.· task was acc~lerated early i~ ·february, by .including all com
pleted work ~rom the IB-3T element. Calcu,iationt? we~~;! completed incor
porating the new flux values obtained in .the BMI-16 facility. Detailing 
was completed for .. l:::.he· test .element arid the drawings were released for 
fabrication. Inert part procurement was essentiaily complete. An engi
neering evaluation-report was written and published. 

Fabrication of. this element was. not started,_ as this work has been 
·deferred. 

~here will be no further report .on this task. 

12. . IB-9R; IB-lOR Fabrication .and In-:pile Test (Task 24-9XX) 

Summary - January t:hrough.May: 

This task prQvides for in-pile tests .of. IR-2L .fuel elements. f.Ol_t:r:
elements will be irradiated. fhe TR-qR-?. will hP irr.<~n;i.~ted for 4000 hr 
to gather information on heat transfer .. The ·rB-lOR, a thermal shock ·test 
clement, will. run for 4000 hi:. Tl1e IB·9R.·4 awl ... c; wlll lH:! inserted .with 
the. IB-2L core in .October for additional heat. transfer information . 

. ~he element for. this task will be fabricated and instrumented .by 
Task 2i-6XX, IB-2L Fabrication, Fuel Design. · · 

Accomplishments - June: 

The IB-9R-2 .and IB-lOR test elements were completed and shipped .to 
the GCRE-1 site. Modification of the IB-2(3 forinsertion.in GCRE-1 (the 
element re-labeled IB-9(3).was completed and shipped .. The flux run was 
completed and data reduction is in progress. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

.The IB-9R-2 and IB-lOR will be inserted. in the in-pile loop ... 
- ' ··- .:... " ' ... ' ·- .. . . . ~- i.. . ... 

-Fabrication will start on the IB-9R-4 and IB-9R-6 elements. 
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13 . ~B~ 7T . Fabricat ion and I n-pile Test (Task 25-lXX) 

Summary - J anuary through May : 

A test was i n itiated to assess the effects of a pin-gale leak in a 
fuel p in on the ML-1 power plant . Several approaches were considered, 
and the concept of a dynamic capsule (i . e . , one with self-contained c i rcu
lator, heater and cooler) was selected . One approach was an in-pile loop 
with out-of-p i le gas circulators, monitoring stations, a pre-heater and a 
cooler; but this was rejected on the basis of the cost of modifying the 
GETR loop and the danger of contaminating the plant . Another approach 
was the use of a capsule with natural convettio~, but the product i vity 
of such a capsule would be severely limited . Hence the dynamic capsule 
was adopted as a compromise (Figure 65) . 

Test parameters were selected and specifications prepared . The 
tes t program will be implemented in seven steps : Design and procurement, 
tes ts of componen ts, construction, out-of-pile tests, in-pile mechanical 
tests, and i n-pile tests . 

Accomplishments - June : 

Components were des i gned, detailed and procured for the test. Fat ri
cation was 75% completed by the end of the period . 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July : 

Tests will start on the components . F .i. •• i u~ 

Final design and detailing will be started for the capsule. 

14 . IB-8T Fabricat i on and In-pile Test (Task 25-2XX) 

Summary - J anuary through May : 

The ORNR helium-cooled loop a t GEITR is being modified by an interim 
agreement with the General Electric Co . as approved by the San Francisco 
Operat i on s Office of the AEC . The loop was operated on a preliminary 
basis with nitrogen as the coolan t t o assess the modifications needed 
to satisfy the requirements of the AGCRSP . The compression ratio of 
the compressors and the pressure drup across the pre-coolers were found 
t o be excess ive . Slower speed motors will be installed to reduce the 
compression rat i o . Aluminum windows and beryllium reflectors will be 
clamped to the in-pile facility tube to flatten the radial gradient 
of the neutron flux and thus possibly increase the fission heating 
capability ot each tube . 

Accomp l ishments - J une : 

Contract negotiations were started with the General Electric Co . 
through the AEC ( SAN) . The General Electric Co . performed the following : 
Achl ev8d 40% complet i on of the detailPrl drawings for the in-pile facility 
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tube; ordered all major items needed to modify the loop; completed the 
calculations necessary for the application to have the license amended; 
and dismantled the compressors for inspection by factory representatives. 

Drawings were released to Aerojet for fabricating the test speci
men for the IB-8T-l and IB-ST-2.. A data package was started for the 
IB - 80 flux run . 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Fabrication will start on the test element. 

Loop modifications will continue at the GETR. 

The data package will be completed for the IB-80 flux run. 

Fabrication will hP initiated for the rn - fi~ flux ~l~tuenc. 
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CONCEPTUAL DRAWING OF THE 1B-7T TEST ELEMENT 
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V. THE GAS .TURBINE·TEST 'FACILITY 

(Note: The AGGRSP is.concerned with GTTF insofar.as work under Contract 
DA-44-009-3252 will affect the completion of the ML-1 and contribute to 
the design of power conversion equipment compatible with the ML-1 system. 
The complete report .on the GTTF is made under the relevant contract.) 

.Summary- January through -May: 

Open cycle testing was continued on the turbine-compressor set 
during January. -Tests were conducted up to the normal operating· speed 
of the unit (18,000 rpm)' and normal operating temperature (ll50°F). 
Failure of. a gearbox bearing and a damaged seal in .the tee set made it 
necessary to_terminate the test before self-sustaining operation was 
attained. The unit was returned to the vendor. 

A summary of the open cycle test analysis and predictions for 
closed cycle self-run were published in March. 

The facility was converted to closed cycle from open cycle opera
tion .by April, and pre-operation ch.:ck-outs and tests were conducted. 
The t-c set seals were run in by performing more than .170 tests. A by-1. 
pass return line was._added to the low pressure side of the loopbecause. 
the leakage across the t-c set seals was greater than estimated. 

·A plan was completed in April for the 500-hr closed cycle test. 

'rhe initial closed cycle rotational tests were completed in May. 
Self-sustained operation was attained 12 .May. The test.was terminated 
.after 10 minutes when lubricat.ing oil leaked into the process gas system .. 
Preliminary investigation indicated that .the leaks occurred because the 
pressure in the compressor bearing seal cavity was· higher than the 
pres sure in the process gas system. Sc·avenger pumps were installed in 
th~ compressor bearing return line to maintain lower pressure in the 
bearing seal cavity. In the next t•:!st run, however, oil leaked into the 
gas system at 1~,000 rpm. A separate oil sump was installed for the com
pressor bearing to prevent this condition in future tests. 
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Accomplishments - June: 

Closed cycle tests were resumed on the t-c set. Testing was dis
continued when a turbine inter-stage seal failed in the t~.c set. The 
unit was returned to the vendor. 

Anticipated Accomplishments - July: 

Re-work will be completed on the t-c set, and the set returned to 
Fort Belvoir. 

Testing is scheduled to be resumed in August. 
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APPENDIX A AGCRSP MASTER SCHEDULE 
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APPENDTX B 

l-'U..-1 PLANT CHARACTERISTICS 

(No~e: Items marked -lc a~e revised ni.nce May 
0rF.1 A.rldP.rL) 

report. Items marked -lrn 

1. General (See Task 51-870) 

0 
Design performance at 100 F 

Gross electrical output 

Net electrical output 

Reactor thermal power 

Cycle efficiency 

Plan:t th~rmal efficiency 

Coolant fl OTI7 

Dose rate a~ control cab @ 
500-ft during full power 
operation 

Dose rate at 25 ft, 24 hr 
a.fter shutdmm (direction 
Qf transport vehi..cle driver 
ldth P-C skid in place) 

Overall plant dimensions 

Overall plant weight and 
dimensions 

Reactor package 

:rower conver:sion packa~e 

Control cab 

Auxiliary equipment 

- 203 -

400 kw 

330 kw 

2.9 Mw to gas;* 
3.3 Mw total* 

13.3% 

10%* 

92,000 lb/hr* 

5 mr/hr (with expedient 
shielding as needed) 

15 mr/hr 

279xl13x93 in high 

Weight 

30,000 Lb. 

30,0.00. lb. 

5,000 lb. 

11,000 lb. 

Dimensions (in.) 

lllxll0x93· high 
(plus ion exchange 
column on end) 

168xl13x93 high 

145x82x81 high 
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Operating supplies (startup 
and 90 day operation): 

Demineralized water 

Nitrogen (w·i th 0. 5 vol% 
Oxygen) 

Oxygen 

Anhydrous boric acid (B
2

0
3

) 

Mixed bed ion exchange resin 

Lubricating oil 

Filter elements 

Plant startup time 

Auxiliary pov1er requirements 

Pre-startup 

Normal startup 

Normal shutdown 

Emergency shu tdolm 

Reactor drying 

2900 gal 

1800 scf 

200 scf 

1200 lb 

900 lb 1II.8X. 

180 gal 

6 

12 In 

30 kw max 

45 kw max 

45 kw max, 3 kw ave 

none 

45 kw max 

2. Reactor Thermal Characteristics 

Power density 

(Task 21-lXX) 

700 kw/ft3 

Maximum heat flux 

Average heat flux 

Heat transfer surface 

Maximum-to-average heat flux 
ratio 

_Maximum fuel center temperature 

Maximum moderator temperature 

Maximum surface temperature of 
fuel cladding (nominal, average) 

Maximum surface temperature of 
fuel. cladding (including hoL 
spot factors), reference 

3. Reactor Nuclear Characteristics 

Average thermal neutron flux 
·(fuel) 

Average fast neutron flux (fuel) 

Maximum to average thermal flux 
ratio· (fuel) 

Hydrogen to U-235 atom ratio 

- 204 -

2 
137,500Btu/hr/ft * 
80,500Btu/hr/ft

2* 
2 

126,5 ft * 

J... 71* 

2150°F 

200°F 

1.9xlo12 neut/~m2-sec 
. 1. 7xlo13 neut/cm2 -sec 

3.9 

36 

-



Core buckling 

Fermi age 

Square of thermal diffusion 
length, L2 

Thermal utilization, f 

Infinite multiplication factor,. k 

Neutron lifetime 

Keff, cold, clean core; no shims· 
or burnab.le poison 

l{eff, cold, clean core, with shims, 
no burnable poison 

Kef£, cold, clean core, with 
shims and burnable poison 

Core life,. full power 

Burnup (U-235), average 

Prompt temperature coefficient, 
D.k/k/0 c 

4. Reactor vessel 

Materials 

Tube sheets 

Preasure tubes 

Gas ducts, plenums and baffle 

Outside di~meter 

Overall height 

Pressure tube length 

Design pressure 

Deslgn.temperature 

Wall thicknesses 

5. Reflector 

Composition, top 

bottom 
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0.0053 
2 92 em 

2.56 

0.82 

1.70 

em 

-2 
em 

2 

-5 3.0 x 10 sec 

1.102 

1.043 

1.021 

3000 hr min; 10~000 hr 
design 

3.6% in 10,000 hr 

-6 0 
(-O.B+l)xlO @ 0 c 
(-1.7~l)xl0- 6 @ 90°q 

Stainless steel, type 
304, 3 inches thick 

Stainless steel, type 321 

Stainless steels, type$ 
304-L, 321 and 347 

30.968 in. max. exclusive 
of upper flanged eonnection) 

79.5 in. 

24 in. between inside 
surfaces of t~be sheets 

345 psia 

4Q0°F 

Tubes .020 in; 
plenum 1.25 in. min 

2 in. H20; 3 in .. sta:Lnbss 
steel; 3 in. W 

3 in. stainless steel; 
3 in. W 
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radial 

Total heat generation 

Maximum power density 

6. Biological Shielding 

Composition 

1.8 in Pb; 2 in. W; 
180° segment 
4 in. Pb; 180° segment 

6 x 105 Btu/hr 

360 Btu/hr-in3 

3-1/2 to 4 in. lead 
plus 30 in. of borated 
water (10 wt% boric a~id) 

7. Core (excluding reflector) (Task 21-lXX) 

Diameter 

Height 

Number of fuel elements 
I 

Number of coolant passages 

Number of coolant passes 

Type and geometry of fuel 
elements 

Cold, clean critical mass, 
U-235, no shims, no burnable 
poison 

U-235 loading 

Enrichment, inner 7 pins 

outer 12 pins 

Core ·camposition 

Mate.dals 

uo2 
BeO 
Stainless steel 
Hastelloy-X 
H20 
Insulation 
Gas void 

8. Fuel Element 

Dimensions 

Fuel material 

Total 

Number of pins per element 

Pin outside diameter 

Pin cladding ma~erial 
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22 in. equivalent 

22 in. 

61 

61 

1 

cluster of 19 pins (18 fueled)* 

25 kg 

49 kg 

93% U-235,as 002 
31 vol% uo2, 93% u-235, 
69 vol% BeO 

Voluwl:! % 

4.3 
3.3 
3.6 
7.0 

58.6 
7.0 

16.2 

100.0 

1.72 in. OD x 32 in. 

uo2 
19 

0.241 in. 

Haste 11 oy-X 

-



Pin cladding ~.,all thickness 

Pin spacer 

Heat transfer material 

Pellet diameter 

Type burnable poison 

Reactivity worth of burnable 
poison 

9. Control Elements 

Type 

Location 

Number: 

Shim-scram blades 

R~gulRting hlRrlPA 

Absorber material: 

Shim-scram blades 

Regulating blades 

Cladding material: 

Dimensions 

Reactivity worth of control 
elements: 

Shim-scram blades 

Regulating blades 

Total 

Actuating Time: 

Regulating blade actuator: 

Report No. ID0-28558 

0.030 in. 

0.040 in. OD Rastelloy wire 

He 

0.174 in. and 0.177 in. 

Cadmium 

2.2% at startup 

Tapered blades 

Moderator 

5 pairs (5 actuators) 

1 pair (l ~ctY~to~) 

5 \-lt%' 

15 wt% 
80 wt% 

CadmiQJll
Indium
Silver 

Stainless steel 

None 

4.0 x 10.0 x 0.25 to 0.62 in. 
each blade 

0. 050 t:.. k/k 

o. 005 b k/k 

0.055 4k/k 

Drive: 13.3 set for full stroke insertion or with
drawal. 

Scram: 1.0 sec for full insertion 

Shim-scram actuator: 

Drive: 

Scram: 

4.0 minutes for full stroke insertion or wit:~1-
drawal. 

0.35 sec for full stroke insertion from 
scram signal 
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10. Moderator 

Type 

Reactor inlet temperature 

Reactor outlet temperature 

Pressure 

Flow rate 

Type of f1m~ circulation 

Purity: 

Total aolids 

Res is ti vi ty 

Total heat removal rate 

11. Reactor working fluid flow 

Working fluid 

Reactor inlet temperature 

Reactor mixed-mean outlet 
temperature 

Average velocity in core 
' Maximum velocity 

Inlet pressure 

Core Li. P 

Reactor AP 

12. Power cycle (Task 40-500) 

Type 

Total volume of working fluid 
system 

Total system working fluid 
inventory full load at i00°F 

Working fluid transit time 

Cycle characteristics 

Ambient temperature 

Net pm·1er, kw . 
R' . 1 . 0 eac tor 1:n ·e t., . 

0
F .. 

Turbine inlet, F 
C . 1 . 0 ompressor 1n et, . F, 
Compressor inlet, psia 
Compressor outlet,.psia 
Reactor inlet, psia 

Water 

180°F 

19o0 :F 

32.5 psi max 

300 gplft 

Forced 

1 gvm 
5 6 10 to 10 ohm-~ 

6 1.5 x 10 Btu/hr 

99.5 vol % N2+0.5 vol % 02 
800°F nominal 

1200°F max 

160 ft/sec 

180 ft/sec 

315 psia (max) 

15 psi 

22 psi 

· Brayton cycle with 
regeneration 

l00°F 

330 
791 

1200 
132 
117 
320 
313 

52 lb 

2.0 sec 

OOF* 

330 
597 
990 

24 
93 

294 
288 

-65°F* 
330 
597 
999 

24 
93 

294 
288 
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13. Turbine-compressor set. 

14. 

Radial Flow Compressor Axial Flow Compressor 
22,000 Speed. rpm 

Turbine ~tages 

Turbine rotor material 

Turbine blade material 

l8i000 

2 

!ncoloy 901 

Inca 713 

Turbine stator blade material lncone1 

Expansion ratio 

Compressor stages 

Compressor material 

Rotor shaft 

Compressor ratio 

Case material 

Seals 

at journals 

interstage 

shaft 

Bearings 

journal 

thrust 

Support 

Alternator 

Output 

Rating 

Voltage 

~otor shaft speed 

Case 

Diameter 

J~ength · 

2.38 

2 

AL 355 T71 

SAE 4340 

2. 72 

304 Stain
less steel 

Buffered 
labyrinth· 
Plain 
labyrinth 

Buffered 
labyrinth 

Tilting pad 

Kingsbury 
type (in low
press, area) 

Overhung 
turbine 

60 Cycle 
Qperati~ 

500 KVA 

2400/4160 v 
I 

3600 rpm 

- 209 ~ 

38 inches 

34 i1.1ches 

2' 

Incoloy 901 

N 155 

N 155 or 19-9DL 

2.29 

11 

403 Stainless 
steel 

SAE 4340 

2.59 

Low carbon 
steel 

Buffered 
labyrinth 
Plain 
labyrinth 

Double "L" 
ring seal oil 
buffered 

Plain babbitt 

Kingsbury type 
(in low-press. 
area) 

Turbine and 
compressor 
supported between 
bearings 

50 Cycle 
Operation 

417 IWA 

2000/3467 v 
3000 rpm 
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Weight 

Temperature, operating "\ . 

15. Rec~erator 

Length (including insulation) 

Outside diameter (including 
insulation) 

Headers.: 

High pressure inlet 

High pressure outlet 

Low pressure inlet 

Low pressure outlet 

Effectiveness 

Pressure loss 

Type 

High pressure 6 p/p 

Low pressure /:}.. p/p 

Tubes 

Shell 

Surface 

Materials 

16. Pre-cooler and Moderator cooler 

Dimensions: 

Length, overall 

Pre-cooler 

Moderator cooler. 

Oil cooler 
. Width 

Thickness, overall 

Core 

Fans and plunums 

'Materials 

Tubes and.fins 

Headers 

Weight 
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3600 lb 
0 

250 F internal max 
(hot spot) 

81 in. 

49 ·.in. 

8 in. 

8 in. 

20 in. 

14 in. 

80. 75~ 

1.61% 

1.06% 

Shell and tube 
regenerator 

4 passes x 840 tubes 

1 pass 

Extemal fins 

300 series stainless steel 

168 in. 

128 in. 

27Ja in. 

12~ in. 

113 in. 

32 in. 

lS in. 

17 in. 

Series 1100 aluminum 

Series 2219 alumitu.mi 

6500 lb 



Pre-cooler: 

Header, inlet 

Header, outlet 

Effectiveness 

Total D. p/p 

Air flow 

Type 

Tubes 

Surface 

Moderator cooler: 

Headers, inlet and outlet 

Total Ap 

Water temperature: 

In 

Out 

Airflot-T · 

Type 

Tubes 

Surface 

Oil cooler: 

Headers, inlet and outlet· 

Total 6. p 

Oil temperature 

In 

Out 

Oil flow 

Air flow 

Type 

Tubes 

Surface 

(30 JUNE 1960) 
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One, 14 in. 

One, 10 in. 

93% 

1.55% 

289,000 lb/hr 

Fin fan air-to-gas 
exchanger 

1131 tubes, single pass 

Internal and external 
fins 

4 in. 

6.0 psi 

190°F 

180°F 

78,600 lb/hr 

Fin fan air-to-water exchanger 

84 tubes, three passes 

External fins 

. 1~ in. 

11.1 psi 

0 
180 F 

0 
150 

19,380 lb/hr 

29,400 lb/hr 

Fin fan air-·to-oil exchanger 

42 tubes, 2 passes 

Internal and external fins 




